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FOREWORD

The humnA factor is tho most important element in social and

econoNte devolopmont. Lack of technique and know-how among the

poopleof,dovolaping nations in the mWr obstncle affectingat:

tempts to increase standards of living. The most °Meant way to
fight poverty and disenso.is to raise tho gonornl loyal of under-

standing and of development techniques among the pooplet but this

cannot-be achieved if tho =Joni:by of tho people are illiterate.

The keynote for progress, thoroforo, is n nation-wide program for

the oliminntion of illitorney. Elimination oflillitoracy through
InvosLmont In the education of childron is n long-tom solution;

cupplomentn1 rosourcos allocated to tho oducntion of odultd.will

help to achieve the dacirod aim .!in n shorter period of time.

Iran has long rocognized this problem and has for many years

conductod adult education programs. Although these efforts hnvo boon

rather successful in the urban areas, Iran has rocognizo0 the need

for additionn] iemphasis in rural areas. Tho now Education Corps pro-

gram, which for nearly two years has spread litoracy and general edu-

cation to the villages, among children as woll as adults, has been

most encouraging in its results, and nay woll sorvo as a-model for

` othor countrios irkth similar prohloms. Of course,, there have also

boon succossful stops-tpk2n toward the elimination of illiteracy in

Pakistan and Turko:r, tho other cburtries of the CEUTO rogion, as de-

.
scribed in their ronorts in 4011.'s volumo.

It is ossontbal for the countries of the region to cooperate

with one another and to inform eAch other of sucessful methods and

techniques so that each will be'strengthoned in the continuing-;cam-

palm nbinst illiteracy. I am most gratoful that the Oeritral treaty

Organization has made it possible for the roprosontatives from our

countrios and from the United Kingdom and the United States to get to-

gethor for the taslc of "Identifying Problems Affecting Adult Literady

Training.in the CEITTO Region."

The present volume, which is a report of the proceedings of the

"seminar hold in Tehran last November, has boon published in the hope

that thoso rosponsiblo for and into..'ostod in the problems of literacy

training may share tho benefits of tho soninar.

Spacial thanks are due to tho seminar pOticipnnts and to all

organizations and individuals who cooperated to organize and conduct

the seminar and to prepare this useful report.

Tehran, Iran
May) 19G4

Dr. Abdol All Jnhanshahi
Hinistor of Education

/ /0
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OPENING REMARKS AT THE FIRST SESSIDN OF THL

ThP first session of the CENT" 5f.411inar on 4.dult Lit-

eracy, entitled IlIdentifying Problems Affecting Adult Lit-

eracy Training in 1.he CENT() anion," opanc.i at

on Saturday, November 16, 1963, at the .National Museum

if;hran, Iran. Several hundred guest-, incluling rpr'\osnc-

atives froirt the Embas4es of the participating .countries.

and from various Iranian
governmental and private a(zenclPs.

heard inaugural rem larks by His Excellency, the.hinist,:r-)f

Education' of Iran, Nild brief opening remarks by'dk-2egates

from the member countries.
Following these remarks, th

guests viewed. a display of pfsters and teaching ma-,:d

,.p42rtaining to liter:cy training in the region.

I. Inaugural Remarks by His 4xcellency Dr. Parvin

Khanlari, former Ainister of Education, Iran:

In the name of Hi; Imp'rial Najo7ty, tho Shiisnan,

officially inaugurate this 3nminar,'which is

held under the auspices of the Central Treaty Prgan.'_:a

tion. Tha;proposal.by tree Central Treaty Organization

to hold this Seminar was welcomed and accepted with .

eager enthusiasm h-r the kiinistor of Education and t,6a7,

we are happy to welcome the delegates to it.

It was luring the reign al' hoza Shah, the illustrio

father of t:e prescn King, that the campaign to eradi-

cate illjteracy in Iran first started. Fhe campaign was

carried c'at t:lith great enthusiasm in many parts of the .

country. jnfortanately, due to the Second World nx

it had 1.o :in suspet.ded for a number of years. Ufticr

.leader 3p of Lis Imperlal Aajesty the Shahinshall,

(ampaigr, has now bt-;un again, and I:" adult. eiucatior

classes have been started all over trite country. A-se

efforts, ho,.40ver, were not orviugh at' recently, as all

was again ,znder the leadership of

q3 IrriDerial najesty -t,nat the Elucatioh C'rrs Pr

nar,v,j .0*;1r.
crc,!.;ram was

of the s.x baslc reo.i-ms inaugurated by U.1. E, ,r

d-vel-rreerJ -f all asr7ots of tLe everyday life of 'etc

people of iris country. As you know, 75 per cent

the population of tois
in remote an)1;,:-

lated raral areas =Ind it is in these villages that :steps

to combat illi,,racj are needed 'llost. :iowfiver, this

campaign alone is not onougil; we must :bcrease uur ,

efforts.

11
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Opening Remarks - 2

The delegatbS from Pakistan, Turkey, the United

Kingdom, the United StateS, and Iran have gathered here

today to consider the problems of illiteracy and to

. find solutions to them. - The problems are More or less

the same in all three regional countries represented at

this gathering. Such an exchange of views as is made

possible by this Seminar is very valuable, and we hope

that they will prove worthwhile and fruitful for us,

all. I wish the delegates here present allsuccess1.0

and hope that the results of this Seminar will he of

great benefit for the people of Ifan., as well as for

the other member countries of CENTO.

II. Remar-by Mr. A. Outbi Representative of the-Central

Treaty.u.cbin5_:tion: -

It is indeed p privilege to be called upon to offer

my remz;:s on t1-.Ls ocoasion,
immediately after the very.

illuminating Pidress-by His Excellency, the Minister of

Education. We at CENTO are fully conscious and appre-

ciative of the' great interest that. your Excellency has

taken personally in the organization of this Seminar'.

Had you nit dorc. TD, I fear that it would have bjen

postponed once again. The officials of the Ministi-y of

Education have also given this project their whole-

hearted cooper, 4in, and for this the CENTO Secretariat

is particularly cr e£ul. 1 bring with me best wishes

and greetings fr.:An the CENTO Secr.,t1r-,; General, His

Excellency, Dr. A.A. Khalatbari.

It is very encouraging for us to note the Interest

which individual gwernments
have taken in this pro-

ject. We are ple'.sed welc,me observers from UNESCO,

the British C)uncil, and the U.S. Agency for Interna-

tional Development; their presence will no doubt be of

immense help in the deliberations which we are now

beginning.

The problem f adult literacy, which fortunately has

now begun to receive its due share Jf attention in the

three regional countries, is one of those fundamental

problems which must be studied carefully and sagaciously

baize the variius challenges it poses can be met effec-

tively. We titer.,, at this Seminar experts from all

the CENTO c)untries and from other friendly organizations

will analyze the programs f)116wed in the three region-

al countries, and crystallize the problems which beset

these programs with a view t, disc wering their solu-

tim. The Seminar offers an opportunity for us to de-

8
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A.

H. E. Dr. P. KhanlariWIranian Minister,of Education; addressing the

opening session of the/teminar. Seated, L. to R.: Mr. M. A. Naghib-

zadeh, Seminar Director (Iran), Mr. A. Qtd,b (CENTO), Dr., Paul T. Luebke

(UA),' Dr. Donald A. Burns'(UK), Mr. Hasan Serinken (Turkey), and MA 4

Eamael Valizideh.(Iran).
\

11:__17-111111alftlit
:.,,,

,0

S. war

1

Seminar participants in a group discussion meeting.
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Oponirre Remarks - a` 3
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fine clearly the purpose of. adult literacy campaigns,

to exch4nge.views, and-to p)1,ideas: And even, if this,

and nothing more than this results'from thfs Present

Setinar, we, liethe.CENTO; will be fully satisfied at

having made soda good begviningt..

. -.:In-conclusion, I should like to thank once' more

His Excellency the Minister of Education for inhugura-

6ting this Seminar, and for th(e kind wishes he has ex-,

piresSed for its

III. Remarks by the Iranian delegate, Mr. E. Valizadeh: '

4

As the representative of the Ministry of Education

of Would like to take the pleasure of extending

our greetings t) the member states eg the Central Ti;eaty

Organization and of expressing our pleaSure at the con-

vening of a Seminar on such a vital and important sub-

ject, I would like parti,cdlarly, to draw your attention

to the fact that we are asse:5b141 here ta discuss a.

vast and.sei-ious problem, th solution of whiOh is of

great significance' for"our countries. Itisindeed
Very shocking thattodayilliOne'of people are de

prived the. vory"rddiments of education'.'

.-

Ais 'anach-

ronistic state of affairs must be remedied wherever it*

exists, Experts ruM all CEATO countries should coop-

erate and exchange views towards this aim. perSonally

wish the Seminar all success, and I look forward with

confidence to seeing the, results which will follow aft-

. er implementativ, of the recmmend'ations of'tfte Seminar,

held as it is under the leadership of such experienced

and qualified people.'

IV. Remarks by the Turkish delegAe, Mr. H. S9rinken:,,

Itisa great'pleasure fo,,:..,me to represent the

Turkish Goverm6nt and -the Minister of ,Education at

this Seminar. It is also a ,;rent pleasureto bring ,

the greetings .'f my colleagues. -There i no doubt',

that the development of the..cultural levels of our

people will be profound vportance for economic and

social development, in our countries. This Sdminar will

give participants an opportunity tP exchange vieWs'in

the .light )f their-experienco_and to find the best pus- -

ibIe s.11utians to the problens of adat-aliteracy.
would like to wish success t all those participating

this Seminar.,

V. Remarks,b7 the U.J. delegate. Dr: Donald Burns:

As I stand tire't must coafess at once that I feel'

or

0
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a: very special emotion at bqpig invited7to aPtpnd this'

datherin as the dolog,-pte ,f my e x4ntry. . I . also grant

to assaey_Ai f the d46 interest which4we in Brit4in
--

have in the pr )blems which face you, Old which we are

going to discuss., It is I ',believe, very-ene)uraging

nand gratifying -tb find in this hall people of se. many

different countries assembled t )'geth6r to discuss prob-

lems -f mutual ':iitterest, is ,f-Ir this very` human rea
,s t) find a quicker way to the soluti in of these

problems, that_ we are here today. It is -a great pleas-

are t c-me t yAur city :nd country, and .the greO tea

of preparat lry w)rk which has been done here for the

Seminar augUrs-W"ell f Dr .its success: i is indeed a

c9mpliment to us. that 's , much is expected of us' during

4
fAir stay:here. I 1),Jk f .)rward wlAh pleasUre t work-
ing -with my'fellnw delegates and to mooting them more

dUking the next few days. , . 4 ,

L
Remarks 1) -the America411n delegate, Dr. Pa al T. Luebke:

In
. , .

the Ame'rican eXiDerpnce.We have f )und tiv,t. an

educated and 'inf.:mud p:puiatien is absolately

pensible fav-,dem,cracy: 1c als.) f ,und that education i.
is indispensible f )r s )cial and ec,nomic development.---

We have been f..rtunate in the-United States ti) halitvIthe

means whereby thy vast ma) )rity of )ur people.;_are, edu-=

cgted and aodc literate. NTrth4ese,, theqnited
States is extremely interes Led in'assisting where it

can in these c ,unties where pc pie have not had the

advantages that we have enjoyed in )ur own' c!untry.'

personPlly, and my _Government, arc pleased to pdrti ir

pate in this Semin,kr .itnd to assist in whatever' way pos-.

sible. I believe strongly that buLre wo"an split° a

problem, we must knoi4 what the problem is'; we must iden-

tify

--

pr blems befrc. we can begin wnrking their solu.,'

tin. Theref am pleased, th4t this Seminar has as
its aim the identil icati)n ')f problCatis pertaining

to literary training which face in this regi)n.. .Per-

haps identifying these pr )blems will 1.0-0 us t ) their

,s,luti.)n ih the ncAr future. -

(Note: Bec:aiso df the absence If the 'zfficialPakistan

Delegate n J -pening remarks were presented by Pakistan=

at this. sessi).)
0
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PURPOSE' OF TzIE SEMINAR

vM.A, Naghibtadeh*

/ " 1 % %

There hagebeeria great many conferences and seminars

in'the past devoted to the general subject of illiterdcy.

Delegates from all over the world 'have met and talked over
4

their problems and discussed, ways and means of eliAinatirig,

illiteracy. National geVernmeats,international agencies,

private-foundaticns,'government assistance groups,' and

hundreds oof thodbands'of dedicaZed irdividuals have at

tacked the problem of illiteracy.. There have been numer-

ous specialized :investigations, and -research has been car- -

ried on in every phase of. the problem of illiteracy. Most,

recently, UNESCO has considered the problem of illiteracy

on a woO.d.wide thtsis and a committee of experts,, begun-

to tortulate proposals for the total elimination of illit-

eracy, from all the- nations of the world. Statistics shot./

that in some co ntries there is almeSt universal literlicy,

and the situation Stems to be improving in less developed1

countries.
C

If there is s ch a universal toncern with the problem

"of illiteracy, many people, are doingso much about (,

the problem, if in et, the ONTO countries themselves,

have'done so much toward elimin'ation of illiteracy as th

exhibits in this room indicate, then why.phould we have

another seminar onthis topic'

The three countries of the LENTO region doubtless have

done a great deal to combat illiteracy and this activity-

,haS been going on. f or a nOlber .%f: years with considerable

success. Yet, we see that Nglhave not completed,-the task:

In all three countries, we have many more illiterates than

literates. Why is this the case? What are the problems

which .affect iliteracY training programs in trie,GENTO

region? '

14 answer this question 1: .%!he'specific purpose

this.seminar. Wc have CG MO t66c.ther bAre to disulAbs the

problems which cause our efforts-to:bog- down. W.J.4to

. ,

f .. . :

'"far. Nihibz,tdeh, Mrectpi of the. Sdminar, presented

fr. these remarks at the opening e-: the second session Of the

Seminar on Noveer 16, 1963: .

O

1 0
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Purpose of the Seminar --15
4 .

,

_paint &ft what it is that k.er$s us from being one hundred

per cent successful in our-work; There; are-many,probrems.-7

problems in the area of organization and administrat>on,-.

roblems concerning research and stfltistics,-probleTs

which have to do with curriculum, teaching materials and

the language: of instruction, and there are proble* of

teacher training,,' supervision, and evaluation. Iii is our

.purp?Se to talk abodt these problems, and to formulate in

specific terms a 'statement of the,mos' imporfht,t problems

.which must .be considered and-solved be.:ore we can be.,:lully

successful in our work in combating illiteracy. Finally,

we shall also, on the basis of this statement of problems,

formulate recommendations to the CENN Secretariat for

=z-tx,ansmission.to the goVernmentS concer 64.

a
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ADULT LITERACY PP,OGRAIIS IN IRAN*

INTRODUCTION

A. FACTS AEOUt LITERACY IN IRAN .,

Accorang to the statistics of the 1956 Census, only a

little .tore than 18.ner cent of the population of Iran above

the age of ten Were able to rend and write. Surveys made by

the Departnent of Edudational StatiStics of the Ministry Of

Enication indicate that singe 1956, with the rapid increase of

elementary schools and the e;.pansion of adult literacy nro-.

grams, the illiteracy rate should have decreased to apprmimately

80 per cent. The save source states that 75 per cent of the pop

ulation live in rum]: areas. Tlxir.ifo re the maximum illiteracy-

rate is probably uo be found in the rural area s.

D. 'BASIS :OR LITERACY PinGRAMS IN IRAN

Prently ma.:7 social and :canonic changes are taking plc cis:

in Iran. Agricur,ure is gradu-lly becoming mechanized. New in-

Custri variaus kinds are '45.ng introduced which require .

workers with new Bett wr means of conuunicction make the

villagers aware or the chance c which are taking place not only

in their own country but also. :;.n other countries. The 2ensant

of yesterday has become the independent landowner of today .as

result of the decree of Land R-Sorm of His InTerinl Majesty the

Shahanshah. With rising, expectations he feels an urgency to

prepare himself meet the iequirenents of a new life. He can

no longer rennin ignorant. He .lust know his rights as an individ-

ual and rust :mo! his o'.utier, co a citizen. Ha nust be able to

express his thour-hts and his f .elings. He nust have tt.le 'rigA

instrulent ih his hand to commgnicate with others.

-}low long shot2ld his personnlity be "injurud by !moving

that he is illit :rape? How long can he stand the inequality

of income and sociA position? 41, Holt long can he be deprived

of bnsic information needod. to improve his life? Besi/P...o,

as long as there is.an illiterate adult population, the gulf

botween the aff:rent generations will remain, and. there

will be T, Deurc:,of
Asunderstnnding and 2of tension nmong thg

different _lei ento of the populltion. E;pr.sricrice ;hour also-

that pupil,.; who live in an i,61or.Int far.ily "hive a tendency

141ir. E. Vraiza0.11 the Irn:_ian del.-tate; otnnarizoC. this pc-

p;:r at ss:cont' se,:sic 1 of ; Seminar

-7-
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to remain Ignorant -in spite of all the efforts ofthe Ochool.

Realizing that the above-circumrttancee exist in Iran,

the government deems it urgent to plan 'coordinated programs

for the education of children, youth-and adults by enforcing

the Act of Complargory Education. for children, by expanding

Adult Literacy programs throUgh various channels, and by its .

recemtly-inaugurated new -approach to eradicate illiteracy

as eeemergency program for mess education of rural areas

through the "Education Corps"- (Sepah. Danesh).

C. SIGNIFICANCE OF PRESENT..AnULT LITERACY TWORAMB.

In most countries "adult literacy" implies that all
members of literacy clasSes are.adults; in Iran the term

has a Somewhat-different meaning.' One of the main concerns

of Iian's government is to have411-Saoolrage children in

.school during the day. flibweVer; At present, and until such

time as compulsory education,and childlabofaats are fully

'enforced, children Mast also be admitted, in the evening

schools, because many.of them are working during the day-in-

order to earn their cwn living cy.:. to help their families.

That is why we oee that at,Present 50 per cent of the
members of adultliteracy classes are Children between the

ages of 8 and 16. It is true that in some of, the schools
where class size i4.:.osser 30; the children and the grown .ups

. are placed into_separae classes, but in places where the

numbers are snail, a boy of 8 years may sit beside his

grandfather of 60 Teazar

Another significant consideration of this program is

the economy it eff2cts for &verrimdnt. As long as the

government is not able to provide facilities for educating

all children in regular day e3asses, it is much cheaper and

more practical to enroll a: many adults and children in the

evening, classes as in the regular day classes, because in'

this way twice as many persons can be tauga,.through the

_ use of the same premises and equipment. Teachers for the

evening classes are the same regularltmistry of Education,,

teacher6 who receive only a small extra allowance per month

for their extra work. This allowance ranges from 500 rials

($7.00) to 1,000 rials ($15.00)0 (These and other
equivalents are computed. on the baSis of Rls.80.to $1.00).

It is estimated that in these circumstances.the government
spends Rls.2800 (f05,00) per person per year as compared to-

about as,50G0 to 6000 $75600) per child per year
An regular governmnt schools.

15 :-
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II; SUMMARY HISTORICAL SKETCH
OF ADUET LITERACY -PROGRAMS IN IRAN

A. LITERACY CAMPAIGNS BEFORE WORLD WAR lI

Before the proclamation of ,a Constitutional Monarchy in

Iran fifty eight years -ago, there was little intereat ahem
in education either by_governMent or by people generally.--
Education.waa limited to the religious leaders and the

wealtttralasses.
,

/ With the establishment of the PahlaviDynasty in-1301$

1925), Reid-Shah' the Great etpressed his ambition and love
for Iran in many programs. With him education was "a
dominant concern.. In 1927 proclaimed the Act of Comp.u1s

Education for children above six years of age. He estab-
lished elementary and secondary schools, he sent the brilliant
students abroad on seholarships, and he established the
University of Tehran. -However, since- none of these programs
br,ought liteiacy to, the vast, majority of the population, in

131$ (1936) he issued the first Literacsy Campaign decree.

A department of Adult Education; whose major respon-
sibility was adult literacy work, was Set up, timediately in
the Ministry of Education and a special primer for adults
wsis published and distributed without charge. The course-,of
study covered two seven-month sessions. The schnolsAci*,c.
open four evenings per week., with two gmupkof adultit"
Scheduled each evening. One group,studied from 5 to l PM
and another from 7 to 9 PM. Theak;-..,:two sessions were

organized so that those who passed%an.:examination received
a certificate to show that they had the equivalent,,of our

years' schooling.

In the first year of this literacy program, 700
literacy -cses were opened throughout the Counte7. During

,fthe next four years, 134 through 1320 (1936-191$0), the

number of literacy Classes increased rapidly. In Tehran -

alone there were about 16,800 adults attending the literacy
assess. in the..country as a whole, the approximate
enrollment was 150,000.

It should be stated, however, that the teachers
received no special training for the new work in literacy
training, and_the priiners prepared at the time were very

ir
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aiff-tcult fOr the bei;inners.

With the advent of the Second World War the program

I mite to A .standfitill.

B. L111 CAMPAIGNS FROM THE END OF WORLD WAR 11

. TO 13111 (1962): THF, PERIOD OF SOCIAL REFORMS BY

H.I.M..1:1011AM1AD REZA SHAH PAHLAVI

after
For some years/World War II. the government Was busy

with problems brought about by the war. Beginning in 1332

(1953), however, the government of Iran planned various

literacy.programS for various groups of people in rural and

urban areas. Some of these programs are still being

continued.. Some -have been intergrated with others.

- The following are the-Adult Literacy Programs which

have been carried on in Iran since the end of World War. II:

1. The Fundamental Education Department, 1332410-(1953`.41)

In 1332 (1953) the Ministry of Education requested the

Education Division of the United States Operations Mission

to Iran (USOM/Iran) -to assist in setting up a new

educational program-for the rural areas o.-7Iran. The

objective of the program was to provide a free type of

educational program to make. the rural people literate- and

to help them become better citizens through their own

efforts.

a. 'Administrative Organization.,

. 7o. carry out -this new, program with such broad

objectives and covering such a variety of educational

activities, -the Ministry of Education set up the Depart-

ment of Fundamental Education with a headquarters, office

in Tehran and branches in the Ostan Offices of Education-.

Responsibilities of the Department were as follows:

(1) Training village men and women teachers for the

new program. .

(2) Preparing learning materials for illiterate

adults and new literates.

(3) Securing assistance from other government, non-
government, and international organizations.

(14) Supervising the program throughout the country.

I 7.
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Ai evening adult literacy training' clas for men in Tehran

A rural adult literacy training class.
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With regard-to the budget and fiscal support). the

program Started withthe general support of the Ministry

and assistance -of(JSOM/iran.. From the third year onward,

USOM suppOrt decreased' and the Ministry of Education.

gradually took full charge of the program. The Ministry

was already paying salaries to the teachers and to the,-

office staff. It did pay the rent ,f6r schOal.b'uilding

and the cost of mr 'tenatiet, of government buildings and

grounds.-- The addivi.Onal expenseinvolved the cost of

conducting training courses). purchase of new equipment

and materials, per -diem_ and allowance -of supervisors

and teachers, and cost orpublishinglaterials for .rading.
rL

c: The Program

A program based on the objective stated above whioh-:

is at the-same time practical for rural areas must include

in 'its curriculum basic experiences-leading to sound

health as well-as skills in agriculture and in home'

management. Featuresin the program of the Department of

Pundamental Education which facilitated meet these
requirements are described below.

Ple of Work. The work began in villages which

already had schools. The school was'alace which the
villagers already respected.

Selection Of Workers. The work 'was given to teachers

who were native villagers, or who had and worked in

villages, and who as,a result, were MICTe likely to be

---,accepted and respected by Iranian villagers. These

4,
'teachers were already receiving a Ministry salary and were

happy to extend their hours for an additional few hundred

rials each month. -.A woman teach'er and a man teacherfkere

, assigned to work as a teamand were called Shahrestap

.headers. (11Shahreatan" is, a geographical section of a

pfgyince). These teams were preferably Selected from
41-hang married teacher couples. 'For each Ostan (province)

one of the most respected and experienced Education staff

- memterewas selected, as the Osthn Supervisor.

Teacher TrOninR. As the program,began to take shape
the need for trained workers became more evident. But at

that time the typeeofitraining required for national.
leaders, ,was not available in Iran. In 1331 (1952) the

1:9
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Ministry, under fellowship programs, airanged for two of
its well experienced staff members to visit countries
which Were carrying on similar programs) such as Haiti, -

Canada, -.and Mexico. It was also arranged for two
Iranian educnOrs to visit India -.iii a five-week program

in the hal-11'01'1332 (1953).

1

Aftdr they returned., :these grOuPs; with-the assistance
of:Jechaiciana from the Ministries -of 4alth afld
Agriculture arranged a training course iaTehrin for Ostan
Supervisors and Shahrestan leaders, and for village teachers

at the Ostan level. Major subjectstaUght in these training

courses were psychology of:adults as learners, methodi of
teaching readihg and writing, 'rural sociology andJocal
leadership, child-care, home' management suing and cooking.
for Women, basic facts of health and agricditure, and some

practical vodational training such as carpentry.and.metal0,
work.-K

Because Oven tad-extentof training proved. to be
inadequate to meet the great'ineedsi-it was.decided.in the
National-Education Conventfan of 1338 (1959) to extend the

training of students of the Aviculture Normal Schools
and the Tribal 'Normal Schools to include education of this
'type-as well as training for local leadership. In addition,

'---inservice training of.all personnel,TrOM national leaders
doWa-te village leaders, was made a part!of the supervision

4 program.

Developing Reading Materials: During the eight years' '
that the Department of, fAlpdamental EdUcation worked inde-'
pendentlyieits headquarters staff and adviseri-developed the -

materials awn in Table. 1 on page 7 and distributed
without charge in all the,rural areas where the program-was

carried' on.

Supplies and Equipment. A great variety of materials and
equipment was required -to make the new educational Program
suitable for the rural areas and to enable-;the village ,

leaders to teach the villagers, practical lessons of living:-
Therefore all Of the Fundamental Education. Centers were
equipped with sewing machines, incubatorsl'broadere, and
modernsbeehives as well-as basic tools for masonry, farming,
carpentry, and metal work. Later some of the centers,were.
equipped with film or slide projectors, loud speakers, and

radios from Ostan Education funda..The CARE organization
gave 70 sets of sewing machines, incubators:and/first-aid
kits' to the program. In 1959 five audio visual, mobil units
(two joep-stations and three trailers)°wcre purchased for4he
program.

20'
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Tata() 1, MATERIALS. PRIWARED. III Tills; DEDIOMENT Ole FUNDAMENTAL

EDUCATION Arl'Elt. 1333.-(19511)

Typo of Material

Primer: "We' Learn to Read' and Wr. to"

Reader: '21We Learn. to Live nett° rn

Set, of 1100 FlaSh Cards to Accompany Reader
. 9.

Sat of 1100 Flash Cards to Accompany Reader ;y

Supplementary ,Readers: 5 separate titles

Revised Supplementary Reader

Monthly Magazine: "Villages of Iran"

*100000 copies of each title

Number of
Copies

'300000'

1500000

306

300

560'000*

150,000

60000**

*460000 copies per month

In addition a number of publications both. in English
andPersian Were pfepared for Publicity purposes.

Living Accotmodations. The project allocated funds for

building 250 village,type.homes, R18.0,000 ($56.00) for each

.hote. These homes were built for the following purposes:-.

* To house the family of Sbahrestan leaders

* To house the supervisors and other Ministry Staff
when they'stayed in the villages for supertiSion

.

* To house the students of tribal and agricultural
normal schools When they went to the village for

theirPractice4teaching

.* To house health and agriculture agents when they
went. to the villages for their work

.-

* Serye as a -center whore all the villageiiS could,
gatherfor educational, cultural, and civic purposes

21
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*To serve ap a demOnstration home in the village to evaluate

the program in the village.

This last item Jas vary important becauso the money allo-

.. eatea for the construction of the .homes did not even cover the

cost of the land. The villagers themselves and the local office
5f edutation help(d in such .ways as providing land,' giVing
materials, and contributing labor for setting tip the center,

ZransportatiOn. To facilitate the work of the supervisors,

0 the Ministry of Pducation furnished the funds and purchased

.
jeeps for each -Ostan Supervisor. come °stens bought bicycles:
and motorcycles for their Shahrestan leaders to driVE to the
surrounding villages to supervise the work of the teachers.

i

d.Evalnation.

Up to 131i0 (1961), the program wits carried on in. 200 pilot

centers and 05. surrounding villages.loeated in 123 Shahrestans
throughout Iran. The-staff consisted Of a small - headquarters.

staff, 14 Ostan~Supervisors, 275 men and women Shahrestan leadersp

.

,and 773*ml and womentxillage teachers. Annually about 22,100
:yillagerse ere attenUng literacy aastes in 827 schools._ In alli

;"---K,"j600 supervisors, village leaders, and teachers were trained for.

the new rural program.

c. kerger with the Department of:knit Education

The Fundamental Education Program developed and expanded

'very rapidly during the first fiveyeafs.Orincipally becaUse

(a) the workeis.were carefully selected, trained, and Oper-
vised, (b) the presenbe of a woman leader in the village was
very effective{' especially when shWorked with bar husband ,

or'borther, .(c) villagers welcomed lode.' and respected,leadere
who brought to the village new ideas for a better life:, and (d)

the, program had adequate financial Support. .Hoigever, after the
first five years the program did not continue to expand at the

earlier:.rate and 'consequently in. 1961 it was integrated into the
'Adult Literacy Program which was being carried on by the
Ministry of Education under another organization called the

_Department of Adult rducation.(see below). The main reason
.for thiS integration were the following:

A' (1) The Ministry of Education did not have enough teacher
to spare them as full-tale-village leaders.

0.
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(?)-rht4 exiintian of the' program,d4manded more 'funny

than wr.4-. now available..

(3) SOM.; of the regional. Eduqa Chief6 could not

appreciate- the Value of the new program which

:included so many other ac LiVitics with did not

Wellt them, to he 'educational.

(h) Two Organizations within one:Ministry wen carrying

out.gewrally sinalar programa;

. 2. Tho Adult Education Department 1335-0 (1956.-61)

The conditions attending World War II had put an abrupt

end to the growing literacy Movement, but .happily the people

had been awakened. When the internal struggles,,caused by the

war were over, His imperial Majesty, Mohaymad,Reza Shah Pahlavi,

"isqued the decree 'of the Literacy Campaign in 1335 - (1956)

.
declaring, "We cannot wait any longer for social reform or.

development to bake pldce:unless an effective measure is

devised to eradicate illiteracy from our country."

a. Administrative Organization'

Immediately after the Shah's decree the Department of

Adult Education was set up within the Ministry of Education'

with the following objectives:

(l To make all people from all classes literate and to

set them free from the chains of, ignorance in order

thatthey may help themselves

(2) To provide facilities.for those groups of peoOleH

who desire to promote their education from the

o fourth grade on toward the twelfth grade

(3) To provide for classes in foreign languages and in

arts ancrcrafts.

In orderto meet these objectives, the newly-formed De-

partment of Adult Education was given the following duties and

responsibilities: 7

'(1) To publiciz4_the advantages of boconlingjiterate

(2) To prepare courses of study ,

23
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An adult literacy training class for wow' n in Tehran.

r.

A rural alplt literacy ;training class.
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(h) To eupt rvitie all kinds of literaC4classes.,-undkr:'

any organization, govLrnmental or non-governmental..

. .

(5) ToMupervisc-all kinds of evening classes in.elemen't

Lary 'schooi subjeas and.allvacational and

.practical arts classes

(6) ;o secure assistance. of other government and-non-
gOvernment,-Organizations,in carrying out literacy

programs.

.14 The Program'
-

. The program-of-the Adult tduCatiOn Department is pre-:

sented below with a consideration of Teacher Training, Put* ,

/icatiorsis, Co se Of Study,,, Budget, Other LiteraCy

Programs, and tatistics. .

Teacher Training.. Before'dealingwith the.spkeific

programmf teat.bertraining for4adult edUcation, it Xs well.

to consider the general teacher training program...A numbers'

.. of the-Iranian elementary scho4teachers who began

teaching before. 1339 (1960) ate graduates 'of normal schools)

or they attended Vailous short training courses since 1332

(1953). Others have teaching experience.only; with no

formal teacher training. In 1339 (1960) all new teachers

were required to attend aon6,year teacher training course

before being employed' to work for the Ministry of Education.

The minimum standard of education for the:-elementary 7-
teacher in urban schools-was 12 years plus one ygar of

"teacher training. For the rural argas boys and.girls. with

nine flades of schodling and one Year of special training

were- 4)1 4013-az-teachers: With theinceptioh of the -'

Education Corps program in 1341 (1962)` (see below) all

other elementary teacher training, programs were curtailed

except the-thirteenth year program for girls,

The AdUlt,Edudation Department
.

carried en-sPeeal--

training programs for its teachers, becaube With the peW

adult literacy program, the Ministry deemed it urgent to

give,some special training to the teachers q this program.

In 1335 (1956) a training course for 1,500 Ministry:of

Education teachers was conducted in Tehran,- -During this*

fifteen-day training 'course the trainees were instructed
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in methods of teaching adults .,and in adult pdycholoy.
After the tormination-of the coutse, the trainees ;return

to their iespective"Shahrentanp wherc:they.inurn

conduCted trainplg coureo:n to pros)cetie

,teachers of iidalt,liti:rgoy. classc=si '
. 4

in.1338 (1989) anoti r* fiftrun-day training .e0tirsy
. ,

was cstablishf.d-in Tehran, bhis Lime for:300. prsincAp#s_

of,evtning schools,, towhcr with ruPresentatiVps ofthe

Adult Bduchtion program14-6m each Shahrestane In

addition to reading, writings and rithmeticOhe program
covercdadditional areas such-as-health, home-management,

ethics, and,civics,in:order to provide the illiterates

with a PreaderbackgrotInepf,general informationrelated

to their daily iving.,

Every year Special2bourses in adult literddy training

are being conducted for army officers, junior gendarMerie

officers, police departmentMombers,-nures4 and Others:w

The training Of these,prsons is carried out by 'members'''

of thcAdult Education Department or by techniCians

invited' by Ape DePartment fe5r. the purpose. When trained,

these persons are.respensiblo for conducting courses in -

7

literacy and basic sciiool Ojects.for military conscripts,'

gendarAs,,illiterate'pOlice, lisoniIrsp.convalascent

patients in' sanatoriums; laborers of all kindi

factories and WorkShOPs, and other groups:

Since 1961 two ministry educationists have beep- sent

to the University of,ManChestt..:. in Endland to study Adult

EduCation'under a CENTO.grant.,: One, of them is now the

Deputy Chief of Adult Education bepartment and .the othey is .

the Chief of the Department of Women's- EducatiOnal

Activities and the'GiiIsi Teacher'Training Program:
et.

Publications.One of the most effective actions which

the Department of Adult-Education took ryas to prepare the

first and .the second readers for adults. A group of

technicians. whe'had had experience in simplified writing,

some of whom had studiedthese techuiques,abfoad,-co-

. operated in the.preparation orthese reader's; (The two

readers areverYwell prepared* Eawevr, after some vais

of experience the,books,noed to bo4vised. The boOks,deal

largely with city lift ,and especially with Vie life'of the

people in Tehran.) To-facilitate the teaching ,of *ding
further, various. typep of postersandd flash-cards were

prepared to accompany.thL booku. in adOitionr a =Al
*

O
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pamphlet.has been,printed and distributed among the teachers

of literacy classes in order to acquaint them with better

methods of teaching adults.

Table 2 below presents a picture af materials printed.
...

and distributed free of charge by the Department of Adult

Education: o
p.

Table 2..RATERMS FEPARED.BY THE DEPARTMENT OFADULT
'EDUCATION .

Type of

NuMber of
Copies

First Readers "Let Us "Alt Become-Literate"
.

Second Reader: "Let Us All Live Better"

Guidebook for Teaching Adults

Footers to Accompany the First Reader'

'Set at 32 Flash Cards (illustrated)

Set of 32 Flash Cards (unillustrated)

2,1004000

757,000

lop000

260,000

156,00o

156,00o

Publicity. A part of the adult literacy program activity
asibeen publicized through the ,.media of newspappri, magazines,

.

t4evision, radio, public speeches, and parades.

In 1340 (1961) one week was announced. as Literacy Week,

throughout the .conntry and participation was widespread.
His Imperial Majesty opened the first literacy class for
adults and taught the first lesson himself. On the same day

'the members of the cabinet, members of the two hodses of the

parliament, various prominent men, religious leaders, press

no n, and many others were invited to open literacy classes

and give the first lesion.

In'addition td, the above Activities a number of

different kinds of posters and other publications were
developed to publicize the program. Table 3 on page 13

shows the number of .copies prepared and distributed.

J27,
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Table 3. PUBLICITY ,mnTratimb PREPARED hi11) DI3TRIBUf1g) 13Y

THE'DEPARTICNI1 OF ADULT -ED WATION
)

Type of Material Date
Number of
'Copies

Poster 1956 20,000

Posters (four separate types) 1959 80,000

Yearbook of Adult Education"
Activities 1960 20,000

Posters (two. separate types) 1961 ---d 40,000

Yearbook of Adult Education
Activities 1961 20,000

Course of Studer. present Adult Literacy course
comprizes two seven-month sessions,.invoping two hours
each evening five days per week.. Those who satisfactorily
pass an examination at the end of two years receive
certificate which certifies the cc,Ipletion of the
equivalent of the fourth grade of elementary_ school. the
principal subjects taught in the evening classes, are
reading, writing, and arithmetic. The teachers also conduct
discusSions on theisubjectsof -health, civics, and ethics.
In some of the eveningschools-grades five and six are also
cenducted for those who wish to continue their elementary
education..

The course is free and books are distributed free of"
charge. Notebooks ,Ind pencils are*alSo distributed With-
out cost when received as contributions from individuals,
factoriesli or commercial agencies.

t3udget. The amounts shown in Table 4 on page 14
represent the budget for adult literacy activities carried
on directly by the Department of Adult Education from 1335
to 1341 (x956-62). This budget covers only the allowance
ci Ministry of Education teachers and supervisors, cost of

4,preparing and printing reading materials for illiterates and
newly-literates, and other small costs for maintenance of
the evening classes.

r-
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Table h. PITMEN FOR ADM liTERA0Y. ACZTVITIE5 OF THE DEPART=

MENT OF ADM E1)6GATION.k 1335-41 .(1956-62)

Year Budget. in Ria Dollar Equivalent4f

1335 (1956) Rls. 7,000,000 $ 87,500

1336 (1957), . 33,200,000 1115l000

1337 (1958) 111,200,000 5121w°

1338 (1959) 59,000,000 737,000

1339 (1960) 60l0000000 750,000

1310 (1961) 65,000,000 812,500.

130. (1962) 6ho000,000 ' 812,000

41qhe exchange rate is calculated at 80 rials to the dollar.

In addition to the regular budget the Plan Orgahization

of the Government of Iran has helped the Department of Adult

Education every year since 1335 (195), starting with

1,000,000 rials ($12,500) and gradually increasing to

10,000,000 ria1ee125,000) annually. The contribution has

been mostly for the purpose of printing of the readers.

Supervision of Other Literacy Programs. Resides the

evening schools conducted by the-Ministry of Education, there

are many WEI. literacy classes supervised directly bithe

Department of Adult Edudation, such as the programs conducted

by or for the Army, Gendarmerie,.Polic(:, Prisons, Factories,

Royal Welfare Institution, Workshops, Sanatoriums, and the

like. Each of tIt.se organizations has assigned one hour per

day to its literacy program. The teachers arc members of

the organizations' own staffs .who have been trained and are

supervised by technicians of Adult Education Department. The

-literacy course is. compulsory for illiterate in the army,

gendarmess, police, and among other government employees..

The Ministry of Education furnishes the readers, but all

other costs of .the classes Arc Vorue by the concerned

department.

el
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Statistics. The following table pres4nts statistics

concerning literacy classes for which statistics are avail-

able for tiK ,years 133h .through 13141 (19557.1962):-

Table 5. NUMBER OF PFitSONS ATTENDJNO VARIOUS LITERACY

01ASSES, 1334-42 (1955-62)

1

Number '.-

Number infAttendancc (in thousane6).

Year of '-"Itc"giilar 1 Army - Oen,- Police, !

Clasks! Classes 'Con- idarms Prison- ilbtal

.

. ; Men. :Wom.tscripts t era
. .1_ t_

1334 -35 i 718 j * * .* * * 13

(55-56).
1

1

,

c.

1335 -36 6,858 1 172 60 0 8

(56-57i

1336=37 .',505

(57-58)

1337 -38 12,058

(58-59)

.(

I 200

245.

1.338-39 16,958 237

.(59-60)

52

57 90 11

65 113

90 18

1339-14 15,450 216 55 113

(0-61)

130-41 15,450 2411 63' 117 11

°

1314-112 16,367 294 '60' 110 9

(62=63)

if' Separate, statistics not available

3, Merged Fundamental/Adult Education Programs Since 13110 (1961)

17 257

17 377

17 L20

17

4 _ 399

)43p

2 1475

1d 13110 (1961) the Ministry of Education decided to integrate

thc two programs which had generally similar objective and

activities. The Fundamental Education Program could not be

expanded into all the villagts which had schoolS-because thc

30.
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Ministry -ef-EducationAid-lidt-Eaveenough -i:a-O-171;r:to spare

them as -full -time village leaders, and because expansion of

the program demanded more funds from the Ministry 'than were

available. The policy under the integrated program is,to

carry:,on fundamental education activities -in all the villages

where they have had literacy dlasses(in the past with the

difference that the teachers are also expected to teach in

the elementary schools during part of, the day time. This

/new'policy'is required by expediencies of personnel and

/finances; nevertheless, the idea of'' carrying on the full

Fundamental Education program in the villages remains the

/ ideal program. With the new Education-Corps program (see

/' below), it is expected.that the Fundamental Education

prograM will again take root and will within a few years

be expanded into all the villages of Iran.
C.

a. Organization of the Adult Education Dep'artment.after"

Merger of the Two Departments .

With the merger, a new organization with five sections

was set up under the name "General Department of Adult

Education:" The five sections of the Department were set

up as follows:

(1) Adult Literacy Programs in Urban Areas

(2) Adult Dteinac ograms (Fundamental Education)

in Village Arcao

(3) Office-of Supervision for, Literacy Classes

Conducted bY)'Other Organizations

(4) Evening Schools (Other than Literacy Classes)

(5) Administrative Office

b. The Program

The educational program of the General Department of

Adult Education following the merger remained "basically the

same as what it hdd.been under the two departments.

Since 1961 the Department has continued to prepare

and distribute,teaching material's. Table 6 on page 17

lists a number of pamphlets which have been published with.

,the financial assistance of the UNESCO Mission in Iran.

r
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Tab lo 6. MilTBRIALS IR EPARIM DEM RTMENT OF ADULT

EDUCATION SINCE- 13140 (1941

Title ofPamphlat - Number of Copies

"WhatCan We ND to Be Healthy?"

"We and Our Children"

"Proper Nutrition"

"Family_Relationships"

".Our Homes"

"Knowledge and Life"

lol000

10)000

16,000

10)000

10,000

10,000

The Department is currently planning changes, to take

'effect in 134344 (19614-65), which will involve (a) changes

in the duration of courses, (b) changes in teacher

remuneration, (c) revision of the readers) (d) preparation

of additional supplementary readers for.all classes of

newly-literate adults, and (e) dhanges-in regulations for

setting up and opening evening. schools.

14. ,,Gendarmerie Literacy Program 1333-311 (19511-55).

In 1333 (19511) the Iranian Imperial Gendarmerie sponsored'

a literacy program for the.gendarmes with the assistance

of the United States Operations Missions to Iran and the

U.S. Gendarmerie Mission. In the period of two years) two

primers,* one a revision of the other) were prepared and

published in addition to a set of posters. In this program

1,000 junior gendarmerie officers Were trained as teachers

and 15,000 gendarmes learnt -a reading and writing. The

program is bang continued by the Gendarmerie and the Ministry

of Edttation.

5. Literacy Programs Conducted by Other Organizations

Agricultural Extension Agents, Community Development -

Workers, the Ministry of health, and others have extensive

programs for the education of adults in the rural areas.

Most of their publications are prepared for the village

3"2
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neoliterates. The. Ministry.of Labor also condu0,19

programa in urban areas.

The agricultural women home extensionistn, who live

the villages, and certain Community agents,

although they are not re6ponsible for litera ywork in'the

villages, frequently conduct literacy classes in, the villages

where there are no schools.

Beside the above organizations some private factories

and institutions are conducting literacy claSses. Their

efforts to assist the governMent in reducing the'Alliteracy

rate is highly appreciated.

C., ADULT LITERACY BROGRAMS REiULTING.FROM

THE SHAH'S WHITE REVOLUTION .

1. The Education Corps (Sopah Danesh)

a. Motivations .

The poverty-and hunger of the Villagers and.the under.

developed conditions of life in the rural areas has been

continuing_ source of distress of 'His Imperial,Majesti.

It had always been his intention to institute reform§ to

save his people and his country from bloody revolutiOn. .

Realizing that the conditions prevailing in the country.

could not continue, he began his reform's in 1329..(1950) .

by-distributing his own lands. This was striking evidence

of his sincerity and the nation began to realize where

its interest stood. His Majesty's wishes were realized,

more fully when the Decree of Land Reform was approved by

the Cabinet in 1340 (1961).

With the beginning of land reform the problem of

educating the village people gamy to the fore. The

'Karachi Conference had estimated that by 1986 all

villages -in Iran with a population of more than one

hundred would haVe their own, primary schools providing

six years of compulsory education; because of the

increases in population the proposed plan was no longer

adequate, especially since the farnEr of today waa,no

longer the peasant of yesterday. The above situation

brought about the idea of an emergency education&l' program
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to be carried out by hittischool graduatis w}' would teach in
,

village schools during their military service.
.,-

In Mehr 13111 (September, 1962) His Majesty issued the

degree authortzing the Education Corps..The,Pcree waa,

approved in November and immediately came into force.

Iailahinan 13141 (Fehruaryt 1963) a national referendUm

approved the six acts introduced by His Majesty in the

Congress of Villagers of 'which thenEducation'Corpsn was

one., The Education Corps was planned on the basis of the

+cooperation of numerous government agencies, including the

Ministr ofIdart the Ministry of Edubation$ the Ministry of

Agriculture, the Ministry of Healthilihe Ministry of the

Interior, and the Plan Organization. Of courde$ the

Ministry of War and the Ministry of Education share the

major responsibility in executing the program.

.b. Administkative Organization

In the Ministry of Education the work is shared by

four general departments: General Department of Planning

and Studies, General Department of Teacher Trainingt

General Department of Elementary.Educationt andGeneral

Department ofAdult Education. Each of these departments

is responsible for a specific phase of the program. The

Department of Planning and Studies carried on research

work$ prepares the curriculum, and develops ,and

administersa the tests. The Department of Teacher

Training is responsible for_the educational aspects of'

the four months' training of the teachers. The Department

of Elementary Education supervises the recruits during

the fourteen monthg they serve as teachers in the rural

eleMentary,schools. The general Department of Adult

Education furhishes adult literacy readers and kerosene .

lamps for evening classes where there is na electricity.

c. Fiscal-Support

The program is the concern of all the government

agencies; therefore each participating organization

takes care of the expenses which pertain to its

activities. The Ministry of War pays the teachers'

salaries, and the Plah Organization takes care of their

costs.

-c
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d. Course of Service

"The oourse of service for each teacher recruit is

18 months, consisting of four months' training and

fourteen months' work in the village. These eighteen

mont will be counted as his military service. If after

the terminationrmination of this period the teacher ia willing to

con, inue teaching in the village) he will be employed by

the Ministry of Education following a second fout-month

period of training. The Ministry of Education will

employ onlythose recruits who have proved to be good,

teachers and those who villagers wish to keep in their

;Villages.
.

e. The Program of Teacher Training
1

, .

The program of teacher training for'the Education

Corps'is based, on litefacy training through a fundamental,

education program. In addition to basic military training)

the four-month training program includes the professional

subjects listed in the table below.

Table 7. NUMBER OF HOURS OF INSTRUCTION IN PROFESSIONAL SUB,

JECTS IN' THE FOUR-MONTH 'WING PROGRAM OF THE

"EDUCATION' CORPS"

Area of Instruction
Hours

1..Psychology and Generalllethods of Teaching;

Methods of Teaching Reading and Writing;

Rural Sociology; Ethics and Religion

.2. Agriculture and Vocational Training

3. Rural Development and Rural. Economics

4. Children's Gaines' and Songs; Scouting

168

28

28

,',TOTAL 31h

0

f. Materials

Reading Materials, With the Education Corps program

came the idea of revising the first and second dlementSrY

primers for the rural areas. The new primers are written

'P7
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on subjects of interest to rural people with illustratiOns

.pertaining toraral life. Postcrs and flash cards have been

prepared for use with th6 primers.

Other Materials. A,montAily magaz ine contains the news

all kinds of activities conducted by the EducatiOn Corps

teachers throughout the country. These magazines are sent to

the villagers to encourag the teachera as they read of their

own achievements.

g, Supervision

The Ministry of Education has assighed a group of

teachers who have long experience in working in rural areas*

(some of these havebeen Fundamental Education leaders) to

supervise th'e educatipnal phase-of "the program: One

supervisor is assigned to every ten teachers. They are paid

an allOwinee)to cover their per diemand overtime w)rk.

h. Achievements' 5

The first contingent of the Education Corps, 2460

young men, leftTehran in April, 1963.- The second contingent

of 500 completed training in October, 1963. In the short

period of five months the first group was able to set up

2460 schools:in Mosques, on mats under trees, in the omes

of influential localleaders, in newschool buildin

in short, in whatever facilities were available. They have

helped the villagers build schools, roads, sanitary toiletS,

bathjiouses, mosques, and clinics. They have been able to

et up many village cooperatives.

Reports' received in Tehran from 1a5 per cent of the

Villages Up to October 1, 1963, state that in these villages

a totalof 85,000 children (20,000 girlS and65,000 boys);

and a total of 50,000 ad,ultb have attended the schools and

adultliteraty'classes.

So far the results 'derived from the Education Corps

program have beembrilliant. The Iranian nation has great

pride and great hppes for this piogram and is confident

that this innovatiop will help eradicate illiteracy from

the country at a rapid pace. Obviously, much sacrifice by

the people and by the\government has been necessary, but

in view of the benefits to be gained, Iranians do not

hesitateto make this sac ifice.
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2. The Department of Women's Educational Activities

In appreciation of His Majesty's generosity in endowing

the women,:of Iran with the, right to. vote in, (February,,; 196

the women of Iran declared their willingness to volunteer to

help eradicateyilliteracy from 'among the'women of the' country.

-His Madestyaccepted
this-offer.and ordered the Minister of

Education to provide all the facilities for the fulfillment

of the women's request. Immediately thereafter the Women's

Educational Activities_Department was set Up withitithe

General Department of 'Momentary Education under the director-

ship of one of the ollknown-woman ,educationists. As there

Vas no special fund or budget allotted for the purpose, she

immediately called a meeting of her colleagues in the

Ministry and selected her co-workers from among those
who.

' were ready to'extend their hours of service on a voluntaty

basis. The small staff prepared its plan of work and up

;the department with the objective of providing volunteer

teachers;To: those girls or women who had had'no prior

opportunity lb learn and of providing general information

On health, homemaking,. drafts and the like. Duties of the

,department include the following:.

(1) To organize "all the women and girls-who are willing

to' work on a voluntary basis.

(2) To train the volunteers for teaching the 'first

graders.'

(3) To promote conferences, public
speeches, and radio

programs bf interest to women, ,

(14).To prepare reading materials for newly-literate

.women on different subjects concerning the life of

women,.

(5) To promote study and research on a voluntary:basis.

To acquire the assistance of governmental acid non-

governmental organizations and associatiodg/for the

expanSion of the program. y
t.

(6)

In the

Department
to perform

short period of time since its Organilation the

of Women's Educational Activities has been able

the,following:

* Draft the detailed outline of the organiiatiOn 'and its

duties,'

37
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*Tihip 56 volunteers in a six -week training course as

an eXPeriment in volunteer work.

* Conduct a SeMindr in which one representative

.
each* Ostan and one representative from each Education.

Division of the City of Tehran took part. (Theyomen

.who'attended this seminar have been appOinted to

carry out similar programs throughout the country.) .

* Study the production of materials for newlyliterate

girls and women.

* Prepare programs. for the radio and other programs

for women attending various classes Other than in

reading, writing and arithmetic.,

0111.101100

III. CONCLUSION

This paper: gives an account of the ,exper.ments and

achievements of the'. Adult Literacy programs in Iran up to

the present time, In looking to the future it'is necessary

to consider more of the problems involved such as:

(1) The training of teachers

(2) The production ofmorereading materials

(3) The expansion of the budget

(4) Reorganization.of tikstructure of the\executive

body or 'bodies .

(5) Research, ev4luation,, and statistics

(6) Ps period of time needed for an effective literacy

course.

Z.
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liTTERACT IN:TURKEY

Hasan Serinken
*

Current Statusoe Literacy in Turkey,

Accordingto the 1960 census in Turkey 13,625,082 out of
,a population Of 22,542,012 over six,years of age were illiterate.
This means 60.4, per cent of the population over "six years of
age was illiterate. The remair4ng. 39.6 per cent had-some
Schooling or knew how to read and' writhe. The people who had
only leaned the twenty-nine characters in the Turkish
alphabet were included in this figure. For-Wat reason it,
is very difficult to fin4the real literacy rate in Turkey.

P

*en the 60.4 per cent illiteracy, rate is broken down
as to males and femp.leslthe picture of illiteracy is
entirely different. The rate of illiteracy among the females
is much higher than that of the pales. More than 75 per cent
of the females and 46 per 'lent of the males were illiterate. ,

in 1960. This high rate, of illiteracy among the Turkish,
women increases thb severeness of the problem of illiteracy
in Turkey;

To show the recent trend of illiteracy) a comparative
*analysis of the 1955 and 1960 figures will be very helpful.
The rate of illiteracy among the population over six 'years
of age.in 1955 was 58.6 per cent: That means the rate of
illiteracy increased 1.8 pea' cent in the fivq-year period
froM 1955 'to 1960. This increase was 2,6 per cent.amongth
maidS and 1.2 percent among the females. The trend maybe
reversed after 1960, but this increase of_illiteracy in five
years indicates that the-Tuatish education system had not
.kept page with the increase of the population.

This explanatibn shows very clearly that illiteracy is
one of the most imp*tant educational problems in Turkey
now, and it has'been f9r a, long time. But the problem of
illiteracy was not full§ Fealized until after.the besinning
of the twentieth century. . .

Serinken presented this.paper in summary form at
the third. session of thewoSemin*.

3 '3
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Especially since' the establishment of the Turkish
Republic in 1923x many attempts have been made to:decrease
the rate of illiteracy, among the-popUlation. Even so, %

Turkey todaythas not reached the middle of the road in solving
the problem'bf illiteracy.. Most of the attempts failed because
of the lack of adequate.pianning and ?011oF-up programs.
BefOrd presenting additional wohlems, it may be helpful to
reView some of the early attempts torequce'illiteracy.

Early Attetpts to Solve the Literacy Problem

. ,

The first Government of the TOrkish,Repubiic had paid
special .attention to the needs .of the adult populatiOn, and
wanted to increase the level of literacy among the people.
The Minister of Education at that time sent.aEpecial message
to the' govvernors, urging them to organize adult classes.where-

ever possible in their provinces -So teach reading, writing,
arithmetic, and other fundamental kiiewledge needed by the
people. The rate of illiteracy among the Turkish people at
that time was very high -- about 93 per cent-.

, The scripts in use at. that time were very difficult. to
learn. In orcler to increase the level of.liter'acy, Turkey
had to find away to overcome this difficulty. This led the.
Governmentto an alphabet reform. The new alphabet was,
designed to meet the phonetic needs of the Turkish Language
and accepted in1928,

After the acceptance of the new alphabet a nation-wide
campaign against illiAeracy was launched. At the'beginning,
nbt only the teachers but all civil servants and volunteers
who had learned the new alphabet yere employed'as instructors.
Later a new institutioncalled nPeoplest School!' (Millet
Mekitbi) was developed. However, in _the_ real sense of the

word, they were not schools, but merely classes for adult.:

These.classes ere opened in the, communities where
there were primary schools and teacher?: They Were conducted

in the< late afternoons or evenings (uduallyafternoons
fro m women" .and evenings ,for men). There were classes at the
very primaPY level to teach reading, writing,. and arithmetic
and also .classes for the improvement of 'the cultural.level
of the people,.

These classes were Compulsory for all the people up to
forty-five years of age. When a class was organized, the
people were compelled to attend -- they had no choice.

For a few years the campaign was very successful. Sven
the people with prior schooling attended these classes to
learn the new alphabet. Eve'y year about 250 to a00 thousand
peirsons attended and completed the3e classes:

0

1,
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t
But after six or seven years the compulsory requirement-

was not longer enforced. The attendance dropted And the

-campaign lost its effectiveness. At that time there were

very few 'primary schools. For that reason, these classes

were not opened .0.11 over Turkey and this early campaign

came to an end. .

O

'
"After this, experience it was realized that with this

limited number of schools and adult classes, Turkey was not

in a position to wipe out illiteracy. To combat illiteracy,

it would be necessary to open many more schools and to train

more teachers.

It was assumed that if Turkey provided schools and

compulsory education for all children, in a few generations

there, would' be no illiteracy.

This thinking led the Turkish Government to open a

substantial campaigt for privary education. This campaign

'was quite successful in the early 191401s. Many schools were

erected with the cooperative efforts of the people and the

government.k But as in previous attempts, this campaign

was enforced for only six or seven years, and lateir almost

\abandoned. If this campaign had continued, today there would

be,no village without a school.

The 1950ts were the most fruitless years .of the Republic

from the primary ano adult: education point f .L-w.iAlthough

some attempts were made to establish a central or 'nization

for adult education,,all of them were unsuccessful/ In 1953,

the programs and regulations regarding adplt classes were

revised, but no attention. was paid teabtivate thim.

,

.

ActivitieS during the
-

years 1959 and 1960,gave birth

to an adult education organization immediately,' Nay

15'60 revolution. The Departm_Afof Adult Ed eation in the

714inistry of Education was established as an 'ad hec"'

department. In order to give per endy to this Department

similar to tliat of primary education, Seco ary Education,

and others, a law proposal was prepared anJ submitted to the

Prime Minister's Office in June 1962. It/is still pending

now. (1963).
,

e
.

-.. I
Since the establishment of the Depprtment of Adult

Education, there has been a continuous ,effort to improvb

literacy training activities.

In 1960 a primary education law"was passed Which set

aside 3 per cent of the National IncOme for school

construction. A twelve-year plan was made to'solvc the
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problem of school construction. If Turkey carrie0 out this

plan, there will be no village without a school by 1972.

(Today there are more than eleven thousandvillageS without

schools.)` Only about 73 per cent of the :children from six

to twelve years of age are attending primary schools. More

than 11000,000-c:Iildren .(about 27per cent) are out of

school.' In orde..- to solve the Probleml.Turkey needs about

15,000 more schools and.1101000-primary school teachers.

Certainly solving of this problem of compulsory education

Ili4shaN'e a bearing on solution of the problem of

illiteracy among adults. The adult literacy program:will

benefit greatly- "by the increase of the number of primary

school teachers ,and school buildings.

Existing Adult Literacy Training Programs
_

There are three types of.adult literacy programs now

being conducted in Turkey: (1) adult classics,: (2) literacy

training for women-in the 'Technical Traveling Courses, and

'
(3) the Armed Forces Literacy Training Program. These will

be discussed briefly below.

1.,Adult Classes

These classes are the main institutions for adult'

literacy training lu Turkey. They are conducted by

teachers ImoStly primary teachers) at schools or other

available places in the community... They are optional

and nobody is obliged to attend 'them.

There are thrct., sections of'these classes: "A"

classes for beginners where rearing, writing, and'

arithinfit..c are taught at the elementary-level; "B" classes

which are for the people who finished "A" .classes. or

who have attained the same level elsewhere (intermediate

Turkish, mathematics, fundamental health, and citizen=

ship are taught in these classes); and "C" classes

conducted at an advanced-level where the principal

topics of the primary school program are taught.

The duration of these classes is about five months

Vith at least five hours of instruction a week. They

are usually conducted for fiiie months, mostly in late

autumn and winter when most the villagers are free and

available. T

Teachers are paid for their extra work and employed

on a part -time basis (Currently 100 TL., about $11, per

month) froM national sources.

4 2`
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In order to show the extent of the work, an analysis of
the recent `figures will be helpful.

At the beginning of the 1960-61 academiC year, the total
nnrollment in the A, B,and C classes was 317,446 people.
This represented the peak. enrollments in the history of
adult classes. It was fourteen times greater than that of
the previous year. But attendance dropped all the way
through and only 81,450 people completed'the classes:
satisfactorily. ,Thus only 26 per cent of the people who
enrolled adtually-completed the courses.

In 1961-62, the initial enrollment dropped to'160,091
nearly 50 per cent of the previous year's figure. Of this

number, 66,295 about,40 per cent -- finished the work

successfUlly. The drop in attendance and failure was 60
per pent; . ,

In 1962-63 the total enrollment was 102,169, of which
60,977 completed tiae work. The rate, of success. was about
60 per cent.

Over the three-year f,eriod, 1960-61 to 1962-63, there
was not only a decrease in dropouts from 75 _to 40 per cent, '

but the rate of accomplishment went up from 26 to 60. per
cent.

Each year the proportion of women enrolled in the
classes was small: 26 per cenj, in 1960-61, 16 per cent in

1961-62, and 10 per cent in 1962-63.

2. Literacy Training for Women in the Technical
Travelling Courses

One of the most successful adult education prograin
,Turkey is the technical travelling course program for' village
women. These were first established in .1938 and the number'
hes'eradially increased since then. Now there are 764

travelIin,courses for village women. They teach
sewing, embroidery, child care, and home- economics to village
girls and women who are above 12 years of age. They work
eight houis a day totaling forty-four hours per week. The
duration of the course is eight months, and specially
trained women teach;_rs are in charge of classes. The courses
are opened ln the localfties upon the request of the .

people. Unen a course is completed in a village, it is
moyed,to another one..
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This yetar (1963)tbecMinistry decided that one fourth

of the working hourS of these courses (il hours per week)

should be used for literacy training purposes so-that

illiteracy among the women would be reduced.

This summer (1963), 350 teachers of these courses

were trained in methods of literacy teaching through short

courses, By using,the teaching material developed for the.

Armed Forces Literabyi-Training program, they began to

teach reading.,, writing, and arithmetic to the village women

attending'tge classes: This year about,7000-women will,

learn the three R's through thiS program.

3. The Armed Forces Literacy Training Program

With the inspiration of'Dr. William L. Wrinkle, the

chief of.the Education Division Of the U.S. Agency for

International Development Mission to Turkey, a new type

literacy training program was developed in Turkey. In his

report submitted to the Ministry of Education. in August,

1957, Dr..Wrinkle indicated that in order to attain

economic and cultural development and to establish and

improve the democratic way of life in Turkey, it was

necessary'to increasesthe rate of literacy among the people:

The firmed Forces, to increase its efficiency, also needed

more literate soldiers-. Then the MinistryofDefense

and the Ministry of Education cooperatively might develop

a carefUily, planned literacy training program in the Armed

Forces, This idea was developed through a special committee

''composed of the representatives'of the.Ministry of Defense,

the Ministry of Education, the U.S. Mission, and

the U.S. Military Mission. A project agreement was signed

by these agencies in 1958. After careful planning,

preparation of materials,tand testing on .April 15, 1959,

the Armed Forces Literacy,Training program was launched

in temporary buildings supplied by the U.SJ'Military

Mission. It started with an enrollment of. about 13,000

soldiers, in 16 centers around the country. At the

beginning, the duration of the program was planned to be

. two months. Every two months'a new group of recruits.

came to the centers.

Over the next two years, the improvement of the program

was continued.. In 1961, the Turkish General Staff adopted

permanent regulations for the administration of the Armed

Forces Literacy "Training schools. Also in 1961 the program

of instruction was. extended from its original two months

to four months in August 19614

ts
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THE TURKISH ARMED FORCES LITERACY TRAINING PROGRAM

Above, upper right, center right: Students in classes.

Lower right: Newly-literate recruits reading newspapers.

Below: Students reading for pleasure in their bunks.

.1
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After the completioh of the construction of the

permanent buildings at the sixteen'sites, which had been

erected as 6, part of the project, the program has taken

this final and permanent shape.

This program is now carried out jointly by the

Ministry of Defense, the Twilkish General Staff and the

Ministry of Education. The US AID Mission still ,continues

to advise and assist in the program. Today there are

forty-one h16 men-units with656 classroomS in the sixteen

schools. The capacity,is about 17,000 each four-month

period and 50 to 55;000a year: Up to now, approximately.

225,000 men have successfully completed this basic literacy

'training.

A follow-up' program has been planned for the improvement

of literacy during the stay' of soldiers in the Armed Forces.

Besides the text books, supplementary and,cultural reading

materials have ben developed for this program.

Thus, the firmed Forces literacy Training schools have

become an integral part of the Turkish Adult_ Literacy activity.

!4. Other'institutions

Besides the three programs described above there are some

other institutions assisting in the developMent of adult

literacy in aurkey. The two of them worth mentioning there

are the Adult Education, Centers and the RoadAng Rooms.

These institution: are'eAa'Aiste0 and operated by the

Department of iAdult,4/judatien. '1',

Adult Education CaiIt:rs. The Adult alud8tion Center is

a kind of adult school with various programs for the

cultural and social development of the' people. dourses

arc offered to adults, and meetings, conferences, and

other educational and social events take place in these

centers.

The adult education center is usually opened in the

national and provincial buildings which have rooms for\

administration., a large auditorium, classrooms, and other.

facilities. r. traiped and experienced teacher as director

and other necessary personnel are appointed to plan and

carry out the center activities in cooperation with local

people, TodAy i,flore ar: 107 such' centers throughout 'the

country.

4
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Reading. Rooms. These are small village-libraries

opened in the villages cooperatively by the Ministry of

Education and the villagers themselves. The ministry

supports these rooms by sending the ministry publications"

and assisting

The activities of these rooms are carried out by a

committee of volunteers including the village school-

teacher. There are more than five thousand of these

reading rooms. The Department of Adult Education plans

to develop these rooms as small adult education. centersi

at the village level.

Important Problems and Weaknesses

Some of the Most important problems and weaknesses

related to literacy training activities in Turkey are:

1. lack of definitive policies and plans to combat

illiteracy on a country-wide basis

2. Lack Of curriculum and instructional materials

developed and designed to meet the needOf the

adult learner

3. "Lack of follow-up programs and supplementary

materials

4. Lack of interest and motivation in literacy

training programs and a very high dropout rate

5. Lack of financial resources

6. Shortage of schOOls and trained teachers

7. Lack of a lawfully established permanent adult
educ"ation organization from the top dawn to the

grass - roots, and trained administrative staff
ni

8. Language difficulties.

Future Plans

To improve and expand adult education practices on a

nation-wide scale, 'Turkey plans:

1, To enact the adult education law to give

,permanency to the ad hoc Department of Adults

Education, and to the local organizations.

4'7
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2. To develop curriculum and instructional materials

specifically designed for adult literacy 'training.

3. TO develop supplementary'and cultural materjals on a

large scale, and support prior instruction with

follow-up, programs.

1. To train administrative and teaching personnel to'

increase efficiency in the activities.

5, To eXpand and maintain adult education as an integral

part of' the National Education 'system and establish

necessary institutions.

To accomplish the above points the Ministry of Education

-has deVeloped a ten-ylar plan with U.S. A.I.D.,supporti This

plan is divided intoftwo five :year periods. The firit Period,

1964-1968, anticipa s condy.cting experimental demonstration

projects in five pl vinces'in both urban and rural .

environments; impr ving and expanding programs in adult

education; and de,, loping a comprehedsive plan and the

resources needed.for the expansion of adult educatiOn on a

nation-wide basil. The second period, 1969 -1973, will

utilize the experience and resources gained in the first

stage for country-wide adult education action.
o
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ADULT LITERACY:
PROBLEMS AND PROGRAMMES OF PAKISTAN*

M. A. uddus

I. Position of Adult Literacy

According to the 1961 census of Pakistan, 19 per cent
of, all persons five years of age and over can read and write.
This represents 28 per cent of the males and 9er cent of

,the females. Separate percentages for East Pakistan and
West Pakistan show a slightly higher, literacy rate for East-

Pakistan.

'A breakdown of all literates-in Pakistan into groups
by educational attainment, shows that 14 per cent of the
literates learned to read and write without any formal '

schooling; 57 per cent have had primary education or are in
primary school, and only 23 per cent have had some education
beyond, rimary standard.'

If we examlne thl figures on a basis of urban and rural,
the urban percentages are considerably higher than the
national, and the rural percentaged correspondingly lower,
as would be expected, ,with the rural female grbup as the'

lowest.' .

17,

The magnitude, of the problem can easily be .deducted

from the above 'figures. It is indeed a challenge to
determine how to meet this problem. There is no denying
the fact that illiteracy is a stumbling block in the way to

progress. National development is largely dependent on the
education of the people, especially of the adults on wthoSe
skill and capability rests the economy of the country. And
they alone can enancipate the people from the curse af
poverty, illiterhcy,.and ignorance.

*. Particular attention is'needed concerning the educating
of the women folks of the present and future; their

,

':Due to the absence. of the Pakistan Delegate, this

paper was not presented or discussed at the Seminar. 1
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educational bacdtardness is
unless

great handicap. Men alone can-
not bring abott,'any change nless-the women` can participate.
Thus far no natonal effort has been made to tackle this
problem.

1

Beginning about 1955, when the conununity development
programme under the name V-AID got into operation in Pakistan,

.

some little money was spdnt for adult education; but there
was insufficient.planning, supervision and guidance. Surveys
made of some of the adult education centres which had been
set up Showed that about 10 percent of the males and 15,
percent of the females enrolled were able to qualify: for
literacy. certificates.

The V-AID ,programme as a whole was termlnated in July,
1961, and the adult education 'effort largely died with it. A
few of the centers, continued to operate under local auspices
in both Wings of Pakistan. :Although this attempt to
introduce adult education was so soon ended, it was not a..
wastedeffort. 'In fact, it had a salutary effect in that
a consciousness of the need for adult literacy had been
created and the people, even in the, rural areas, were more
ready to accept change through educational processes.

k

Just this year (1963), theGovernment of East Pakistan
has undertaken a programme of adkilt education; it is now
_the responsibility of the Do meat of Education to
implement the programme in alOiltasciect manner. and on a phased
basis. In West Pakistan, noegeneral plan has yet been
sponsored by the Provincial Gjarovernment.

v.:

II. Problems

The problems facing an adult education programme in .

Pakistan are so many that it is hardly possible to enumerate
them all. They are.related to economic conditions, to
cultural backgrounds, educational facilities, religious
beliefs and many others. We may enumerate some ,of them:

1. lack of Statutory Provision. There is no statutory
provision binding the government and the people to
eradicate illiteraCy within a specified period-. The absence
of an act is, perhaps, to a.great extent due on the one
hand to an under-estimation of the importance of.adult
literacy educatioh, and on the other +0 complete concentration
on general education. But unless both go together, it will
be difficult to meet the challenges Of the present day.
Adult education, in fact, is an indispensable necessity
for economic development and for improvement in general,i
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education. It has rightly been-said that "a soqpty that
makes its educational investment almost enitrely to, children
and youth.is on the way of becoming obsolete and is reducing
its, chances for survival. This is why adult education is '
shifting rapidly from a ,marginal to a central concern for
many educational statesmeni."1

4 2. Lack of Organizations and institutions. A second
problem is lack of organizations and institutions. There is
practically no organization or institution in the country,
Governmental or private, to undertake literacy projects to
serve tiv group or organizational interests whidh offer ,.
.particular, opportunities in irban and industrial areas, where .

'progressive ideas are More readily accepted. In terms of
organizational approach,. publid and private efforts are both
needed, and national resources must,be supplemented by
international resources.

3. Need for Tec,inical Personnel. The'third problem
concerns tedhnical personnel to pilot the project. We are
short of technical hands. We need an army of workers at
various levels, for administration,, for training of
trainers of teachers, for teachers of adult educatfon
centers, for organizers, for superviSors, and for writers
of primers, readers, and f011oW-up literature for net"-
literates. Besides,, we need experts for research and ,

experiment in methodology of training and teaching.

14. Scarcity of Suitable Literature. ,As already implied,
a fourth major problem is the hearth of literature for adults.
Perhaps the greatest difficulty of all incintroducing
country-wide sch6on is the acute shortage of literature
suitable adult learners, both-beginners and neo-literates.
To attempt literacy training without adult Iiterature'is.a
contradiction. It is relatively easy to make an adult
literate, but it is always difficult,, to keep him or her.

, iterate. It has been stated that "literacy campaigns have,
o ten failed because nf the lack of reading materials to
c y the'new literate from the literacy class to the stage
when he can read fluently for pleasure and profit."

P od*tion of literature, then, must have t top priority. ,
But in; at language? There is a great difference between
written aqd spoken languages or dialects. In East Pakistan,
though thee are differences in vocabulary as between
loaalities d as betreen-the educated and the uneducated,

'Adult Education, Volume XIII, No, 2, P.6.
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still /Bengali is both the spoken language and the language of..
literature. But in Welt Pakistan there are three regional

.languages Pushtu, Sindi and Punjabi -- besides Urdu.;,, whiCh
is common to many/areas.lach of these languages has its own
rich heritage, and school instruction in those areas'is
imparted in the mother tongue; literature. will have to be
produeed in the local languages to meet the educational needs
of rural adults.

r 5. The problem of finance. The final problem is finance,
the most difficult problem of.all. The demand for adult
education is ,so gigantie and the financial need so great,that
'national and international resources will need to be made to.

.

educate the illiterate adults. '

, 4

Facing all these problems, we shall have to consider what,
possibilities there are to introduce a programme for adult
education in the country.

III. Programme

,1

Any programme for adult education will have to be developed
in aphased manner covering a period of fiNe to ten years or
longer. We shall have to be very cautious in the beginning
because initial failures m4Ort bring disappointments 'arid
frustrations to the participants in the progromma; and if
mistakes we're committed on a broad scale, the collapse of the.,
programme might result. 4

1. Organizational ,Patterns.- The GOernient of East

Pakistan, with the conC,en of the Government of Pakistan,
has approved 'a ,filar} for adult*Aucation to be implemented,
in the Second Five Year Plan which ends in 1965. ;The
Department of Education has been given the responsibility
for adult education and has opened a section in the education
directorate under a qualified stafflor direction, contrel
and supervision Of the programme.

The-diatria't education officers Will be -r driSible for

its administration in the 17 districts, with sp
functions for each category of officers. Particular mention
may be made of the newly created'post of Adult flciucation

Organizer for each of.the 4'13 thanas (the thana is the
smallest unit of administration).

1" 1

In urban areas, bI administration. of adult, education is

the responsibility of the Urban Community Development Project
which now c9nducts expeamental work with the assistance of
the United Bations;.aduIteducation is a part o. their total
programme.

52
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2. Institute of :Adult. Education. The Institute of
Adult EduCation being established at Comilla in East Pakistan
is a new venture. It has three functions: (i)training of
administrative personnel and field-workeri,Ta) resea 'rch.
and experiment) and production of literatUre:-

A similar institution has been working since l?58 in
. Lalamusa:, in the Pundabpih West Pakistan. Its main function's
dretraining of teachets and production of litellature.

%
,

Pilot Programme. She East. Pakistan progfaritme takes
up,pur-thanad in differt-nt parts di' the province as

. experimental areas, to evolve patterns thatmay, be introduced
in other rural'aread. The pilot schemes will be used to test
hypotheses by carefully recordihg and analyzing the,
organizational set-up: the raspohse of the .people, and
probable reasons fot success or4ailure. Some of this'
experimental work has already begun) as will be described

'presently. The experimental projectsiwill help us detumine
the futdre course of action and avoid waste of resources,and

'effort:

4. AdMinistration. For economic reasons, we do-not plan
to build new'adult edtlbation centers) but use existing _

schools, mosques and village 'halls for adult males;, the
' females, will hold their ciassea in their respectivehouses.

The school will thus serve as a multi- purpose centre for
. community activitiespwhila for females there will be as

yet no central. meeting plaCe for teaching and rereational
I I

'5. Teachers. Generally:Our teachers come froth the
following categories: primary school teachers; madrasa
teachetsl.imams of mosques, and social workers. 5p-our
experimental areas we-nave almost equal numbers of male
andfemale teachers, and special attention is being given
'to the edUcationof the women, for they are far behind the
males in literacy. Though-notqualified from-the point of:
view of formal education) the women teachers with orientation
and training are doing an:excellent 10b, and in some respects
their performance is better than that of the men teachers.

6. Literature. As for the.specialliterature needed,'
\we plan to make use of what has already been on in this

, field and also to begin producing more. The literature,s0
far prepared,and published for beginners, both in East and
West Pakistan., is mostly base° on the Laubach method;' and
the-follow-up literature is written in simple language so
far as preicticable.,Thc Adult EduCation Centre, Dacca, a
private organizition spongOred.by the Laubach Literacy Fund,

5.3
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published'a series of boo4 related' to everyday life of ,

rural people. Similar publications in larger numbers were
published in 'West Pakistan.dwing the V-AID perio01 some
by Government and /more by non-government organizations.

But the sup lyand the range of avilable material is
far from sufficie t( Our present plarLin East Pakistan is
to published a seres of books, at least 1000 in a few
months' time. Expo is have been engaged and-public4tion

. materials,. includin a press, are being procured. National
' and international so cos are being tapped to help the

pro4.ect and some of -hem have already agreed to make joint
efforts, espeCially t}e Laubach Literacy Fundl the Asia'
Foundation, and the U. . Agehcy for International Development.

IV. The Comilla 'er lent

Comilla' as chosen 8 the location for East Pakistanis
anew Institute for Adult -Ed cation_ because 1 intensive
experimental rural prograr e was already u derway there, and
this would be of valuceto the Institute in working out
approaches 'and, methods.

1. Pakistan Academy for 4ural Develop ment. The Pakistan
Academy for Rural Development in Comilla iS an institution,
unique of its kind. It has three main%function: (i)
training of administrative personnel of.all ranks in methods
of rural development, (ii) research in socio-economic.
condl_tions of rural people, and lii) experiments in rural,

deve4ment. The Academy has been trying out new ideas
and metIods in five Major-fields r- agriculture, co-
operatives, rural adminiqtratiqp,educatieny and women's
programme. -- all t,tirected tmiard ecot*lid uplift of

rural people,. This a programme oP practcal-adult
education, mainly hroughinformal methods,,for adults,
both literate and illiterate.

2. Adult .Literacy Experiment. Early in 1&.63 formal
literacy bred 'ng or illiterate adults was begun in mosqu.-

centred sch ls, with 'the Imams serving as teachers of

elening cl sses for'adult17.The 104 imams noW tWing .part
in this ogramme meet' weekly at the Abademy. They are

given in truction in basic subjects as Well as in methods
and tecyliques of literacy teaching. The mosque-centred
schools are maintained and supported by the,l'ocal co-

/.

--operative societies and the Imams are also ,paid by thenr.

This iew approaoh has a promising future' in adult. g)

edwica.d.on.

?.
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our female teachers for ad t literacy are given one

month's training in the beginnin _followed by regular

refresher courses, and they are p.id by the Department of

Education. £his is alSo a new ap)roach with great promise.

, 3. Co-operatives. The infor al training, referred to

above is given to representatives Of the co-operative
societies --- their managers. (calle

It ganizers"), their
.

secretaries, their accountants -- 11 rawn from the

villages and given sp_pial train .n . M st.of th.m are-seti-

literates.. They carry vu-.bal aciViel,and ritten instruction

SheetS back _horse to other members the ocieties. This

informal education prooss, givingiinformation and advice

,fromexperts-to village representatives, and their taking

back to the village the, new ideas they have learned, has

widened the horizon6 of the village people and brought '

changes in their life. They are becoming better informed

and more skilled in their occupations. They zu: saving

money, which was unknown to them 'two or three ears back.

They-Are getting ogt of dOt through 'a superviqd and
'controlled -Credit system bas .ed on an overall pr duction

plare-thl% ,includes the nroduction plans of each member.
h

L. Agriculture. We have some selected farmers:,, balled,

"rodeo: farmers ", who 'are taught theories of improved

,griculture and animal huSbandry, and, their teaching

continues week by week, through, informalidiscussibhs,
clemcanstrations and praciicalwork-in the field. They and

many of their fellow-me bers have really become better'

farmrsxithln two yehrs and many have doubled their yields.

Through supr,rvised credit and joint marketingltheir
incomes nave risen even more than their yields;,

ALL of these activities give strong motivation to
illiterate villagers to learn to read and.write.

5. Women's Programme... Me village women, hardly'
educated, and conservativ.e and. superstitious, -are now

enjoying a new experience,: In th- arcay -

more than a i000 village, women have visited the Academy

for more than one day to learn about their husbands; work

there,.and to learn how thy thc' selves can participate.
Fiore than 200 village women have been selected by the co-
optrativc Societies to rec(ive either formal or,informc2.
educat;ion, or both, at the Academy.: They come once or

twice weekly for, courses of six to eight weeks; duration '

in maternity and child care, health and hygiene, kitchen

gardening, poultry keeping, and spin ling. Abode all, :

family planning is catching th'- attention of the women

folk most, itbut 30 villages are pow included in the fPmilv

J.
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THE PAKISTAN ACADEMY FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT
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Priests-being trained as teacherdof,adult villagers.

V

A class for rural adult education teachers.
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planning experiment which began v_erY cautiously" about
two and a half'years'ago in only six villages.

In connection with the training of village women, thou
staff-of-the women's programme make frequent visits to
villages, And several groups of village women come to the
Academy for different type of training.each week. Altogether,
this is creating a movement among the women folkfor a new
life. Together with his informal training .goes literacy
teaching. These women are becoming 'real - teachers in
their villages; Similar Programmes for women havelieen,
started in three' mote'ateas since July, 1963.

6. Publications. To help each section of the
experimental ptogramme with ideas andlinformation, we have-
published as manyas-108 'booklets written in simple language.
to-serve at technical guides to the people. These 4 to
16 page booklets are in great demand. About three hundred
thoil4nd of them have been sold and an almost_equal number
distribirted free. The dliustratedbooklets are highly -

appreciated and middy read' by the people, as they contain
thingt which they.ne7a---EO know to increase their income'
.and imprOve.their living conditions.

7. e Extension, library. To supply mental stimulation
to the participants of all catagoried of organizations and
groUps'men%ioned, and to keep their eduCation alive and
continuing, Ire have set up an Extension Library at the
Academy with bt.Aks written in the mother language: They
are selected boo'ks on religion and hrdath (traditions)
the lives of the p..-(1.,hets and great -men, adventure stories,

abridged editions of pitIthis (folk literature), stories
of science and scientj,fif! discoverietpand so on. All
the depattuental hdlleCt.gr.,..pamphlets, and "publications are
-stocked.there, as woilas d jy newspapers.

The. looks are used in two ways. Book- -bags carrying-
two to tVree books each are distri `,-,-1-,ed weekly to the Ithams,

Organizers of co-operative societies, Kiel farmers,.
and primary school teachers.. Secondly, -we are .regular
fee-paying members (19 the library. .They are re advanced
readers. Thpy want more, to read than'the boo . agt supply.
cln our one-year-old Extension Library, we now hao,.. tri reaular.
members of which 19 are women -- all from the

The travelling of the book-bags from the library to
the village homed and back had created a stir among the'

literates, semi - literates and even the illiterate in the

villages,-all of whom throng together to read or to listen
to books being read. Still more interesting; we have found
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that the school boys and girls are taking the books out of

their fatherst. book -bag nlike hat cake.s" as soon as they

arrive home. They are all hUngry for books to satisfy their

int4lectdal curiosity. BOoks were simply not available in

tillages. before the Extension Library and the_bookr,bag system

were instituted.

In fine, we canSay that we have just started, and are

passing through an experimental period. The approaches '

that have been successful in the Comilla EXperiment are ,1

being tried now in other areas. As the Institute pboduces

the literature needed and. trains the teacher trainers,

further expansion should be possible. We believe that a

bright future lies ahead;

5'.)
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THE PURPOSE OF LITERACY TRAINING

Donald G. Burns*

The general aim of literacy campaigns now in progress

in many.parts.of the world Is'to teach adults to read .and

write who, have not had the opportunity of-going to school.

Literacy training is usually directed to soMething more

than the mere skills-of reading and writing, however;

certainly it aims to put the individUal'in the way of

learning 51411s so that he may extend his knowledge but

also so that he-may become a more useful member of the

community and in some measure, develop hi8 personality. A

distinction should probably be drawn,then, between literacy -

training conceived astraining in its own right and training

which aims at more diStant and wider social. purpoees.

There are feu countries Ail which literacy training has

not been_attempted at one time or another as a discipline

in its own right and in the majority, it has met with only

slight success, principally it seems, because the'skills

of reading, Writing and learning to number fall away about

as quickly as they arg learned unless they are put to use

and kept in use in some practical fashion. In a number of

earlier "campaigns" thenpfailure teLmaintain the success -

which was achieved in the opening stages has been blamed on

the lack of tfolliow-up2 material; booklets, for example,

on subjects-of-immediate valuelto the villager or farmer

which will make him feel that learning to read has been-

woi-th while and uive him the opportunity to practice using

this ability, There is no dearth of subjects for literatur

of this kind pamphlets on the protection of livestock

against disease, on the- preparation of food, why you pay

tax, maternity dare and the like. Virtually all recent

literacy campaigns accordingly make provision for the continued

training of adults after the initial OageS of literacy have

been mastered.

Literacy, training often provides a tremendous psychological

stimulus in communities where the majority of the adults are

.
.

Dr. Burns presented this paper at the second

session of the Seminar.
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illiterate and this too should prObably be counted one of the

ma3or.results of the programme. In rural communities for

example, literacy.is generally and rightly regarded as the

key not merely to khowledge but to the achievement of better

Conditions of living, bueliteracy ieitself looked upon as

an insurmountable barrier. If adults in such communities

can achieve success in literacy, it at once becomes credible

that they can be successful in a wider and fdller'range of

endeavour and literacy training has for this reason been

widely held to be the key which unlocks ments energies. A

successful literacy campaign (bUccessfUl in terms of the

number of adults who make sufficient progress to be awarded

a Certificate) may accordingly have a-considerable

psychological effect on the community quite apart from

,sUch immediate benefits as may arise..,,froK.kMrning to read

and write:

The wider
socia,A

purposes which kiteracy training may

serve to promote-amens most clearly in the kind of

activities, which adult5 who have become literate, haye shown

themselves able to-Orgahie, for exalnpleta-the-more-effectivc

ways in which they seem able to Organize themselves both. ,

socially and for' economic advantage. The social results'of

literacy training may be seen very qubkly in thosecomunitieS

where it has been directed to this end, often in a relaxation

of tension between communities, in the readiness with which,

villagers will collaborate among themselves in projects which

are of value to the whole community, in improved standards of

health and sanitation and often in more responsible attitudes'

toward central authority.

Such co-operation often tapes practical form, perhaps

in laying a water-supply, building a centre for meetings and

literacy classes or levelling a road between twa. villages.

Projects of this kind provide a practical demonstration of

the advantages of co-operation and are an undeniable

-Contribution to 'the economic wealth of the community and

the country.

Literacy training often contributes more directly to the

economic wealth oI the community than this'by showing how

productivity and also earning power may be increased.Such

increases 4.ri economic wealth must have small beginnings and

to examples out of many way be' quoted in support. One was

the introduction into a group of villages where the .

majority of the adults .had until recently been illiterate,

of the notion of marketing commodities like eggs of

which the villagers had a surplus and it was the village

worker who was responsible for literacy classes who showed

how this could be done. Another was to generalise the
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production of silk in a number ,of villa es in the Punjab by

explaining the cycle of, production in t e life' of the silk-

worm and organizing the planting of siuf icknt mulberry
trees to support the increased prod uctio : this too was done

, by the village Worker as a iby-rpdoct of is work in the

literacy class.

On these grounds then, the purposes o literacy training

may in general terms be claimed to be

a. to teach an individual to read, write and carry
out simple-number operations becau e these -are

useful skills' in. their ,own. ritht

b*. to help the indiv.idual through the's skills to

extend. his knowledge and so add new stature to

his personality

1

3 I

c. io give the individual a broader uria ratanding of
the contribution whiCh he can make tol society and

of the benefits which he May obtain through solcial
endeavour (in 'self-help schemes, -trill ge co
operative ,.)nd the like )

to increase the economic potential of the unskilled

adult and by so doing, the economic potential, of the

nation.

\
e. to foster national unity by hastening e spread of

a whole range of common values. .1

.
1

<

To these some would add a further purpose 4 the

opportunity which literacy training provides to Serve' others.

These general statements probably' mean very \little
r

N

until they are associated with the *urgent .needs o' a

particular. community or region and they have been so

expressed , here because so many of the details of ny

.programme of li÷e.racy training must :e determined _\in the

light of the soial and economic conditions of, particular

areas pr countries. Lhope I may be able to refero to .

some of these in answering your questions.
.
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TOWARD A DEFINITION OF LITERACY '
Paul To Luebke

A simple- dictionary definition of the term "literacy" is

"ability to read and write". In recent years tens of thousands

of dedicated personsaround the world have expended great energies,

to sayinothing of huge amounts of money, in the attempt t6 give-.

this '!ability to read and write" to the world's uneducated masses.

But what specifically does this ability.implYI. Ie this

In fact, measurable? If so, by what criteria is the ability to be

measured ?` Are th-criteria for assessing the extent of this ability

.universally applicable? IS there a relationship between the level

ofa person's reading and writinvability nd the level of

development of the. society in Which he lives? If so, which is

cause and whidh is. effect? Could the same,person be considered,

literate in one setting and illiterate in another? In short, what

precisely is a "literate" person?

Anyone who has consulted such statistical studies as UNESCO's

WCdikateracy at-Mid4enturya cannot fail to recognize the ,great:

diffictilty experienced by those who attemptAo state definitively

the percentage of .the populatiOn or af.a specific country's

cp6pulation which is literate. A country may report, for example,

that fifteen per cent of its population is literate. A year later

the samecountry reports a"literacy,rate of twenty -five per cent. .

'Another authority reporting at the same time concerning the same'

'people pants out that eighty-two per cent are, illiterate.

9bviously, conditions cannot change so rapidly.4Rut which report

is to be accepted.? All are probably.correct; they simply have not

. t used the same yardstick:to measure' literacy:

ow can we determine whether or not a person is ].iterate? Let

us consider khuMber of individual cases: .

Ali lives in a remote mountain village. No one in the village

knows .how to read or Write; in fact, few people understand what the '4#

terms "reading" and "writing" imply. Ali has recently' pent a year.

* Dr. l'uebke presented thirti paper at the second

session of the Seminar

.
.

1
,,,

UNESCO, World Literacy Ai; Mid-Century: A Statistical

Study. Paris: UNESCO, 1557. 200 ppw
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Definitlon of Literacy

with a relative in another village and- has attended a brief series

of classes whore he has learned to read and write his name And to ,

read .a simple primer. He now astounds and entertainb his fellow

villager:: by his.ability to read from his primer. Is A4 literate?

,
,

. Dahman attended- primary school for two years and then had to

drop out in order to help with farm work. When Bahman entered the

army hc, was excluded from the literacy training class because of .'

his prior sehool,attendance. Is Hahman literate?

Cemal attended adult literacy class,es ip his village and learned

to read the prirq.r-ghidh-he stilliis frequently. He has had

trouble, however whenever he has tried to read newspapers or booklets'

distributed bY agriculture and health agentgt and he no 'longer tries

to "read them. Is Cemal literate?

,Dahush attended primarySChl in his village. He can read

.

0

not only his prImer and other textbooks, but newspapers and health

and agricultural booklets as well: He frequently reads letters

\x.received by othe villagers and writes their replies for them, Is

Danush literate?, .

1

Esmail learned to read and write while serving in,the army and
received the highest grade in. his class. Upon his discharge,

instead of returning to his village, he went to the city to look for

work. When he tried to fill out applications for work he encountered

so many unfamiliar words and expressions that he was unable to .'

complete the fOrms. Is :;:.,mail literate? .

`''. ,Fouad isthe headman of his,village and is highly respected
by all the villagers. Even though he:speaks of having attendeeschoolt
.no villager has known him to read or write zt any time. When talking'

with Fouad a census taker was soimpres'sed by his general level of
intelligence. and leadership abilities that he listed Fouad as. iterate.

Is Fouad literate?
, I

Gamal speaks,the,minority language which :is tie only langUage

spoken in his section of the country. Ohen he enlisted in the army
he` ehtered a literacy class where he learned to speak the national

language and to read and write it fluently. Following his discharge

he returned to his yillage. Is Gamal literate?

.Hasstnlearned to read in his village and came to .the city to

work. On' day he failed tounlcrstand a sign.!larning of high
electric:d voltage and he waPseriously injured. Is Hassan literate?

r

I.

I
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Ibrahinvlives In a village where a mi\norlty langunge ia apoken.

the government set lip a elass An. thy: vj110e to te:ich-=roading and

writing oC Ahe national language." Ibrahimhas learned all the letter'

syMbols and' .is able .to "read" every word in he primer. when-the

teacher asks him qUestions in the national la guage he does not,

'understand. Is Ibrahim literate?

Jalal lives in a remote village where ,ra din ect is spoken which

has never been-reduced to writing: No one'in the village can read

any written symbols on fdod packages or-other'ite which come t6

the village. On a -recent visit 'to the city Jal'al earned to read,

and write numbers and his name And has found this s ple'knowledge

useful to him in making records in his daily-work. s Jalal literate?
,

Kemal and hiS.fellow-villagers have learned to re d and write

in a village adult literacy training class.' Recently, however

; when Kemal tried to, reA newspapers containing information in various'

candidates for elective office, he found the task too d* icult and'

simply voted as he was told by the village elders: Is, Ke literate?

_ A
Endless cases could be cited. In,every-casei-whether r-not-the

\ e
individual in, question oaft rightly be considered literate de ends

upon the heeds of particular situation and whether or no 'his

degree of skill in reading and writing is useful to him in' hi daily

life. If Gamal has learned' to read and writeiri a language which no

qne in his environment understands0'he isl Dir.' all practical p poses,

\I illiterate. If Hassan has learUed the rudiments of reading but 6'

unable to read signswhich warn-him of dangerl-the degree of his

literacy skill is probably too meager to beof real benefit to hi

If Ibrahim has memorized the sounds. which his teachar expects as

response to printed-symbols and can repeat them even though he getli

no meaning from the sounds, he' is illiterate: ffAli,'Bahman, Ke

or Fouad have at one time -or ,other .attended school and learned the

rudiments of reading, but since that time have had. no 'opportunity

Or have made no attempt tb extend or even to maintain this ability,

they are illiterate. If Cemal and Esmail have learned to read, but ,

haveattained a levd1 of comprehension which is so limited as to

make it impossible for them to use their skill in-practical situatiohb,

they must be classed as illiterate. /

If, on the other hand,'Danush and Jamal,h'ave leilrned to read or

to interpret symbols so that this skill, .no matte how limited, is

useful to them or to their communities, they should rightfully-be

included among the literate' population. ! Liter:Icy then, is a

65
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... ZefinVtion of Literacy ...' 511- ,

. .
/

.o
. - ,relativendi-vns/ surrounding, the.

individual. he basic critcriott i.s pi, not skill in reading
and writing, no matter haw meager, in ubefill, to the :ihdiyidual in
his day-to-day 1 ft, The Meeting of''Exper'ts`.on Litpoacy, convened
in June, 1962, b . UNESCO, arrived at the statement thrit, "a person 4

is literate when he has acquired the esSential knowledge and 4 S4113
which enable him to engage in all those ''activities 'in Which literacy
is required ford Motive fu:nctiOnigg in his group.; and community,'

:and whose attain ents in reading" and' writing and arithmetie, make
it possible. fqr hint to continue to 1136 these slcills towards his .

own and the comm nityl s developMent and' for! active 'paxticipation,
in:the life, of his country, "2 - ' , .

f,_

6

The UNESCO tatement gees on to point out that in quantitlive
terms this stand rd of attainment, may be equated with Skills
"achieved after set number of ears of primary or elementary
schooling." The failure of the experts to specify In this
statement thc n ber of years of schooling required P 'Ants to the
problem arising rom any attempt to define literacy in quantitate
terms -Whi-on -are niversalay appliczble Because- requirEmen-ts -.and-
conditions vary rom community to cofmi unityi it probably. more .

useful and pract' ca]. to define liter- cy in qua4tative terms,
that 'is, in term of the kinds and levels of skills' necessary for
functional parti ipation in community ac=tivities. These' skills may
vary from nethin at all to the equivalent of high school or
university train' ng, dependinhe extent to whidh reading
Ffirwriting and education generally play a part in community life.
'Let us consider several situations in a country where the laws
require that every citizen must- attain the equivalent of a fifth
grade education,

in viliape X there is no, school, and none but one or two Village
alders cars read. An 'adult literacy class has been instituted. to
meet the national Literacy objective. However, oven after many
person's have comp: eted the course, ,communication continues on an
oral basis., trade and bart,r continue to-involve only rudimentary

,

ry

2ITnited Nations Econumie and Social Council, Jorld
for Universal Littira.cy. (Mimeographed) 1963, °P39\

so
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.

vecord.:keelling, useful.readingmaterial at any level of

difficult is corispicuous by its absence) and corr4epondence

and record.keepjng required by the goVernment_continuq to' be

kept by outpide ofticiels. Under" these conditions the ability

to ead and write serves no -practical purpose; thenuality of
literacy skill roqUired for participation .in thissodiety ia

,

A Village Y has had a school and adult literacy t4ainn classes'

fdr a tithile:e of yeard, and most of 't1 adulteare-able to INAd '.

1 Ard write., Many villagers travel-frequently to-the hearby city
; i''

.
and bring back to ,the village newspapers and othet.reading

-
material. public notices are regularly posted for Villagers q

,
.to.read,' and records of the lag#culturalcooperative arc care-

fully kept by the members. A-health clinic _has been cStablished

in the village and public health workers have made available

'A wide variety of booklets On 'health and sanitation. Clearly,

effective participation in the community life of this village

requires a-relativelyhighlevel of literacy, considerably, :./

higher than. in village X.
.

,

_ . i

City
,

7.,48 A medium-sized provincial city which has'had

primary and secondary.school6 for many years.,14early all long-

, time residents have attended school and .can read and Write,

, - - although, the majority ofIlewly-arrived-migrants from villages 1

are illiterates. Businesses and goVernment offices require 1

large numbers .of skilled and semi-skilied workers. Ong news-

paper is published locally.and others'from the capital/city
, arrive daily. ,There are'several bookahops in the city.. It is

obvious that in city Z the higherithe.individda2Is level of

literacy) the' greater the possibility' for personal achiancement.

-
Te fuhttion effectively in bity'Z , 'literacy skill must be of high

.

quality.
4

(

ThUn it is essontial-timt when attempting to determine the

quality oX, literacy skill required by members of a community, -' 1

,;.

there must !be concern for thasinfactors which-determine the,

effWallVe' role Which such ski, can play. It may be considered ,.

.desirable-by educators, for example*, that all villagers should be,

lAterate) but if the giovernment does, not consider the ways in. .

which a 'iterate public eamoontribUte to economic and social

growth, and if it-dos not include coordinated activities-of all

concerned agencies in its prograuCof development, t4e'eduenter,s 1

;

may Well be indulging in piffle dreams,. If the're is no coordinated'
. .

.

I
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.1)31 /in fo. publishing and making available for new literates

prActi,..a-1 and us.eful reading Materiainwhicl? are related to national

de Thouent needs,, those Who became' literate will have wanlied%heir

t they will have acquired an essentially u:5eless Skill, and

thugki 0411101nAg; of money, will have bccmdiVuted.from development

f{inld: k a.hopelcss cause.

.-But'concern for these factorsjo the reason for our being

hire. we are.concerued in this 'seminar with "'Identifying Problems

Affecting Adult Literacy Training in the CENTO Hegion.0 Hopefully

the discustions at thistseminar will point out steps which need

to be taken in the region generally and in C'ach country, specifically

in' order to facilitcite thefitilization'Of literacy skills, among

its citiens. It must be recognized that illiteracy is not the

cause of zeCial and econoMic prOblems1 but rather the. effect of the

strangIelold oX such' problems on a country. To treat the symptom

alone will bring about no cure - to carry on literacy, training apart

from La coordinated national
develeTM6fit-Program cannot solve the

problems. /iut.when literacy training is considered ap integral part

of national development, the truly effective roleotthe literate

meMber of society can be determined 'and direction can be giveh to

literacy traidiffg-pr-OgraffS, In "host, when we areable to define--

the, concept of "literacy" in terms of the social and edo--mic

devclopmcnt needs ,of a nation and of its individual citizens; each

nation can; byrmeans of literacy training'programsp.tnable all

i is citizenb to.enjey,the benefits nf.iitcracy. Some Of the more

important of 'these benefits. have been lined-. by Gray

in The Teaching of Reading and Writinv.3.
9 ": .N

"... a literate perbon has ah advantage over ate wha"i's.not

1

"in meeting many of the practical needs; of daily k-lifel such as

being warned of danger, finding one's way about, keeping posted on

current happcalings, keeping in touch with one's family;

"in improving staneards of living by c)1:) aining -valuable

printed information rcl tiny; Ito health and sanitation, the

prodUction selection aid preparation-Tee-food-, child care, and

hom wagement;

tl

1

"in increping economic status through learning of availab+e
1

,

;

,

P'. 0 ;

5William S. Gray. The Teaching of Readi.and Writine4 Gliice:
--....nv

v
Scott). Foresman and Company: 19560 p.1, .

. - 1
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Jobs, filling in forms and'inahing application in writing, being
able to .follow written or printed directions while, at work,
engaging in vocations which recrtire knowledge of reading and
Writinr4 learning how to spend and take care of wages;

in Raining social prestige and talci:ng part in many individual
and group activities that involve reading and writing; -

"in learning about community activities and trends and the
forces that make for or rctardiprogress, and studying social
problems;

.

"in meeting civic obligations thi.ough knowing about and *-\

observing regUla-ons, participating in group discussions and in
efforts to secure civic improve.az.nt, and voting without personal
help in the light of all the information available;

"in understanding world affairs through learning about things
and events both nedr and farl.othcr, people and their ways, and
'the natural and'sodial forges that influence life;

"in having access to and-enjoying his literary heritage;

in satisfying religious aspiratiOns-through/eading sacred
literature, participating in various, religious activities."

This then, suggests a definition of literacy: A person:is
literate who has learned to read and write and tho lives
community -which is developed toithe extent vhich enables him to

use his skill toward the enjoyment of advantages similar to those
enumerated above. Nay this seminar assist in pointing,the way
toward, such developme.nt through its efforts in "Identifying
Problems Affecting Adult Literacy Tr.;,tining in the CEO Ream."

1

4,

1
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PLANNING LITERACY TRAIUING glOWMPIS

Dr; S. Mossaheb

and

Dr. ibbass Yaminsharif*
/ .

This paper summarizes some of the important basi
cotrsiderations which planners need to take into acc unt when

epr paring prbgrams of adult literacy training.

I., ADULT,CHARACTLRISTICS WHICH-HAVE TO DO WITH ING

10 READ AND WRITE

In their many years f experience in teachi adUlts), the

authors have observed c rtain attitudeS, traits and habits
in adUlt-Jearners which seem to be sb widesprea that they

dal,be listed as geder characteristics. The are simply

enumerated-here becaus no further explanation seems
necessary:

1) Adults are cap ble of learning to rea land write no
less than children a. are not very differen from the
y unger ones.with re pect to this potential or learning.

2) Adults are a e to understand and ap reciate the, value

o
1

literack and the are familiar with the ins and the

objectives of learning.

Unlike young dhildren who live only in the present,
adults are alsover2 much concerned with e future.

14) Adults are irterested in becoming JLi.terate.

5) Adultd are exlerienced and mature

6) Despite their nner interest,-ad ris generally do not
ac uallyreVeal their eal and wishes.

7

.

1-
Dr. Yaminsharif se wo as a reso 'q? person in the

Sem'nar seseion_on Curri um and Tea ing Materials and
pre'ented this paper in s mmary form t that session.

70
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I

, .

7) Adults are. hesitaht and doubtful about the' possibility,

of their becoming literate.

8) Adults have limited time available; they are engaged

and burly most of, the time.

9) Class attendance cannot be made compulsory-for adults;

they nay discontinue attendance whenever they wish.

10) Adults are unwilling to take even one step toward

learning which in their opinion is useless. .

11) OCcasionally illiterate adults do not see any differed*

between the teacfer and themselves, except.frOm the point-of,

view of literacy. In fact, from other points of view, they

believe themselves to be equal and even superior to the teacher.

12) Unlike young children, the problem adults face ih

learning to read is simply in recognizing the wards and reading

them.' If the subject is simple, it is uenn'ily clear and under-

standable to them.-
_ _

.

13) The memory spati of adults is usually less than that of-

young children; anything based on.meMory is more difficult Tor

them -

'11. ;.) Wisdom, un6erstanding, reasoning, and power of dis-

crimination are stronger in adUlts and it is considerably

easier for them to learn all that is related to these

principlep.than for -young children.

15) Adults possess a longer concentratiori span' and are

capable of greater accuracy than children.

16) Adults will not tolerate the leattbit of rudeness

and harshness on the part of the teacher.

17) Adults are 3011 conscious, especially in the presence

of young children; they hate.to be humilated and looked\dow6

upon.

-

18) Adults hate to see their ignorance revealed.

THE TEACHER,

The teacher can be one of the most effective forces in

persuading an adult to learn and to eantintie learning:

Selection of a proper teacher'is therefore the most important,

duty of those respOnsible for ad;lt education.

71
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.

Failures in the implementation.. of adult liter;_cy have

uslially been due to lack of attention and care in the
selection of teachers. An adult respects aind follcws
instructions and guidance of such teachers whom hs reecgnizeS,
as,Posgessing a. better personality and greater Merit and
Understanding than himself, because he feels the need" cf his

ladership and advice. r

An adult teacher should have the followingo.fharacteriStips:

4.) He must be clever, wise, punctual, tactful, experienced,
,regular educated and possess a good command of languaae in
order to make the, adult impressed with his superiority,.

'2) He must be just old enough t" be able to Txrform his

duties.
I

3) He should'know the method of/ teachfng

Ii) He must know, the method of.teaching reading an-1
writing, particularly in the first Clabs.,'

III. LOCATION OF ADULT CLASSES

Literacy Classes for adults Should be et up is pice-s

which are respected by them, such as schools, villase
mosques, or other public religious gathering ,places,
Private houses should only be used in cases of unavailabaity
of suitable public gathering places.

IV, 10611GLR STU-DEUS Th ADULT CLASSES

ck of menta -nc spiritual homogeneity as v7,11

as physica roport on exists between yang students : ":rd

adults; it is %erefore not deSirable to mix youngrs
,with the older ones in the same class.. The

get discouraged if they show ignprance of a subject or
make-mistakes in the presence of the youngsters. gurther;
the experiences of the two groups are not at the c,nne

level,

If there is a sufficient nimbex: cf students ,to allow
division of the class into two sections, the your3e-.' ors
shouldbe accommodated i6 a Separate class, If the nuZzer
does not allow this division, students up to 13 yac'7s of

age should be seated and taught separately from the ae.ults..

When adults A e being tau4ht,.the younger group should be
kept busy with other tasks so as to disc'iuraf=a th "r from
paying attention to what goes on in.tne teaching; cf t1Ye

adults.

. 7 2

ti
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In a training program for adults attention should be
given to every consideration shich might Contribute to
hltimatg success is one of the very etfective factors in

teaching adults. .EducatiOnal certificates for adults serve

as encouragement for continuing atudies. Certificates

count as stimulants and means of instigating the adults in
their studies. The period of time required for obtaining
such a certificate should be brief and every effort should-

be made to ensure.that.the certificate is -easily attainable;
As general guidelines for adult courses, it is suggested

that:

1) ,The elementary course for adults should be no longer .

than three years.

2) Adults should be admitted to any class which is
compatible with their level .oi attaihmenWthey need not
necessarily begin at the lowest class.

3) Study records of an adult, whether fragmented or
consecutive, shobld bd calculated together, and study breaks
should be ignored.

udy

Rigid adherance to rules is not desirable in promoting
adults in. higher classes, except at the time when one is a
candidate for sixth year elementary examinations'at which time
he must give evidence ofhaving reached the necessary level
of knowledge. However, in other classes the Student can be
.promoted to a higher class simply on the basisof having

attended the previous class, and of having passed a simple
test.

VI. SCHEDULING INSTRUCTION PROGRAMS FOR ADULTS

Scheduling procedures involved in the instruction of
adults should be flexible so that they can be changed
according to the seasons, the geographic location of
specific villages, And the. free time of the adults.
Classes should become a sort of recreation which utilizes
time which would not otherwise be spent profitably. In

locations where, the villagers have large amounts of free
time in w ntor the instruction period should begin in winter,
and vice v rsa.

The school year.for adults should be short. The first
year, particulalay, should not last more than four or five

months, unless in addition to the teaching of reading and
writing other amusing and recreational programs are included
in the actual schedule. In the-second and third classe.s,

4 '
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where the number of subjecZ,s incr.ase:,, the s ehool year
period could be lengthened. Daily class schedules Must also
be considered; the schedules are similarl: subject to the.

availability of free hours for the adults..

Tactful and attractive methods should be w3cd to
encourage adults to attend claf:s-s. They should not be

called to account for absences and tardiness. A3 long as

the practice_ does not crate disorder. adults should be
left free in atk,endiug classes, sk, thac, they may not.be
reluctant and hesitant to attend the Class' even if they
Can spare enly half an hour to do rote to the class.

VII. RF!4)ING AATF3I1114S roil BEGItERS

Enrolling adults'in a class, teaching them basic

reading and presenting them, with e7rt4_firt).tes do

not fulfill th-. aims cf litc,racy training. Ti,: real

objective of literacy training is to equip People be able

to find their ray tnrough publicatiens and benefit in their
daily living :rom the knowledge an. understandin7 gained

through their readin,;.

- But short and irregular adult, education c.iu:^ses will

not enable the adult to real and understand Carious books;

pamphlets, oublic4itions rewrilapc,ro, Ftz-n.?rmorz,.it Is

obvious that if the individual feels- thnt has. not

benefitted from his etudy roc will rt:;o1,7:' that hc. has

wasted his, time in trying 'J,o becomr. :iterate -na

consequently try, TO persuade and prevent others fr'lm

attending classes. Under such circm-tances, all exrenditures
in time and money havo.. ::aste and 21e proj.-'ct a

failure.

The State publications and pr =: s: rr a f:et

standard of knoAedge and lcc,rninj,'usin L#TVIZ and

vocabulary freely with littl (regard ror tl.c 1.imic.d ability

and understanding of less literate people. ahem is always

trio dancer er in

order to attain their particular views .ano take advantage.

of the simplF thinking and inadequate Lducation of
illiterate adults, taiht prepare and fn el:, provLde simple
and understandable materials :.nick 3ouad .:.ltinateiy poison

and infict th,ir conce!.:ts and'thinkinz.:. Adult beginner4

having nothin; else tosubstAilte. will atid

out of necesnity r which l :ays spiteful

motives in their, minds and gradually Implant the same in

their futu/t, dril:/ activities: Thus, the wearon which has

been .placed at the di,;pos.21 of the adult to defend hir :elf

and his country can point0 and uscdP-,,n.init Lit. nna

against )7.i3

7 -I
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Consideration of the above and many other points not
motioned emphasizes the fact that boots and.alpublications
prOgram should be provided3which is in keeping with the

Standard o thinking, education, and interest of adults for

whom they\are intpnded. The fallowing principles should be
considered in theprogram of preparation of reading materials:

1) Vocabulary used in publications for neo-literate adults,
should be the same or similar to that used in basic textbooks.
It should be simple and understandableso the books can be used
to supplement the textbooks and become:meahs of practice.

2) The subjects of these reading materials should be varied
and insofar as possible related to the_ every, day life of'the
neo-literates, thu3jproviding sufficient material for every

different group and class.

3) In addition to supplying. neo-literates with information
and knowledge relatedJto their daily life and work, the books
should help bring them together and create common interests)

1 opinions, customs, and values in the people of the country.

4) These reading materials should -be published regularly;
on time and in Sufficient number, in order to make the"neo-

literates anxious to receive their special publication on
certain days. Every effort shoulcibe made- to avoid shortages
which would necessitate reading of undesirable materials by
the neb=literates,

5) As much. as possible,:these_reading books should be
made attractive with pictures, clear writing; pt9per paper,
and attractive cover, thus helping the book itself find its
way among, the people,

6) In every city, village, or town, a special location
should be designated for the sale of these books, enabling
every individual to khaw where he might obtain hiS'books*.

7? These books should be placed at the dispbsal of the
neo-literates as'inexpensivelY as possible without causing

a loss to the publisher (namely, thegovernment) so thatt

the publisl-er will be forced to discontinue the publication*
Under no circumstance shout .1 they be given free of charge lest
the reader develop a feeling of disgust and feel that the

books are worthless,
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THE DESIRE TO READ:
mpaTTrou IN LITERACY CAMPAIGNS

A. N. Gillet*

To go into an illiterate village in Iran or a:4 o`..; .s:.

country and 'hear the wry first children pick their way
through their 'Reader in their new school is an.experience

which demands not so much, a reporter as a poet. For the

first time, through the minds of the children the --E.01.?:;:e

community is making contact with the other places where

their language is used. It Ls more than a birth, for'birth

presupposes deaths more than a new Spring, for Spring pre-

supposes Summer: Autumn and Winter: It is a change from .

which there is no going back. When first sea creatures
dragged themselves through the waves on the shore to accdstoM

themselves to breathe not sea-water-but air it was a
comparable with what happens in the village. Whatever rzy

be written below about the problems and liMitatios of this

great event, this breathing of a new atmosphere, this first

impression is one to be 'retained.

The question posed is - "In what circumstances
villagers and their children want to learn to read?" If

those planning literacy campaigns are to avoid disappointment

it is essential that they should concern themselves *rich

this question. It is obvious that reading is a method
wherebyidealare communicated frombone person to another

without their having to meet. It is, perhaps, less obvious

that avillage which has no trade outside itself., fir a,./

external social or political contacts and is therefore 'elf-

sufficient in every way, has the least interest in reading
because 'everything can be learned by worof mouth from

fellow 'villagers. A teachgr arriving aftuch a place mny

have a very hard task irdeed, Whereas the.7illac
in the neighbourhood of a great city which offers'
opportunities for trade; employment and the enjoyalent of
books and newspapers is in a very different position. Tayns

.
also have a literacy problem but in towns the desire to read

is almost always .laced by the town way of life so ,the hard

core.of,illiteracy is to be found mainly in rural 'areas,

**1:17, Gillet served as a resource person in the Seminar.

session on Teacher Selection' and Teacher Training and
presented this paper in summary form at that sestior,
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It follows thAt every contact with the world outside'
must be regarded as a help to the teacher. If the saying
is true that trade follows the flag of central government,
maybe it is also true that the teacher follow's the, trader.
If the ball -dozer first brings buses perhaps th.e, teacher
should be regarded as a.cultural iOull-dozer) thaugh-it is
to be hoped that he is less ruthless with local c4stoms and
traditions than the bull-dozer is with the landscape.'

However this may be) it is evident that a litera
campaign must be planned to fit in-with the other changes
which are taking place in the village) and there is a largk
number of people who, although not recognized as belonging
to the Literacy campaign) are nevertheless extremsly.help-
ful to it:

.1. The Road-builders. Any improvement in transport
may- make an impact. WiTivaiity of transport animals) more

.

jeeps) an additional filling station and a cheaper postal '

service as well as better roads maj make a difference), but
the road is the clearest in its influence. It brings
travellers to the village who talk of distant and little -
known places arousing cUriosity in what there is on the-.other
side. of the mountains and what is to be seen in the nearest
town. Villagers themselves begin to travel and bring
back tales which arouse furtherimerest. Very soon trade
develops) and this leads to the secondgroup.

2. The Traders. Until ayillage has, a shop it is un-
duly expensive as a rule to attempt to teach reading to
adults. In towns` the objects with, theii, price tags.and
their advertisements, and the shopkeeper with his accounts
begin to create what) in the case of young children) is
familiar as "reading readiness," Furthermore,- 'the earning
of money to enable him to spend at the shop encourages
the-villager eith4r to travel to market himself or to
sell to a dealer .and in either case he is severely '.1.n
handicapped if he cannot check the record pf his dealings.

3..Gnvernment Officials other than Teachers.
Agricatural extension officers, nutses and others
arrive with not only spoken advice but.posters1 leaflets
and Pamphlets, These are often composed in such a way
that the villagers are very anxious to know what is in
them) and the villager who can read to his fellows obtains
a position of prestige which mar would like to hold.

A fey other circumstances hclp to make adults anxious
to read. There has always been the desire to read the Koran.
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Elections and the reading material issued to explain them

are often afactor, and indeed literacy is sometimes a

qualification required for voting. Some parents are epurreci-

on by a desire to keep up with their children, and at a

later age. are anxious to be able tp. read letterS from their

children who are either serving as army' conscripts or'

working in towns.

Once the decision has been reached to learn to read

two other factors become important:

1. The attitude. of the teacher. 'It is a very great

help if the teacher appreciapes the skill and knowledge of

the illiterate person. Illiterate farme.rs often survive in

conditions in which many literate people would fail. They

are expez4ts on,crops Or animals, and have a wealth of loCal

knowledge including folk-itales and cueterns as well as

Stories of good and bad.seasons and the adventures of
,

gaining a livelihood in the open air. Their surroundings

oftenipresent the kind of challenge which is an education

in itself and they are `frequently more interesting pek,ple

than factory workers. Neither, the teacher from the town

nor -the villager selected to go' for training can,be sure

of avoiding the taint 'of superiority. Teachers who them-

selves aave only just learned to read are often sympathetic

but frequently unsure of how much help to give, and unable

to distinguishamongpassages which are,to be read as they

are spoken for the enjoyment Of their literacy value,

those which are, to be read to arouse interest and dis-

cussion, and those rate passages which are intended to be

memorized,

2: The suitability of reading materials. The desire

to read is much greater if a good supply of newspapers,

books and magazines is already available, tut it is

difficult to justify p4ioviding a supply where few can read.

Reading and the supply of reading materials must be planned

together. In far too many countries the latter, has failed

to keep pace with the. number of new literates. -The content

of the reading; materiels needs to be bdth easy to-under-

stand and yet interesting. This may be achieved by
introducing very few new words at a time, by repeating them

frequently so that they are thoroughly, mastered, by the

use of explanatory pictures and the use of a vocabulary

of the readers, e.g. the use of "familiar proverbs and

stories so that a close link is maintained between reading

and normal everyday life.
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The task of providing attractive forms of reading
material so that adults,andchildren want to know what
written falls onmany croups of people. -Firqtly, the
Ministry of Iducation can' produce primers directed more
towards illiterate villagers than towards illiterate town -
dwellers .since the latter already have maw incentives to
read. The 'revision of the primers Iran is an example
of this as the )ictures and text now show iillagere busy

)

in home and on the land.

she school books must be supported-at once.by news -
. paperS, magazines and books which actually reach into

the v lieges, otherwise' reading may become,an activity for.
child en only; to be forgotten ns soon as theicool
years are, over. Newspapers which often have.col ns for

speci 1 groups of readers such as-those interestea in
sport r'industry might be encouraged to provide special
frtatur s of interest .to villagers. '

.

F±nally, two miner suggestions need'Ao be made:.firstlyA
when films are being dubbed in the local language it is

. extremely useful if caption can be provided at the same
time. Although the extra qicpensetis unlikely to appeal
to commercial firms, many Oducational films are handled by
the government.

Secondly, it frequently happens that, despite all the
efforts, many people in a village can read. before any
reading matvial is available. In these special circumstances
schools may be ,asked, to produce a t,eeklywillage news-sheet
or newspaper,leadh for its own village written by those Who
can write including Lhc children and posted in the middle
of the village 2,13-all to try to read. As there is but
one copy coloured illustrations may be used, followed
sometimes by a sirae tataihatorT-Sentence.. subject matter.
mayrange from school and village news to international
affairs so lori .as controversy is excluded.

By methof4s such as these the roadways of- the -mind may

be b4ilt and the comterc© of ideas promoted. .

.
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A LIBRA4SERVICE
1o

I

InteriTtrOTR.LY:THE-Shill, of Iran in Literacy
. .

. .

, \

One:cannot !help admiring the big strides taken by,Iran in

her:plani to makp_the whole population_ literate: First' and

o_- -foremast' Iratvds onelof-the-few developing countries where tfte

Head of the'State has been personally interested in achieving

universal iiteracifor hiS:,country, avi where, plans have been

prepared accordingly with definitprogressive targets:
I

.

. .- , tie Third, Pla'n., as a Part of the'i general dev'elopment

:..,-------7.,_- covering 20 years, has:fixed:the target of achieving 50,per

cent literacy by 1967. It has -worked out the details =-

the number of teacheis required for primary schools. anctladult

literacy classes, as well as the budget for ,salaries, 3 -

allowinCes, and 'equipment necessary.. .

.

In additiod, a new emei4gendy prOgrartWie popularly known,

.-.as the "Army. of Knowledge" br "Education 'Corps" has been

launched under the inspiration and guidance of, His Imperial

Majesty the Shah, which has as its goal the carryinethe.

torch ofknowledge to the remotest' rural areas.
The "ArmY"

of Knowledge" programme has.come.in the wake of the Land

T-RefbrmZecreek-Which-enats-tht-peasants to own the land

they-cultivate and make t em codsci.ou.i of their citizenship ".

in a-country to which thqy have belonged.

.

.1-

Achievements -in- -Iran [

1 .

7

1

, .

---;
Much has been achievied already in Iran in the direction

of literacY by ,the effol4s of the Ministry of Educationand

other Ministries. Ttle reports show that qui.ing;the period

of 1334-35 and,i)41-42 4955-56 and. 196243),a/tOtal of

93,364 Classes for- adults have ,been Conducted with a :

strength of 2,021,135 ppils in t'hem,both men and 1,791116n..
1 ,

This is no mean achievement for'any country.
,

----- -NL___,.. __

I /

4$1r. Hao_served a a resource' person in the Seminar .

.Session on Curriculum nd Teaching Materials and presented

this paper in summa y orm'at that session.. ;

I,

,

STRENCTHE N THE LITERACY DRIVE

;S. V. S. Rao*

-
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Besides suitable re ding materials for adults have

been prepired and publis ed in large quantitieg to ,enable

adults toacqiiire the s reading and writing as quickly

as possible. A series f "follow -up", books containing 1 .._

information on subjectt-of interest
/
to adults has' been planned

and a-few of'them published.

it these are factors whic, undoubtedly promise success

of the programme,,, liaturally, en so much.' has been

accomplished, one turns his oughts to Conservvtion and '

consolidation of these Measures. It- is a ,knoWa fact that a

Skill ,'acquired. in a'shOrt time needs to be ,practised-or

'it is soon forgotten Knowledge of. reading and writing is'

no exc4,tion.-Manual skills) or the other hand, are retained

lerym ch longer thanmentalones, . ,

Tien apin,'wha'., ilafter all the use of 'literacy, if

one does not, use it or Tag no oppOrtunity-for4using it?
,

Literacy_Is Not Enou;h:

I! \
The experience of literacy and adult education workers

all c)vr the wordld-lihas shown that literacy iscomparatively

easy to acquire, 8utto conserve4 is difficult. In !Iran

too,_the authorities have begun t9 express doubts onthe
effica6y of these schemes, not that the.scheme0 have not

borne fruit) but[whe.ther those who have become p..iterate ,
_

I

remain!
- ,

literate; ---.7 t

.'Literacy has only a functional value it is wOrth

while Making a.person literate if he ,can use itifo his 0.1

own pleasure and profit. -It he is able, after bec ming

literate, to read.an(Jenjoy-say, the Verses of z, 'some

'of which he may. know and be able to recite-fr'Om!m moryito

read the ttoriesof Sadi, or to gather informa4o on his

pursuits which help rim-to earn his livelihood, h -needs no.

persuasion. The thint..is that he should, be corvin ed of thews

posdibilitiese 7 f

I have Oft:en wondered if' most 6f the readin .mateials

written for adults IF nsidered-by them -too Chi dish for them :

to' take gerions interest 'n. From the moment the st rt to :

read and INTr.i.te they'should`enjoy the process of oa ring

the new Skill and,fecl a thrill: Of' joy in the e periefice.

At'the.end of it they should feel.the pride,of:achieveltent.

Only proper reading material and correct method of
,

"teaching] can bring about "thisexperience.' /

.
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When once 'the rudiment& of learning to read have been

acquired and in the process the adults'' interest has been
roused, they will be,craVink.for'more reading-material..001Y
a library Service can meet this desire, If there are no

adequate and properly graded books after the literacY course,
aM'afraid: it is'yaste Of money and effor+ On' +he Ilart:of

the authorities, and waste of energy on the part of the
leartner.. to become' literate. 'Bence the impor ance'and urgency-

/ .ofia. Well organized library service. This, service has tdo-

ftnctions: (1) to prevent lapse into illiteracy which is very
,quick, and (2) to give literacy a purpose and.make it .

Junctional.

latttly ServI.Ce -"70..

It should be recognizedthat, whereas a 1(..tAracy.progrtpme
isia. temporary measure, alibrary scheMe :Ls,a permanent. one.
We' should look ahead., say .0 twenty years from now, when
twery adult is able to read'and when there .is no need tn bye

,

a Literacy prograhme. Intact, after a period of ten1,4.
fifteen years time, the literacy budget should be a decreasing.
one'if the adult literacy programme has bee.1 a successful.

one 'But the library scheme, which is bound to come, cannot
and should notwait because We should prevent those whO once
hate become literate from going back to a literacy class.

A Circulating" Library

A Nillage library need not necessarily be only for the

,new literate.; it map.serve alsO those who are' ready
literate such as the-children 'ho have left So ools. Hence
the rural library caters to th needs and'...e;t4:.:,-iof (1) the . 4

new adult literates (2) the children of the primary schools,
ane (3) the general literate pOlic -of the village. But each

of these categories of readeiS should haYe hooks to suit them !

and the list of books shoald be reviewed periodically.-
,....., .

.

.
. . . .

Itf..s..110 enough just tojhave a colleCtion of books; bUt..-

new books have to be brought in regularly and thib means a
circulating library with a central library, to supply books to.

the units,. . ,.

.

Row to be this Library Service for the rural arean?
,

`I hesitate Ito sug st a'plan because.I aRuite new to Iran
and am. in fact, myself, one of the pupils of a literacy
class learningrsi.' But I may be pardoned if I rake bold
to suggest a skeleton of a plan which, I dare say: 'kw-
workers in the field who haye better knotatfitEe7oil-trie Country

will Pal with 'flesh and blood.
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I suggest, to begin with, to select one Cstan (province)
mtere adult literas; classes have been conducted on a largl
scale for starting PILOT RURAL LIBRARY SERVICE. The

o' Shahrestans (sub-d visions of provinces)10f this Ostan will
;have-Central libr ies which send out log' books at a time
e

l

la box, 'These oxen will be put in the elementary schools
of villages under the charge lo the achat,literacy teachers
who will be respo.sibl to issue books to the readers of .

three categories Ifts already mentioned: (1) those who are_ i

.9
. newly literate, () the pupils of the elementary schapispl .

especially of theJ upper grades, and (3) the general literate I

be changed to a ew'ont: after a month and WiS.Ahe duty of
public of the vi lages. This set of boOk6 or-thexbo will

the superviAor to arrange this. . I

.

The - Government of Iran Wi.an/Organizatioh authqities11.,,
I am glad to find{, he.."!e suggeSted the creation of school L'

libraries and public libraries. As has been pointed out in
the Third _Plan, local help js neces!.,ary to build up the

library system. At thr village level, too, the local village
.00uncils should be

I

mad4: responsible for the library and its
management. ..

,, 1

,
, a

Are There Suitable Books?

The question of rural' libraries raises a further
-question: Are there suitable books to fill these! libraries?

This difficulty has confronted all developing countries.
There is always A small number, but more will flow in
when a demand-is created. When authors and publishers know
that their- books will be sold in large .numbers .to libraries,.
they will b encouraged to write and-publish such books.!
Of course,- beginning has tb* made by the. Publication
sections o the MinistrieSby issuing a tew titles to slaw

the \of books requiredhc,format, the type, and the

.
'illustrations necessary..

. A
6

There have been exceedingly attrattiye books published
for children by many a private firm.The-same getup is
necessary for books published for the neo-literate adults,
but on subjects of their interest -- with not too Much-

extra=bold type, mattei arranged attractively, '

and beautiful iIlustratianS.

helps the peoplc-to-gather together, talk
and discuss, aqd graduall.y it, transforms itself- into a center,

for community Action. An Adiat New sheet published weekly

i 11 greatly_bel-p_this activity. The news sheet, because
---it-appears periodically, hasa quality of newness 6-and as

such' stimulates in6erent in reading. The news sheet. should
be illustrated, give a rbviev of the weekly news, a serial

extracts from great poets, folk songs, popular
sayings and proverbs, aports of aculvities in neighbQping_
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villages andx above all, publish lreade
letterd.

Cbnclusion
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dontributiohs and

I iLve tried in the above o Line tb how that an
adult li\terb.cy'scheme is incompl to withou a library series
and a library is the natural,c nation o an adult literacy
clas0.' -A, library service gives -the stimulu,needed Tor',
literacyJrnd at the same time strengthens it

WEI
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TIE PROCESS OF COMUNICATION
WITH SPECIALEMPHASIS-ON AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION

Kambiz Mahmoudi*

1 .

I: Introduction and Background

The comprehension of audio-visdal communication will be

easier if we fXrst look .at .the communication process- in general.

When we communicate we.are trying to establish a""commohnes6"

with someone. In other'words, we are trying to'share

information, an id a, or an attitude. According to one of the -

better definitions of communication given by Schramm,

communicatiOnalWays requires at least threeelements: the

source, the message, and_ the destination. Thersource may

an individnalAsPeakii:writing, gesturinO, 'or a!

, communication organization (hike newspaper, tbleVision

station, or motion picture studio):-.The message May be in the

" form of ink on paper, sound waves in the air, or any other

signal capable of bei3ng interpreted meaningfully. The

destination glAy be an individua/Alistening, watching, or

reading),- or a member of a group,AstiCh as a disoussion:eoup

or a lecture audience), or an individual member.ofthe

particular group normally-called the mass audience (the

reader of a newspaper or- a viewer of television).
1.

-
. .

.
. .

.

Now what happens when the source tries to build, up this

"commonness" with his intended receiver?. First he tikes the

information ox feeling_ m.wants to share and puts it into a

form that can be-transmitted, '"The pictures in our headS"

cannot be transmitted easily and effectivery until they 'ate

coded. when,they-are coded into Spoken wOrdS\ they can be

-transmitted easily, but they cannot travel very far unless

the radio Carries them. If they are coded into written words,

.
they go more slowly than spoken words,. but they go farther

.and last longer. The above definition will be sufficient to

demonstrate the'process of communication in education.

. o

.gbr. Mahmoudi served as aaasource personiin the Seminar

on Curriculum and 'reaching Materialo and presented
'this paper in summary forv. at that session,

-Schramm, Wilbqr, Process and Effects of Mass,Communication.

4x Champagne) University of Illinois Press, 1960, p.
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Communication is a social, process and its importance, in

our modern life is wprthy of -being studied in more detail. Let.

1 us agree with 13epoport ho-says that his "culture rather

than the number of legs is what most clearly distinguish d

'man from the other animals and, plants." Korsybiski pres nts

almost the same,concept when he describes man as the "t

binding animal." Plants, he said, pOs6ess.tbeftbinditlg

energy,.6 but a sunflower on a Sunlocked hill cannot, howver,
-transplant itself nearer water to avoid dying of thirst.

A 'dog can. A dog has a big advantage over a sunflower fo it

can "bind space." But man does these.twe things:and is
"timebinder".as wR11."In other words, space - binding a ls-

able to locomote) seek the necessities.of life .uch as

food, Shelter, and so forth. But man) ter time-binder; i

able, in addition, to transmit experience by the use of signs,

and can thus interact with both his ancestors and his-de cendants

over great periods of .itrieS. One of the experts of the f eld has

even Suggest0.that -qthout language,-Iman would never ha a

developed anything evefi as.simple as a stone 'axe, for t stages

in development ')f such implements would have to accumula e over

several generations) and this could only be possible in time-

binding animal.

Communication tas a long past, but only a short hi tort'.

Nan has always been concerned witi. himself, and witil how he'

influences and is in turn influenced by others through

communication. But man has only recently recognized the vaa;ue

'
'of a scientific approach to the study .)f himself and how,he

Communicates. The importance of a Scientific approach to

, communications studies has been irequently stressed in recent

years by scholars representing a wide range of disciplines.

The ommunications enthusiast rightly points out that

personnel, group, aO international problems involve breakdowns

in communication. But it is people who communicate, breakdowns

are people breakdowns. Thve can be,nadoubt-that "blocks"

ih the'communication.flow are responsible for man;/ personal,

interpersonal, and national pibblems. But whit causes the

"blocks"? Many factors are involved in this problem. Before,

discussing the *mattes from .a general communication point of

view, let us turn our attention to a particular formof'this

process, i.e., audio-visual communication.

AUDIO7VISUALCOMOUNICATION.

Communication cannot be treated independently of behavior,

because comhunicatiou is behavior. In studying comlnunication wea

I
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necessarily find ourselves studying how man copies with- his
environment. In fact, man creates his own environment to a
'su.prising extent, an.i significantly,. through ,symbolic processes.

A sign is a trivd . thing or event that is associated with
-a more important, or meu.e interesting thing, ,event... or condition.

k recognition of this pointS out the truly amazing impo:..-tance of
signs for behavior, for signs make it possible. to deal with
thingS spatially and temporally distant and at the/same time;
signs make it possible to bring the future and the past into the

present.

People communicate by making statements. The, statements

are signals or signs. these signs, in the strictest sense of
the word, exist in the.minds Of people becadse-theirinter-

Ipretation is based upon prior agreements. A statement becomes

ti
a message,twhen it has been perceived by another person,. Finally,

when sender (source) and receiver (destination) can consensually
validate on ineeiTretation, then communication has been successful.

Messages are codified either in verbal_or non-verbcil
the verbal aspect of this matter is what we call "Langdage" and the
ndn7verbal,, whia is usually made Without verbal colaboration,-is:
the focal_ point of .a fnewly-developed discipline called "audio-

visual communication." Unfortunately we in the field of audio-
visual communicatiln have not jet reached the point of agreeing
,
upon one defini,tion or an acceptable model of "audio-visual."
But there 'is no dc ubt that "audio-visual" is an,interdi,sciplinary-

epproach which requires more effort and work before it can be
--defined in a full-manner of terms. In brief, it can be said

t

that in this field we are more concerned about the use of
materials that do not depend primarily upon reading to
,convey meanings..

. .

If we examine the elements of communications once more
(i.e., source, message, and destination) we will, note that it is

difficult, if not impossible; to expect that the intedded
messages be pErceived by the destination exacay as had been
intended by the urce. This fact-Ls due Lb an important el..,nu

in our process nick we call "noise". Noises are thoSe external
factors which are not a part of the message and in a more
technical term they may be balled intervening variables. 'Noise

.could.be of a semantic, mechanical, or electronic nature. A
communicator can very :Jel1. ovt- rcnt:tt this problem by the procedure

of redundency tr, to use -a s14er Urn, by repeating message.
One important practice in this respect is the use. of more than

one form of presentation. In the audio- visual teminology this
is calJed "the cross-media approach," that is,.the Use of sev-ral
media for presenting one sinfae idea. this idea has, of course,

8'7
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certain limitations We do not pv-n that sensory materials must be

introduced into, every teaching sI uation, nor do we mean that

te4chers should scrip all procedy_es -tnat do not involVe a variety' .

of audio-visual met_lods. But educ tors have found that many, teaching

problems can he Solred-through tie use.of multiple methods of

communication. In ,.his. procedure. it is theresponsibilitrof the

source (sender) to f7ame his mes,Izel in a form readily transmitted'

and in a fashion urizrstandable his receiver. Otherwise there

;1111 be a breakaor in comunication .no matter how sincere the

efforts of are send and the rerAVer. d

.
6

GOOD TEACHIJG AND AI,DIO-VISIAL C. AUNICATION

Audio- :visual m-,3erials i,t :'='seen in their relationship to'

teaching as t. whole and to tha 1c a_ process as a whole. Until

one understands the 2' rPlatignshfps, one cannot be-expected to

make intelligent or :ruitful use. f these new techniques, 'which

offer.so much hr-1.D'in of the teacher. Above a]1,-it

must be realize that audidvis.1-...: methods form-only one-cf-

several groups of 1,-(v.sing reth, designed .to improve teaching.

' Why is it -rorth,:!hile to mas:2r the use of audio - visual

materials' Sec use ;hece materiel.), properly used, Coffer great'

opportunities for i, proving. learning. This is not merely the

best reason; it is '0,e oNly prac,ical reason.

Whenever an adult and d yourj child .or an adolescent under-

take to have experiLnces in comma:., certain differences may, become

sharply' apparent -- differences ir what each .brings to the In6w

-experience. leacher., being olde,, have had much more .experience

than their students. And not all he students have had the.same

experiences, 'Those ).f bo.;'s diffe. from those of girl's. Children

who have been reared on farms are unfamiliar with certain matters

that .are come onplacT to,urt.in chi'Aren, and vice versa. Barriers

to communication can also sometim,,s be traced to differences in

socio-economic baclground.

These limitatic,Is present Up basic problems- for both the

teacher and the lear,er: (1) How in the time and space that we

have personally exprxienced;be ma:e more meaningful to us?

(2) Hair can we (lc-lace to enjoy an experfence at second hind

that has been a first-hrnd expari.nce.for someone else2 The ,

word vicar comes to ,wind here. L virar is a substitute, a

deputy, a ropresent,ive. -An experience enjoyed through sympathetic

participation in th(; eperienoL Of another is called a vicarious

experience. In lehrning to use ill, lifetime and his life-space

to be at advantag:, the 5A:dent use of every effective

means at his 'disposal, The :fl.ach-..:;s job is to help him learn
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how to lido this, initially with good deal of dependence upon'

0 the teAcher and later with the student's in6reasing responsibility
fdr his own learning.

'But if -the f'eachcr is to be s . athetic and explaidthings,
well) he too must use his lift -time 644d life -space effectively.

His "sympathetic participation" should\have led him to know
farmers, taxidrivers, salesman, lawprs; factory workers,,
businessmen. This is not easy, of course It means using
one's summers, "one's vacation, to explore rectly the lives
of persons unlike himself. Such direct exper ences may be
difficult to obtain;.hence vicarious means m t also be. used.

,W can flind out what farmers or valcsmen do and are by talking
with thF.m sympathetically. We'can read books and rticles.

can learn through discussions with informed person,. We can
learn.bisecing an eddcational or documentary film. le may watch
a tflevision prorar. or mdy listen to llradio program and get .

our information. Our school children can lcarn-from al these

materials too.
t.

1.:HAT ARE AUDIO-VISUAL AATERIAL5?

Audio-wisual materials ,include a variety of materials suc.
as visual symbols, flat picturies rccordip6s, radio. broadcasts,
motion pictJrcs, television, exhibits, Mao trips demonstration
and tn( like. ihesc materials must be used purposefully and
according to tric best findings of experimental research. Audio-
visual matLrials arc not useful if the t(,:achcrdoet not uset
them properly ,ind correctly. Advantages and disadvantages of
each mu,:t bc, studied thoro4ignly. L;haracteristicsof the audience
(students) 'rwast be khown, rAnd lechnical lit.itations of each

,must recognized.

Accorditifl to iecsertrch fini!oags, audio-visual materials, when

uss5.d prop.rly in th,_tcacning chn accomplish the

followin:.

1. Ihcy Jilpciy a concrete tia:,is Of crnceptual thinking

and lane, meaninglcss word!z/:,einonses of studentq.

2. They hvc high dei,,rec'of intrest.fOr students,

3. They make Laming more bermancnt.

h. Thcy offi-r avarit.tj of cxpericncc 'which stimulate, self
aciAvity on ,`ht part of tha lecmer.

.t

t

a
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5. They develop a continuity of thought; this is especially,

true of motion picture.

6. They contribte to. growth of meaning and hence to vocabulary

development.
,

F . .

They provide experience riot easily obtained through other
materials and contribute to the

1

efficiecy, depth, and

variety of learning.

o

O
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PUBLISH WHAT PEOPLE WILL READ

PaUl.T.,LueSke*

Once at an international conference of sorts its.happened

that book editors from the United Statesp_England, Fftnces. and

Cermany were discussing the relative merits of .typical publica-

tions from their respective countries. At. length theYagreed
to test their theories by each .preparing a book on the topic

of elephants. Each app'iared at the secondconference some

years lateikwith the fruits of his labors. The.American drew'

from his pocket t-a twenty-five-cent, imper-bound edition of'

Ten Easy Ways to ,Raise Bigger-and letter Elephants. With a

look of disdain at. his American colithe *itisher
proudlirdiSpiayed histleather7bcund, go2A,embpssed0Wo-volume
Treatise on the Scientifte Study Of the Pachyderm in Its

Natural Habitat.' Winking discretely at hisicolleagues, the
Frenchthan produced a dainty silk and-satin volume entitled,

The Lives and Loves of the Elaphant. Unimpressed with:anyr
thing held seen, the:German haught4y unpacked his fourteen-
voluMe wcrki 'Introduction to the Study of the Animal Called

the Elephant. ?

.. . 0

We are not here concerned with promoting or-advocating

any particular type or style or publication. Hather: we hope

to find a common ground . general-principles which apply tot

the Preparation of ,printed materials regardless pf ttulture
or thelcountry for-which they are intended. 'Although
"printed materials"'is a term broaleOugh to IsiClude-bOoks;

pamphlets, folders, broChuresj dharts:ihdposters, magazines,.
and newspapers - anything that comes off the printingprede -
this-paper will deal'enlywithbooks and pamphlets, simply,
for- the purpose of delimiting the topicliand emphasis will be

placed on semi-:literates or new literatesin developing

countries' As.the readingudience.

1

There have been countless-155h and pamphlets written for
people with meager education which haVe not teen read simply
because those who,produced the materials did notknew how to
write and publish for their intended audience. Just because

a d"octo"r- is an ex.,ert on a particular diseasepfor example,

he is not thereby necessarily qualified to prepare a pamphlet
for semi-literate villagers on the preventiOn of the disease. '.

If we wish. to communicate ideas by mans of painted materials,
wemust take care that what we print can accomplish its

4 mission.'

Dr. Luebke S nerved as a resource person in, SeMinar

Session 'on Curricelum and Teaching Materials and presented

thin paper in summary form at that nossi6n..,

-79--. 9 i
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Alt1101.01 .L11(.3 pn technic-ma of writing-try)
preparation of printed materials would fill seleral libraries,

this paper is an attempt merely to touch briefly pn (some of

the mapt condiderations which neat 'to precede the preparation

of effective printed materials for new4iterates.

The primary cdnsideration) once, it has been decided to

prepareAntedmaterials) is that' we Must publish what people

will read') not .what we feel they,ought to read. At therisk of

overlookink-oragnoringi4hat others might,censider to be major.

'factors in the preparation of effective printed.materials) I

propose `the following list of essential Matters to attend to

when you attempt to publish what people Will read:

1. lie sure that you understand the social) cultural) and

educationalackground of your intended audience.

2. Find out what your prospectiVle readers knm#) think)

feel) and do about any topic orrwhich you plan to write.

3. Fit your proposed 'topic into an over-all educational

.plan.

h. Consider readability facto/1i and style of writinf.

5. Understand the function of illustrations.

6. Plan thelpublication with other members of your

publiCation team.

1. Ireparel the manuscript and the,illustrations.

.

P. rre4e.st your maierials..

9. Go to press.

10. Distribute-, retest, and remise your materials.

O

There are, of course, many other points which might be

addeq).but here we can only hope to.touch7the highlights and

poiftt out the painstaking care requited if'we wish to publish

what people will read:

I. ,KUOW YOUR AMIEUCI!;..

One of the major problem, of education an co,6unication

in A developing country+conc(rns villagers) that Ortion of

the population which is gentrally.uncducated or Poorly educate d -.

9 2
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.
With 'these peoplvwe are dealing, by ctnd large, with

illiterate or =Kr-illiterate people.. If we wish to rtach,

them-we 'need to ask whether we 45now their odUcational level,

their trueliterkIcy rate, as well an their existing; reading

habits. Let us ssume thPtvWe wish taattackthd problem of

illiteracy; we need first of to get statist cs on thN

.
number of illitbrates. Let, us assume fOrther at%rmY- ,

statistics show approxiMately fifty per"Cent o conscripts

to'be illiterate. This, is'a gobd.round.figure to'use . so,

weire.inciined to say, "Half the people can read andwrital

this is-Certainly enough of a base s6 that reaching-the rest

will not be an overwhelming task". But hold onl Letli take',

a'closer look. This percentage,represents,a selevted"gredp,.

all thefsame-age, and from cities'as'well as rural areas.

Sociological research findings basedupon general

populatioricensus data, generally Show that the level of

literacy in developing countries is..;not nearly- as favor-

' able.as the 'fifty per dent figure .we might accept at first

-glance. The data 'almost-invariably show-that in such .

countries a national average of less than tWenty-fiv.e

per cent of thepepulation as .a whole is to read and

write, and in many countries the situation is far less Mk,

,favorable.
,

Well), we -say, eVen,.if only twenty -five per:cent of the

people ,cart read,, W-ban make a good start there.'ButCanWe

accept this 'figure.? Much..of what we want to teach with.

. :regard to health and hygien6, anitatibn, homemaking, and

the,'like must -be directed toward the women of the village.

Unfortunately, statistics again. almost invariably show that

the ratio of literate women to literate men in villages,

is very'. low, perhaps tw) or three' literate women for every.

ten literate men. In, other words fewer, than one-fourth of

literate villagers' arse' women.

But let's net giVe'upl Surely we can §tart.here. But

one final question: Are. the people who ,have learned 'how to'

read still in the habit of rqadingl--Againv.statistics seem

to be against 4.9:- Varib* Socielogical,studie'vshow that in

.
typical villages no reading whatever;is done by most'

villagersw*ho have learned to read, largely because- the - e-11-

nethingtforthem to read. .EXperience-sheirdthat it-does

not take low for.--new--11"teratcs to lapse back into-

illiferady if no yse iYaade-Ofithe reading skill. Thus,

.a, 'hough national' averages. can only suggest the circumstaneesr

to exist at any givch locale, careful analysis of

a

A.
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our statisties'ptoba ly will'` pant. but. that our potential
'\ re ndinte, audience may be 'an extremely, small part o1 /Ole -general .'

\ population 4:- protbably ,mucti smaller' than we expect,/ ,
'1

, . -
i q

,

/* \

le \ Thorn arc many other- cultural
are

consideiati
son

s well.
dWhat tho v

,

Lige sl attit udes toward "o4 lo rs whb 7Ooie .-

into .the villi c 'to' elp them? ,,,Are certain' cs taboo? ,

Will those who! can. gad pass on ';thri 4.,./7 knowle to othera? ..,

. \
I --the villagers' .e aracterintici spirit Of :r &nation too

. st ng. to perrnit chi nges. in trad,itional beha, 0 Have there
.been unsuccessful attempts at adult educptiO n the past e

which-,might affect /the villagersi attitude;? ess and, similar
quen,tions , need to be considered 14hen'platOin a- publication

:program. ' , 1 ' 4

4 : ,.

I .

I I

crtip.in fac,&rs. concerning, printed' .materials `or our .

i ' 1

intencied udiences however' need no investigation.ExPerience
around \ the world has shOwn that to gin readers we iiiiis-
offer what 'd. important to the everyday life of the ordinary ,
person' andi'that an easr-to-!read, ,caref 41134-illustrated '..

book which 'tedoheS: a simple idea by means of an interesting

. .

story:has\ -the, best chance of suc7ess.i . . .

a

r

t

1 I ,

2. FIND! ABOUT YOUR &READER AND YOUt ,21PIG.

1Thent yoeara satisfied that you, knOW yOur intended
audience;, more at step fiirthe'r and make,' sure yokkrioif -what /
your reader known' feels, thinks', add i'dode abolt; the -ideas
you, wish to ,c iintuficate. Suppose that you ,plan.--to-prepare
pamphlet on e Pre n,-of typhoid .,fe-wr or some 'Other

disease which ay be inintroduce into the systein by means of
food .or ;drink. Ask YoUrself these ,questiona.:t

1.-

a) Does th reader .know that water :which' looks cleat,i
,'may neve#theless carry disease? Does hie, khow ,that ,

infected 'persons must be isolated? .If no73704r" 'f '

s ' topic. may/;be prematUrs; it Will be necessary first,'
,

to commani ate the more basio ideas to him. __,...' /
. , -,

N C ,

i Does the ruder feel that any sickness, is Simply'

1 the will ofclod and that he can do nothing. buts/
resign hiMsaf to his i:at''e? If so) it will, be a

no, did sary,,to l'educate him first to the fact that
`disease and the 'woad o'f disease can be prevented
and-that it. is\ rather the All of God for UM to
take necessary^ precautions. ,

J
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-0- Does the roadlu. think about gauge and cfreel; doca he
Qn,,thc basis of Erraperience 'relate the SPread of
typhoid nivel with aorrtamination of food or water?
f not, it willkobably be Cl9cbagary first to help

.him analyze what happ9ns When sense strikea a
; connunity. -

d) Does* the reader act in accordan with basic. ?des ,
ot,of hygiene? If n you: face -nth 'tasi of training

,him first g
,,

to provide 'pure drinki ater, to dis-
card the cOxiMon 'drinking cup, to revise kiis food-
preparation?..atpd utensil cleansin habits._ to be
concerned With -p-ersonal :hygiene. \ ,

. We could 'cite et sinple6 ad infinitum. The siMple fact
',is that your reader, will pcit accept or pro t fro* printed
materials on any given topic uniesir he is acly for. it,
uhless,41e knows, feels,. thinks, and 'aOts wi h regardAo 11

the toisieas yOu assume that ,he shbula. kid - his leads to

A . , pla° .
thelpixt point: Fit your proposed topic into ah.,oy,er-all

I ,

1 ,- - - ,

3. I FIT YOUR TOPIC,`-INTO AN' OVERALL PUN

, I --
It is a waste .of time, Imariey., and effort, o prepare l

. bo ks or .Other ijritited-materials, on tOpips, at random ,
.

wi hoUt considering, the--;re-iatidhiship to other ducation
I ma eria16. .Iou run' the Turther risk of allena ing bour

iendi-e; if they have. experienc'ed several,att mPts-on ..

-Y ur part to give them books thy don°t,want'o don't 1..

u derstand; the-yril think twice. before aedept,i g other
.tm tcrials froin- you.

04

Your entire eitration program should be in, egrated ,-
i eluding lectures ; extensionadvice, movies, ) c r ,tE-3'atid.

. posters, books .and pamphlets; and the like. Pi
%

n the ,t

p ram so that it presents a step -by -step unf ld.ing of
e sential knOwledge. Use whatever medium oaf i structicin
-I best -luited for each step,. but be sure that you have

, a well - rounded program to present: Those persons who:
a e sophisticated- enough tb knoW,,and act accor ing to 4
y ur basic program of instruction ,can skip ovc it acrd

, . . _.
,,,p occed to ;other material's,. -, .1 iv ---

.-
, i

Of course, a program of literae,y Vrain' ng cannot
6 and inisplation. You riccli to be aware of )rope ins of ,

g neral, adult education.; cbmmunity de*clopu .nt' health.,
,

4
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education, agriclulturs Extension, and rite: like. Si n eo
, .

;13.1

the programs are ni,mcd at the ;fame audience, you 'Must
know what, others an. doing and\ integrate the various
prWranis n muctias possible. At least, you multi be ; MI ?Actin

that your pregnant:1 do not run counter to one another. 1

. t
14. CONS1D111 itttli)A111.1,1TY AND STY1,,E

,. : i: .
.(i el ul d ti.)rit,ers of materials -1 or -pop ar e uca, c n programs,

frequently hold 1111S conceptions cOnCerning the reading, task.
knot these misconceptions sre the following:

a ) Tha,t once an: iiklivictual i has `learned to recognize
.

the lettkrs ,of-r the alphabet and is able to utter
, the appropriate .sOunda he can read..

. . 1

b) .That because a iord happens to be withinoa 'person's
spoken vocab tlary he 'can auttoMatically recognize . I

and read i... ., ,
.1 .

.
. CP

.

1

c) That what sounds simple to the -writer will be. simple
and easily- undestood-by the reader:.

, .

(1) That everything written 'and published ,m Lt 1:). Vothe
best literary -style and make use of only ncorrect"
vocabulary.. .

e) That a topic must be fully an / complet y covered i
every detail to become. an acc ptable .p lb:Ligation. .

,

I ons
,

t say that these are misboncept beca se 'experience /1
--,

. . has shown that bo9ks written :On 1,1,;" basis o thee fdez.ts' '

gene.rally have been unsucte-Ssf ul. r
`, / .; 4

ttitgadi ng" ;implies the ability, to' interpret printed symbOls
in order to get mean ing 'from than - not merdly the ability to

, -produce a series of Sounds. A jpelson rho-can 'recognize the'
- letters. of -the alphabet and formulate the sotnids does not

nee.e.."zir.;arily Pit, meaning. frost thei3e sounds. IttlY-one' who has .

/
,,. ,.. I.. 1.:"'S:

attempts; a readini-, cannot:fail tit rk-.cognize. this .4' net.
1i:34.4,w:ft tc the labored rff orts or such a peTrton in his

Take for ITY.h.rripls, a ::imp]': ,;(,rit,(:pci, in Turkish. Irv,, ichrd
-- at ,GrW-,-, 'tiro, ,;:mund Like.. LW s: 0

1 \
.

I '

I, he-t)eil-,:i -1, iii1-t;c1r--ij ' :
,

"hon-0.-gch-u-ne-t-\ nhoh-.I th-f h-r,,,li .-L ;11=1,1 h-kii,h-ch-art/ -d0 , 0.11-
i I -

.. , .
tt , , 11

1 r
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or'the raf_jr there .i.s if:r.ny, -relationship
between the .cumulative L;qUirds of tl4e latter :; and the Sounds

.of the words in the sentence, :Ninon isler erkendert bitti"

( "Today the work was finidled ,ciuickly"). After tile tiffr-

caller- Ws struggliA laboriously through What looks to, us

like an extremely simple sentence, every word of 'Which
certainly is in his spoken vocabulary,. he is still at a .

loss ap to what the symbols arc Supposed to mean. Granted,
countless persons have indeed learned to read by this
me thod', but think of the frustration& involyed and the
tremendous perse.verence. and,, concentration neceSSary. to

gain reading skill Yi :this, mean's. Few new- 'readers -can take

it

Widespread experience has shewn that the development

of reading skill is mire successful if, the reader is helped_

to build up an initial sight vocabulary of familiar wordk.

He sees the same word again and again -in 'various. contexts
and soon learns to recognize the word at Sight. Each new
word and word form is similarly introduced carefully and
individually. with the help of pictures and., context clueS.

when the reader has developed a basic sight vocabulary,
he is taughi, to, use the phonetic approach as a supplementary
word-attack skill.

Although. it is probably unwise for me td make .only

several such broad,- general statements with regard to a
particular method of reading instruction, we cannot discuss
it further here. Suffice it to say that we need to know

which words and 'word forms are most frequently. used in. a
language so that we have a basis on which to build a
functional sight vocabulary.

An example-.of linguistic research which served as a .

basis for a literacy training program -is ii.kat carried on

in connection with the Turkish Armed Forces Literacy
Training Project. Based on a count of approximately
250,000, recorded words spOken by illiterate or semi-

literate persons and verified_ by comparison with a
sampling of nearly 2,000,0(X) running written words; the
resulting list of 700 word stems accounts for more than
ninety per cent of tlx. sterns counted.. nu means- that the

basic lit; t,- of 700 word stems inclUdes nine out of every
On words used by pf rsons from whom the-acunpie vias

gaLherr.d. This list _of 'Words, then, which represents the
'hulk (pt the spoken vocabulary of illiterate or semi-/li44.rate villagers, can sem: as A glade for the selection
of voc:Ibulary to 'be used -in publications for the village

1.10e
E. Pierce, A Frequency Count oe Turkish Words. Ankara:

Ministry or ltea ri a'.13 Devo.Loprttotit, r, 19/24

41
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;

audine.-,. Again, it cannot be emphasized too a tr)ngJy

that, the WOrdr must lc-introduced into thki written material

earef utt y so that the mimning;is immediately clear, and

fiwreaf tcr. -repeated again and 'again. .

With a "'rd list-as a ituide we will%aVoid. such flowery, :

language as used in the following sentence, beCauric most
of tiv ord:, arc not commonly used -and wohld be absent froth_

the A doctor or at al r' edUcated persons mould probably

understand me. if I say, "The physician!s sedulous application
of conv,:nticinal diagnostic techniques elicited cendlusive .
'evidence of infestation by anoplUrifdrm parasites"-: But,. -
the word list would help 'us to use:a clear simple statement
for thi,' unskilled reader "He had lice.

But, there-is more to a simple style of writing than
the vocabulary. Sentences must ,te brief. and to'the point,
without numerous modifying, phrases' and clauses. A person
who is not highly skilled.as a' reader cannot retain all
the strands of thought in a lengthy,, complex sentence and
get the eoMplieated meaning intended by the writer. If
you follow closely, you can get the ideas intended by the
writer cf.tbis 'sentence; qtr spite of every.predaution which
had been taken during more than two weeks" dare that left .

everyone exhausted, the ppor boy' s took a turn

for the worse and the saddened, family stood silently by
as life ebbed slowly from his body." 'How much easier is

it to keep tin Deas straight and to understand them by Means
bi a Series of short, singly:- thought sentences: "Two weeks
passed. Everycifie. helped. They'were all .very tired. But

the boy became sicker. The next day he, died. Everyone

was sad.."

"Styles' you say, "Op' style it, terrible, Ala stilted!"
Stilted for whom? For the educated, sophisticated reader,
perhaps, but. definitely not*.for the unskilled reader: 'He will

read, understand, and-be satisfied. I do not mean to imply
that. good-writing .should .be-tOssed to -the dris, but.it

resolves down to this: If we need to- choose between high
literary style and short, cleat sentences, we really have but
one choice, We can introduce our readers to bet-ter literary
style- when their reading' ability improves.

Similarly, purio Ls tell us -that we 'slimily'. dare not use

curtain words because. Vey are not "correct", even though
they are- used by common village people whenever they speak.

Our first objcctive to be understood in c.,,ha t we have to

ti
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sity, and if this. requil'en using as occasona I. word which
be art; thr taint of slang or colloquialism, again we liave
no, ctrice but to use it. ecrhapo wc. can.teach tlk- more
acceptable term along_ with.the more .common-onel: hut w4.
cannot communicate with people if we cannot use -the
language they speak.

- -Further, we, -should use,,direct speech and the active
voice when writing for unskilled readers: '(Iil
this is not a bad rule to follow 'when writing for any .

type of reader'.) Instead of saying, "It was observed thtito
he had some sort of disease", come out directly and' say,
"He was sick." Hather than "The-books were given. out by
the teadherno, use the active voice: "The teacher gave_ out
the bOoks." .

5. -KNOW WHAT ILLUSTRATIONS CAN DO FOR YOUR PUBLICATION

past, _book illustrations have too-often beep
thought of -simply as decorations, as something to dress
up an. otherwise drab looking publication. Pictures were
placed- whereever there, haprienad 4a-_be,space ona-pagg-r-

,.with do .particular reference to the text. There can be
no-question that illustrations serve -a useftil purpose
if they make .a book Mors attractive, but. they must tle
more than this in printed materialt which are stipii:Obed
to be teaching tools: They -skTould be integral: parts
of the -book, serving (a) to 4itovide further information
and detail not centained in the text; and (b) to explain
the text and relate it to the experience of the reader.
These purposes make the .e of illustrations of utmost
importance in printed 'Material for-persons who have
limited reading Skill. Because the reading vocabulary
of the unskilled reader is much more limited than his
speaking vocabulary, and far below his level of under-

. standing, illustrations are used to supply what, the
text cannot:- For -example, i it would be impossible.
with a limited vocabulary to describe in detail what

oes. on when a health officer vaccinates, against a given
disease. A well-planned picture 'and a minimum of text
can present the necessary information. Similarly,

, apprehension, joy, sadness, remorse, and similar emotions,
wh.Leh could pot possibly be described adequately in t he
text, are cntntnlininateri clearly. by .means of appropriate
pictures.

99
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. Of course, if pictures are to b integral parts of
the book; they. must .IDF conceived of and planned at the

same time that the text is developed :. The 4.121.W and

--art-MA-must-work-together-as- a- team in -one of -itwo wayss

the .two maydevelopthe book together, from the outset,
or, if he-writcr is capablel.he may envision the

0-

necessary picture-samITtall---on the illustrator to
qproduce pictures according to his exact and. detailed
specifications. The method whieh.worksbest will depend
upon the individuals involved.

It is difficult to attemp a complete list of
.;principles concerning, illustrations because they will
vary with.the type of publication and With the 'persons
-involved in their. preparation. However, when-you,plan
illustrations, bear in mind the followings

a) The illustration should be planned as an integral
part of the bobk, with specific teaching aims.-

, , not simply as.an afterthought t4dedto dress up.
the. appearance.'

b) The illbstration-should take.into account the
knowledge and past experience of the intended
audience so that-the reader (not the writers
colleagues) can understand and interpret it and
relate it, o the text.

c) The illustration should be paced on the page
in relation to-the text in.sucha way that the
readpr cannot overlook it. .0-

mil,Tho illustration shOuld be specific in its-treatment
ao, that dual interpretation .or second_ ary inference

is trot likely.

e) The illustration should be completely, accurate.

f) The illustrat on should avoidpictures-of objects
or actions wh ch are taboo or offensive to the
intendedaudiet*e.

f

g) The illustraiion should be limited to essential
.objects so aS not to confuse by unnecessarydetail.

. 1.0 0
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h). The illustration z;houlrl. be pa:osented realist cally
if color ,i used (144 color desirable, but also
very .expe nsi-Ve .If only one color ia)e_lus -black is
used,---great c:u Must -be--exe-rciscd:- caiise _ _
sophisticated- readers .do not accept red pass, green

ghatt-,ver.may occur thrulAgh
careless use -of. co3-ore )- I

Further discussion of these guidelines is not possible'
here. However, one 4.tnn9r1;ant point should; be stressed - yotrr
artist Must'he as thoroughly familiar with your intended
audience .as, your wrj,,r.. .

6, PIAN YOUR,PW4LICATION.:(4.
At least four peop2e are involved in the final planning

of an effective. publication: s
06' .

a) The--edito oho knowz& the over mall aims, -obijectives,
and ririel,'.tods. of -you:. edl,'.eat,I.ona.1 plan and whO Is

with layout: design., art techniques, and
printing techniques -to be employed. (flemaY be
ass c-ted by a: designer or art direetOf
especiilly coner.rned.with the deSign.)

b) The technical, expert, who is responsible f or checki
that information, of a techniCal nature is fraccurate
in both text and illustrations.

The writer, who is skilled at Writing, ape cifi cally
for your into nded audience

d) The illustrator: who knows your infended audience,
and who knows _how _to prepare artwork for various
Printing' techniques.

a

4..

In practical. situations it probably-Will not be possible
for - you to find ;team- Composed of all the _necessary experts,
bUt bear in mind that these fu,nctions must be icarkied out

4 by someone who, if he. does not ha-re the, necessary
qualifications at the out,fet.. w: 1l neat to actquire them. .

'Qf -course; your plans must i noluee cions4deration of
ehow the book is to be disl,ributr.4 ',Fed Xs it to be

sOld,. or -distributed " e char,-,,e7 Is .11, intended to
circulate among many readcrs Tthould rach reader.have
his own copy? Is the book intendpd J'ot' use; i_n classes, or

1 0 1
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av indrivldual. reading? Will tilt' book 1. introduo,,(i l.,9 ''
.7 the" -rimier ,by.a Vanhor,f :4 }want) 4..1 is r, "''or An Px\* 1,(..nsi on
work4 r, or will it, simply'be handd to him? Will the ,
book be lured :i n conne c tfont./:i LI) movic.s pos I,crs , 'lector( :4, .

, di: cession groups? The answers to the :.-;c guys Lions 1 , ,. . ,
, ,'-- -ObviottAyy w-.1:11- affe ct the -nature ot ---v. -our pa-laic:1H on.

,. ------::-t--

Expo rielice in many .counti i.c. s : : u gg es ts Lim t hooks
intendeci fOr" new liteAttps. 1;16 uld he abtut
pages wrtPf one uncompl-i Qated. central theme :in the bocik
and_no -morc -than one. single incident, per page. }fifty per-
emit- or more. of_he. bocik shou:!xl be devoted to illustf.ations
which Support and extend 'the text. and the text,Aet.

large; readable type, 'should be arranged so as to
facilitate meaning: each line- of type should not necessariV
extend to the -margin, b.ut it should break wherever the
thotight of the ,passage naturally pauses. Of course, as
reading. Skill increases transition to the More-difficult

e.w conventional format can be effected. ,

.

An additional area to consider in planning is design
and layout. A costly misconception. held br many persons

. is that in the. interest of economy no-spa.ce should be
Watited" in prigted materials. thousands of
persons,learniv*, to read have been discouraged because
the book6 they have tried to read appear to them to be tee
formidable.- The unSkilled , reader needs to be convinced.
-that a 'book is not .too difficult for him, and he needs
to feel frequently in fact, every- time he turns a page
that he ,has accomplished something. We can a4commodate the
reader along these l=ines with attractive, open pages, with

-wide margins-and plenty of "White space", The importance
of the 'psychological. factors involved in helping the
reader in this way fully_ warrants the additional, qecessary
expenditure-s7foic-paper.

Book-production teams must, be aware -of the ways in Mich
materia18 are printed, and plan accordingly. They must_kriow
the size .of the sheet on which the bOokis to be printed,
thee. number of folds pos-sible or_ desired', -and the ultimate

--size--ef--the7tl,nished book. Depending upon the site .of the
page and -the.,size of the` press to -be used, it is
ordinatilir most ,economical to plan in-terms. of sixteen
page forms, _eight pages on each side of the .sheet. "111
planning, a "dummy" of the hook needs; to be prepared so
that all memberS of the production team can visualize
the general layout and appearance of 'the book The "dun
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is.made. p of the exact riiii*.r of
book (in luding the covers if tthe
the samil paper as the body of the
rough s etches .how each page .41v-
Of mar e,- separ te ..covet o
and. t is ,alWays_ de.irablee4;
separa o y- -an a.. e. a e.

infilly; of a)
it at this

cost of your intend
.budg t to fit your.
to fi t your budget

7. liREPARE YOUR

Whelk ,all det
,odY to go to- w

had been said) t
cooperatici
artist; and con
are satisfied
are ready d

.

Athoti
oint; 'yam wx
d publieati
ublicationa

0

,pages ap the finishe4
are to-he: printed oti

book); it shows in
e book will be laid out.
stiffer .paper is planned .

covers will be printed

_

we .bank)do no more than
1 .need to consider the
and --either plan.your

r plan your pubiicationS-

USCRIPir AND ILLUSTRATIONS

led planning as been completed) you are
rk in earnest As is evident froinwhat

s not asy_ task; it requires clOSe
editor) wri ri technical expert, and

tant checking and rechecking. When all
t the integr teci text and illistrationa

aft and sketch foin;:we' Move on to the

8. :PRE-TEST- UR ,MATIRIALS--

BefOre'we go to the exp 'nse of preparing final art-,
work,and- of/'/printing and, b ding our °publication) we need

.. -evidence. that what we have prepared. will 6.5tually_be read
and be useful. We need to now if our .intended readers are
interested in our bobk; tilpy can read:- and understand
it, if they belieVe that ii- subject is .iinportant to them)
otx1 finally, _if the _book, ives p. anise: of helping them

, change t and h bits e" anticipa:te. .
,;.

Ideally) a ptiblica ion teaM&should: -include a research
deportee nt. which can _ca duct, carefully controlled
experiments to elicit is information. I.facicinj such :-

experts; the least We :80 'do is to select a number' of
--typicalrire0e-r6-2and-r ord2thd-r---re-actions to a preliminary

d
tches . Reactions should be recorded
terview which- asks such questions as:

.

he book? (If not) why note ?)

S
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b) 173.-thc any part you .did 60t .underetand or that
wabalt, clear to you? .

c) Did you like .46 story? (If not, *,414 not?)

:Heil part did you like best? Why?

e) Do ,you like the pictures ?, (If not, why not?)

g) Did yoli read 'the story to' anyone else? To whom?

,h) Do you think othks voluli be interested in the Story?

1)-If you were to tell the Main points of the story to
someone else, what would you say?

.

Iou cannot,: of course, find out in advance whether your
book will change the attitudes and habits of your readers; 'but
answers to que stions . such-as those listed above will suggest.
errors and areas of. weakness which need to be 'corrected, and
they will give- you some clue, at least, to the possible
effectiveness of your book.

.

9, WORK WITH THE. PRIN'T.GR

At long last, when necessary revisions have been made,
and' the" artist has prepared final artwork, you :are ready to
go lo press. But the job isby no means out of your .hands.
Your production team, -through the editor, must give detailed'
instructions to -the typesetter concerning size and ..style of
type., length -of 'line spacing, and the. likel ,and you must
'instruct the engraiier with regard to size .and, dimension of

. pictures. .Galley proofs must be read and marked for
corrections:by writer and editor and the entire production
team must' check engraver's proofs.

,When all corrections have b6en made, you should,.make a
"paste -up duvet," of the book, that is, paste the type and
pictures in place, on each page inorder to check that every
thing is as plating. 'Then, fine Lly, the: printercan,ge_t
,preSses

cX

:10. DISTRIBUTE, RE-TEST. AND ,REVISE /YOUR PUBLICATION

The-re is an old saying which'says, "The proof of the
pudding is the ,eating thereof." So also, the prpof of the
valtie of your printed materials is thc'reading add use

e
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the:roof . When the materials. have 15eun distri.but,14-nne - ; , ..)
I ,

.,

pat into use. aceordingto your pia' n; you should' Make a .:

careful; long-range study of how the book is accepted
and used._ Get reactions of .a broad-cross-se olio(' _pc

"your readers to 4.aestions similar to those used, i,ri your
P k t , a IL ) rr-i.--tidficibnt time has elapsed; de-te-
whether _your book hag been_stkcceSs141:-:in-helpiff-rto-r

-. people ts a ttit ud El S 'and habits. -. Then ,note the_ s hortcomings
of your book and eithfr discard or revise it so ttrat you

.2-

.can provide your .readeins-with the most effective printed
materials on a Co natinuing brIS1.7$40

-...
'° .

IN CONCLUSION s.
)

O

Publishing P new literates is an exceedingly complied'
task. Counties groUps all .over the world have risen to
the task and have .ekperien'ced..varying,,degrecs of success.
There can *be little doubt; ,however, that those \who ',have
been unsuccessful have failed because they have\ ignored
,or overlooked -o_ne or more-of the ten' basic matte\s, out.:
lined in this pale r which must be attended to by ttiose who
wish to publish what-people will read.

A
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TEACHER TRAINING AND PERSONNEL SELECTION

Touran Ehteshami*

It is almost a year that the new program of theiand

Referm has-been-intradUeed the p7f)ple of Tran by His

Imperial Majesty the Shah. The introductiOn of thispro=

gram has made many responsible people aware of the fact .
-..

that if the three-fourths oftrants population which is

illiterate wants to become intelligent producers and bet-'

ter citizens, they have to 'become literate.. For this and

Many other reasons we id'aphers believe that any 'program

for the improvement and development of trandepends-tO:a

great extent upon educatiOft.` Furthermorex a literecy-,'

training program must accompany any other program that

deals with such problems. We teachers -,also see .where we

come into the,N.cture, orthip vast area of activities.'

° Wbody can deny that-one of the mosCimPortant fac-

tors leading to success ina development program is:educa4-.

tion of the people concerned and involved in it Unless,

the recipients of' the land, the freedom, and\all other

blessing's which go hand-in-hand with the land reform are

educated-enough, they can not fully.appreciatWor develop

this prograM to its full capacity..

.

.

To us. Iranians it isiclear'that 'our first step thp

road to progress is to fight illitVacy in rural arid urban

areas and then to carry on an extensive educational pro;

gram for oue less educated brothers and sisters. Of courser

we hope to integrate a great deal of education with our

literacy campaign t?ut, nevertheless, our immediate and

urgent need is' development of ah effectiVeliteeacy-pro-

grama

Today, I should like to discuss briefly the impli-

cations which a literacy .training program.holds for the

area of teacher training. I' should lice -to base !fly dis-

cussion on the following seven qUdstions: -,

.
,

e

*Miss Ehteshami served as a resource person in the

Seminar session on Teacher Selection and Teacher Training

and presented this paper in summary form at that session.'
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A. Is the Primary School teacher hariaicaPped AS a.teaoher.
of adult education blaSses?

_ 1
./.

What other literate persons that may be drafted to '

assist inAsaching. adults? .,

Teacher Training
.

,. % . ,
.

C 1

,u CoUld,undNersity andnhigh 'school students be of.s-erv-.
ice during their vacations? , '

D. What training is needed and for:whaUeriod of tide?
%,,, : : --'

..- ., ,. . .
B. What-subjects should `be inolgtd in the,c9:urse'coIerit

..
'

Ao.

F.. Does the personality. of the teachlr play an' imporiant

, role, in his selection ?. What are his duties and,respon
/

sibilities? , /
G, What initiative should the government take in trainitigs.

teacherS?

Before any training of,any kind beginsl'the chef
trainers should be clear about the aim or aims of e"uca-
tion and training, in order to be. able to 0.an the ways
and means of reaching :or...attaining' thobe goals. ,

Adult education `in this era has more than just the
one aim of teaching the alphabet to men and weme 6. Itlhas

. other purposes.such'a& the. following: ''

1. To help adultsacquirre baSic skills such as the .
3'R's.

2.1o.help adults become 'oetter-cit/zens.and to he-
come better producers*and consumers.

-3. To help 'adults to.better'their own and their de-
pendents'. living conditions..

0'

4. To help adults understand the outside world, espe-
cially-the impact of scientific developments and neig.sozial
values.

\ .

I think we can all agree that the training of .teachers
for adult'education must somehow be different'froM the '

training for ordinary school teaching'or:fromtraining in.
the methods used in secondary or elementary classroOs.

j We shall now go back to our seven guide -line questions and,
discuss our problems as well as.the suggestions offered. for

S. 197
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each part: .1 . .
... -

/ .
,

- 1 .

.
A., Is the Pri2mary.Teacher,Handicapeed?

The ansWer.is "yes" dnd "no". "No"' becave at.i
teache his busipess,is teaching; he should. be ablio
teach in differeht'situations. And,"yes" because':

.

/sr

9,

.v1

I

l. The primary teacher, if trained, has, been,trained.
and has been'using his training with elementary Children'ana
not:adults. There,is a,. great deal of difference. in teaching

these...twogreuE3., (It, should be mentioned at this point .

that so far' in riaiinb-setendary-suboolteacher has yen- ,,

tared to.teach in adult education
.this disCUssion we aention the Olopentary teachers °AM

2. The
schools are
the adialts t

most cases noi
job. (The ques
is an iinporstant

primary teachers mho, as graduates ofsecondary
the better-edUcated teachers, are younger. than

yire to teach. .Ttiope.whe biro older are in
her well educated, noryeil Qualified for the
ion of relative '1.s:es of teacherand,lOrner

\-odiolo'gical Pieter inqran.1) :..' i: ,

e .
. . ,

.31 Young teachers havo'neither the training nor the
Mtienc6 to. work with illiterate adults. ,The teacfierti.
work so far has been full -time, teaching in the primary
schools. -.1f ho wants or ndeds,ettra money he may apply.
for a part-time-job (usually after his day's work) in One
of the-adultsclicationclasses. .this practice has' not s-,,.

been very benefiaTtlleteachers, although their,3dult'.
students have defi4itelN;carned-how to read and write.

e'
ta

L. Another handicap of youngelementary.school teach-
ers is roluctana. of the adult pupils'Io'study 'under them:
This Might bo due to ;,ihyness, prido,'prejudice, or ether

-,^TorSonal. reasons. r :- ,,

. ,
p

J.

Suggestions.-Procedures for the selection bf primary
school teachers to serve as teachers, of adult clash's s-need
to be imptov6di CandidAes should not mbrely,booin need of

' additional money which can be earned, but they sho4,give
e4idence of teal interest. in, andqualifications'for, the
work of. teaching adults,. jn addition they must be will-
ing to participate in.hpecial training claseds#,

B. hho-LiterateTrAons-Whd May BoTrafted for the.141c;rk.

Certainly tiler? are many other
titularly in urban areas, who, tight
work of teaching illiterate adults.

I 1 01

literate persons, par=
be enlisted forth°

.
These can be found par-

O

4

'
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ticuIarly among members of the various women's grOuPs who
have time to devote to-such activitieS. When such people
voltnteer as teachers they must be screened so %;hatoonly
those with the following qualifications will actually bp
'permitted to. teach:

.4,-sincere interest in-teaching and in helping' -

others.
.

2. Willingness to Participate in training courses.

- \
3. Determination tb take thyob sOiously and to

. take pride in the-work.

4

4., Faith in ultimate results to be achieved toward
the progress of human beings. \

.

4;OW

,

.5. Ability to show -respect forjelIaw human.beings
who' are loss fortunate.

Suggestions-. Volunteers need to participate in train-

ing courses which emphasize the qualities referred to above.
Particularly their initial teabhing efforts should. be .

closely supervised for thepirpose of, improving their .

is teachers: of adultS. Volunteers who.cannotde-
vote sufficient time for re lar teaching duties should be
used as resource persons 4n,.. upporters of -the program.

C High School and Universit.Students. as Teachers of Adults:
J,,

?s

e4
?specially thosystudents who indicate that they Wish

to beCoMe teachers should be enlisted as volunteer teach-
ers. They will thereby gain experience while-they are
still students and as a resultwilite'better trained When
they become regular teachers after their graduation. The

same.qualifications as suggested above apply to student
volUhteers, but because of the youth of the students,
special emphasis must :be, placed on selection 'of mature

,students. .

Training Courses

It is clear 'that there mustbe special training
courses'for prep4ing.tOose,who.wish to teaoh'adults
whether they are trained pritary school teachers or vol-
'unteers ()rano soFt or another. However,-the following
general considerations should be borne in mind. with regard

to these courses:.

1. There should be-separate training courses for the q.

109
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various types of teachers (i.e., primary school teachers,
students, volunteers) because their backgrounds are mark-
edly'different.

2. The courses should not be extendeddvei a long -

period of time, but concentrated and:to the pant. They
-should be of six to ten weeks duration.

3.

e

Instructors must be well qualified in the area of
adult education and Should be chesen well in advance of
thb--outset of- the courses so that they can make special

preparati'or for teaChing them.

14. Those responsible for the courses must plan the
.entire program, the course content, time schedules, and
the' like, well in' advance.

.

5. There should"be carefa-sunervisiOn Ofthe teacher
training classes-by.those responsible for the courses.

-6. Initial training courses should-be followed up by.a.
planned program of in- service courses.

'..,Special training courses should be conducted for
the supervision of the adult education classes.

E. Cours Content
. P

As noted above, those TerSpns selected to teach adults
must possess'an interest in teaching and particularly-an
interest in and an under(3tan4ng of adults and their needs.
The special.training.courses for those who are to teach
adults must be slanted toward the special problems of teach-

o ing this type of ;earner. In general, these.training
courses will include the following:

f

1. Psychology and sociology of rural illit..xate peo-

ple.ple. (This applies also to those who will teach in cities
because many of, the urban illiterate adults have lately-
come from the rural areas. Of course, the content for

:those who will teach in cities will be modified to deal
with the special psychological and sociological factors
affecting the urban illiterate adult.)

2. Educational-psychology, with emphasis on adult
11earning.

(

3. Methods of teaching the 3 R's and other school

' subjects to adults.

110
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4. Methods of using audio-visual and other, teaching

aids.

5. Aims and objectives to be achieved in teaching .

6. Special study of the needs of adult learners (so-
cial, physical-,--mental,_political, occupational, agricul-'

tural, and the like).
a

7. Individual -0"rofessional-guidance'to.the teacher-in-
trainim by the coUrseinstructor. -

0

F. Personality of the Teacher

Educational textbooks are-full of the desirable
qualifications which any teacher,. whether for young chil-
dren or for adults, must possess, such as.integrityl"lead-
ership qualWes, proficiency-in subject matter,. imagina-

1
tion, and the like.-.But the teacher -of adult classed
needs more than these-ordim.iy qua ties; he needs to have.
athorough understanding_of the problems and conditions,
the hopes and expectations of those he will teach, and the
ability encourage and assist them in the'face of adversity
and. frustration.

The farmer or the-carpenter or the housewife who is.
ready to devote time and effort,to attending a literack
training class- comes full of hopes and expectations. He

considers literacy as the key to success and the teacher

of the class the personification. of all his hopes. The

adult learners' expectations, though-all basically-the.
same; vary in specific detail. The farmer dreams of being

able as a result of his._nawly-acqUired literacy to.produce
more crops and thereby earn-more money. The artisan -

dreams-of better job opportuOties:increasedwagea, and

better living conditions. Thohousewife dreams of a bet-
.

ter hoMe, healthy familyl.and.educated children. All

these dreams depend for fulfilment on the tocher*who will
help the learners s-tecome literate; he must at the- same tune

be 'sympathetic, helpful; and encouraging and also be the
realist who skillfully points out that literacy alone is
not some sort of magic, that perseverance and hard work
mustgo hand -in -hand with literacy skill to make the dreams
come true.

Of course, we know that the high expectationsef the'
illiterate learners are not justified. But whether we edu-

cators accept the factor not, the seventy-five per cent of
our population which' represents the illitorate.group heart-

ily hold to such expectations. .Perhaps the best example of
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. . .- .
.

.

their Taith in education is that the desire of illiterate

--villaers to send their children to school is_uniuenchable.
It is therefore imperative that th6 teacher who goes into

annadult olass nt:t only know how to teach the Alphabet,.
but-that he have thepersonality-which Will equip him to

meet these expectations. The successful teaL.hel MUS pod
--sess-perbonality traits which will enable him to:

-1. Maintain a fridndly-and-sYMpathetic attitude at 'all

times.

2. Help the adult learners see that literacy alone
cannot improve conditions, butrather that literacy skill
enables them to gain more knoWledge in their werk, which

tarn Will help them improve their lot.

.3. Guide the learners to the realization that they'
are members of the community and as such they have a need
to know and understand their country,. its people and.his.,
tory, and the need for cooperation within the country for
-the.uetterment of living,conditions.-

4. Stir the learners to the
is 'a means rather than an end to
expectation:- For example,

realization that literacy
the realization of their

a. they sho,ild he led to see that reading and 'writing
will help them have better communication with
othets and Will enable them to teed newSpapers and
to understand what they hear on the radio,

b. they should be led to realize that education will
enable them tc.contribute to the overall develop-
ment prciaram of their country,

c..

. ,

they should be-shown that theitL own education

equips them to encourage and assist their-own
children in their Studies so that their children's

. future might be brighter than their own;

d.'they should behelped to realize that their edu-
cation will enable them to be less'dependent on

others,

e. they should be lead to see-that education makes it

possible for them to become better citizens of

their community.

One may very well ask what all this has to do with the
1
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personality of the teacher. Books on methods of teaching

usually refer to the subject matter of spedific courses

and how to impart this-knowleggato the students, but the

books do not refer to the.kinda-of things-Mentioned'above.
__We:expect thaVALe teacher condidates selected is teachers

of adults will have the necessary general knowledge,, but

he Must-also have.Shough good-dath ansenSe and the person-

ality traits necoesaty to persevetgAnd.to impart the prop-

er attitudesto.the adult learners along with the,academie

subjects. With such a-personality the-teacher will be suc-

° cessful as a teacher of adults even if he' is weak as a

teacher of subject matter. The personality.:Of amadiat--

class teacher ids a more conspicuous factor than hleknowl-

edge or skills. Experience tic:a shown that this is a fact

that cannot-be denied -. ,:

0.-Mhat initiathe'the Government-Should Take

The government should take.the initiative in organ-.

izing programs of adult classLs, including literacy train-

ing, on a nationwide scald. It should also take the.ini-

tiative in establishing -courses for training adult educa-

tion leaders and teachers ilh.variOus centers throughout the

country.' This will awaken.citisens to a recognition ofthe

great:need in this respect and encourage volunteers who

are willing to become teachers.

The governMent should encourage the training of-local

people for service in their own communities and of super-'

visors from provincial areas for work in theif own prey--

inces. Supervision in any bield oftraining can be much

more useful if exercised on a Xecal basis than if super7

visors and teachers are snt, to remote villages from the

large cities. Local persons who feel responsible for the

betterment of their 'own communities can serve much more

effectively than outsiders without ties to the. people and

families or to the community at large.

Teacher training;_ preparation of,course.00ntent, and.

the preparation of teaching materials and toaching,aids°

shodld pe in-the province of the central ovornment,

though local initiative in these respects within the gen-

eral framework set out by the central government should

be encouraged. Only the central government is in,a posi-

tion to coordinate activities and provide harmony and unity

among the varied.situations-throughout the country in or-

der to develop unified prograis.
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CONCLUDING RBMARKS:BY,DFIEczATES

Mr. Hasan Serinken (Turkel')

I would -like tothankICENTO for bringing. us here together:*
specially for.the purpose of exchanging views in prderto-
identift;"tbe problems Orlfliferacy in regional'ciAtries.
I myself have derived much benefit from the .conference., and
for this, and.the opportunity of making hew friends, I am
grateful to CENTO. I would also like to thank all our Iranian
colleagues; they have helped us a great d al during-our stay
in this tdAy,with-their generous hospitali y and many acts of
kindness. IbelieVe that our'meetingtoge her here has been.
bothvaluable and successful,

. Dr. Donald ,Burns (united, Kingdom)

One of the things that stands out aboUt t s meeting is that,
we-haVe to" know each othdr,, and-aiso-got tOknow the needs
ofthe regionalcountries... I personally have derived much
benefit from my stay in Tehran, and hate-certainly extended my.
awn knowledge (-4.* literacy problems in the 'regional. .bountries. I

-have greatly enjoyed.w.contacts with dther.delegatea,and with
the representatives of CENTO. It is gratifying to find how
harmonious and. fruitful our-effOrts have been. fly:only. regret
14 that our time' has been so short. hope other meetings on"
this subject Vill,,be-held and Ite work which we have begun
continue0. ,

Dr. Paul T. Luebke(United States of America)

There is 4eally- very little to add to what my colleagues
have- already said. -I. am very grateful that I halm the
opportunity ofvorking here in Iran as an educational adviaer
and have found it'lery stimulating to discuss and plan a .

seminar on a subject with which Phave teen closely .concerned
for some years. It was agreat privilegeo be asked to
participate in a seminar on the subject of adultliteracY0
At this Seminar we have discussed avital problem, and if, 1:1-
as a result, action be taken which will lead to an .

improvement of the situation in this vital area; then we
may

cr
der'that our time has been well spent.

Os
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.
Mr. A. Qutb (LENTO )-

As a representative of CENTOOt remains for me to. say how

'grateful we at the CENT() Secretariat are for what had been .done

at this Seminar. We are7graieful to the. Governments concerned*

and we are grateful e*poeialy to the Ministry Of Education and

the-Deoartment,of Adult Education, Iran. How we 'have been.loo ed.

after has already been praised by my colleagues here, and I am

only going to-addithat I fully-endorse their sentiments. Sitting

here, listening to.iery-erudite speeches from experts in, the .

field, even a layman like myself-:realized the importande of

the problems, and the results which-Might follOw in the wake

of this conierenCe: Your recommendations, T.--asdure you, will
receive the utmost attention at CENTOJleadquarters and., of , ,

course, the Governments cOncerned7Kill be apprised of.yoUr--- ' -*

recommendationsdn due course. I trust they will find it

possible 'to take: proper notice of them. much as I would. like

to, I regret that I am unfable to thank everybodY'individually

lest rshOuld overloOk any one. However, permit-me to:mention

.he name'of Mrs. MOI*mani, for she has taken so much interest

in the organilation of this Seminar. But for her titelebs ,

.efforts, it would have been.almastimpossible to hold this:

Seminar so effectively and so successfully. I once again

thank you all for your kind, cooperation.

H. E. Dr.. Amir,Birjandi-(Iran)

1?I should "say' that e Seminar has been able to achieve,

its objectives namely "Identifying. Problems in Respect Of

Adult Literacy .Programmes''' successfully; The prOpeedings

of the Seminar has been'satisfactdrarin respectlIpreparation

of papers and plannings. The resources both in h4lan and .* '
material - have been well pointed out. rOblemd hdve been
properly and well identified. We mutnalTy acknowledge that
literacy is not an end to our problems in the region.,
rather a Means with which we have to build up our people for

'a better living. .

I hope that the Adult EduCation Depa*.tnient will' be able

to carryOut the recommendations made by.the delegates. MY
only, suggestion is that we should take .care dot.to let the .

expectations, of the people rise higherthan our -possibilities.

Mr. M. A. N :hibzadeh Director .of the Seminar (Iran)

In this 'last session of the Seminar I would like to
offer my thanks to all delegates, participants and observers
who took part inr the eiscussions. First of all I would like

s.
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to thank..Mr. Qutb, OtXTO Cultural Officerlfor bringing us .

together to share and exchange ideas on one of themosfimportant
-problems-of the region - illiteracy. I. would like to thank
organizations such as USAID, United States Information Service;
British Council and UNESCO for their,cooperationt and help. I
would like to thank Mr. Moss for his endeavour in keeping the
minutes of each session and'finally in preparing the report of
the Seminar. Thanks are especially dueto-Dr. Paul Luebke for
obis close cooperation with nri'staff in planning the .Seminar. .

I thank Mr. Rao, our UNESCO,advieer, for close cooperation with
my staff implanning and working for the seminar, I would like,'

also to thank-myooileagUes Mrs. Moheimani i-and Mr. Jahaiishati
for their hard work :add sincerity for eettinguptte Seminar.
If it were- not due to such an excellent cooperation and,hard
work of allof you we could not. have had such an outstanding
outcome. ,

° I should `s much effOrt and time has been put into his
Seminar especially in respect or preparing papert.on diffterent
topics of the agenda - "Identifying Problems in.respect of .

literacy Programmes",

At this last session I am glad to give you 'somegood.neas.
Just yesterday Dr. Birjandi, Education DePUty. *mister, sent
our department a circula letter inwhich it tas announced
-that His Imperial Majesty.the Shahinshah has ordered the ArMed
Forces officers to give.part of tneir time to literacy programmes,.
Therefore, we are going immediately "to plan. accordingly to make --t-

uie of these officers in literacy programme in Iran. T4iS neW
plan will help to expedite. our literacy programme objectives.,
Since each of you are eitherleaders or experts in literacy ,

prograMMe, I am sure that this new step which is taken, in.Iran
might be of some interest to you and no'doubt you will be glad
t) know, it.

Once again I offer my gratitude and thanks-to every one
of you and wish you success in the secred campaigns we have all
ahead bfus.

.

Mrs. Eamat Moheimani, Assistant Director...of the Seminar (Iran)

It is really very hind' of you to Say these things, but the
credit is, certainly not mine .alone. It goes more particularly`
to Mr. Naghibze.411 who was the Director of the Seminare I
houli also like to thank Dr. Luebke who helped throughout with.

th= planning of this:conference, and especially all my colleagues-
init = Department of Adult EduCation who worked day and night to,'
make it success.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOPIL &MATIONS OF THE 14.14.INAR

diffRODUCTION

: Although it is 'true that there have been a number of
conferences and seminars in the pdst devoted to the eradication
of illiterapy and certain progress made in thigdirectiOn, We
are well aware that the' effectiveness of future programmes 4-
will largely depend on the identification aad solution of
problems shared by the countries of*the CENTO region. We are

gratefUll\thereforel. that a,deminar has .been organized by

CENTO with the purpose 6f identifying these problems.

In reviewing the.problems found in the regional countries,
,our discussion has been characterized by'frankness, goodwill

and a determination to pave .the way for unilateral or-MUltilateral
action toward the total abolition of illitenoty in the area.

This report, andthe recommendations it contains, are
based'upon the joint conclusions of'the delegates froM Turkey,
Iran, the United Kingdomand the United States of America. It

is a matter for- regret that the third regional country, Pakistanl,

. .

was not represented at the Semilar.

THE PURPOSE, OF LITERACY,

We believe that the purposes of literacy 'training in general

may be claimed to be:

(a) to teach an individual to read, write and carry out
simple number operations because these"are.useful'
skills-in their own right;"

(b) to help the individual through these skills to
extend his knowledge and so add new stature to hid

peinsOnalit,Y;'

(c) to give the individual.a broader understanding of the
contiibutionwhien he can make to society and of the
benefits which he may obtain through social endeavor
(in self-help-schemes, Village cooperatives-sand the like);

-10$ -,
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.
(d) to increase the 'economic .potential of the utiskilled

adult and by so doing,' the economic potential of the
nation;

,--
(e) to foSter national unity by hastening the spread of a

whole range of cOninion values;* and
,,

(f) to-giVe an .opportunity through literacy training of
serving others. .

.

[-The aim,of literacy progrannnes to .make men, women and
children functiOnally literate; this is a ,relative condition
dependent largely upon the cOnditions surrounding the individual.
A' person is, functicinally literate who has learned to read and to
iarite. and who lives in a community which is developed to the
extent whiCh enables him to utilize. his his day-to-day
life. It, is .not :our aim,, then, merely to impart skills pf reading
and. writing, because any literacy programme so limited in its
purpose is foredoothed to failure. It is our purpobe, rat/Er, to
impart these ,skills as part of an overall effort in social and
economic de ve lopMe nt. ;,e,_;. J.

,

THE ORGANIZATION OF ~LITERACY PROGRAkkITS. -`. , , r
e .

A .literacy programme, embrating it does a- Very high
proPortion of the populace, depends, for its succOs. upon a
recognition of its wider social purpose. Only then will,
public enthusiasm and .supPort be awakehed*.R4 harnesse8
effectively in the struggle against .

Not only should public opinion be roused withs,regeird to thc
value (,of literacy; we believe that all efforts made 'by
official and non-official organizations in this field.\Reed
to be coordinated if they are to be effective.

O

National policy for adult literacy is primarily the
-responsibility of the 14inistry of Education. This policy
forms part of the overall programme` of adult education,
and we would stress that the department responsible for adult ;

educationis no wise less important than other Ministerial
departments , We are of the -opinion that the Ministry -of 1.

Education should be responsible - a t both national and
previnciil level,. for the coordination \\of all literacy...prograrmiles. \

..We have already stated that the aim of `literacy
programmes is to make men and\wgmen fUnctionally literate,

.and, ye recognise the importan of effectite-worldngi
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.

relationships between the Ministry of Education and other.
Ministrissj'such as those of AgricUlture, Interigr,. HealtIcand
Labour. 4 successful literacy prograiime Will be one cnich is
based,on,such working relationships.

. t

. ,

THE PLANNING .OF LITERACY PROGRAMS

.

It is our view;that'while all decisiOns concerning the
fundamental policy of litei,acy,programmes is a matter for the
highest level of authority, decentralimation'and the delegation
of responsibility is essential if this national policy is to be
effectively implemented on a nationkide,basis. .

We believe it of utmost importance that there
continuous fdanoing, efficient recorn keeping', and
of programming in the national litertey programme.
evidence of cases'wher,e there wu..complete lack of
on earlier literacy.programmes, which had resulted
wastage- of resources.

A

THE NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

should.,be

continuity
We heard
documentation
'in much,...

During the seminar all delegates were Conscious of the
similarity of problems identified in the regional countries.
In each there is a very high proportion of .illiterate Adults;
there are insufficient funds for the task in habd;.there is
the same shortage ,of qualified teachers and school buildings;

there is the difficulty caused by the fact that literacy\.
VrogrammeSembrace the youngest and(the oldest idthelandi
and that despite legislation which requires compulsory '''

school attendance, large numbers of children' must frequently
.- be included in AdUlt literacy programmes simply because-they

do not attend school for various reasons.
I ,

We believe that furtheiresearch is.neceseary.into
problems which we have. identified as Affecting countries in
the region. Among these we would mention: basic vocabularies;
regional languages and the teaching of national lariguages;

the evaluation of teaching methods and teaching materials;'
social attitudes toward literacy programmes; the etatUe'tlf tho.

*literacy teacher in the village community; and the economic
aspects of literaCrtunpaigtis.

At the end of this ,reprort we make a specific recompeniation%..

with regard to the dissemihation of materials of mutual
.interest.

0
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We. have noted that there is a continuing lack-OI-StisfactorY

teaching materials, both basic an'follad-up, at' all

We a're of the opinion that there is-the' need forthe

development of ihstitutionsfor thedissemination and
deton'stration of these Materials.

.

The preparation of materials adapted to the needs andt.:7----

interests of illiterates is a specialised task. It is necespary

'to reiterate that any person entrusted Uith it must he

15rofession4iy competent to carry it out.
4.

In the light of the genral'shortage of teachexs,'teaching
. .

'..-7- ..--materials AndNschols; we consider that further attention. .

, should-Ze:Aven to use o$ the mass media of communication,

particularly Ilagrid television In 'literacy programMes. we

make a specific propoal in this 'eo.nnectiOn,gt the .end of our ,

:report, `

.

. .

Tip .LITERACY TEACHER

r

We arcid agreement' that 'dare must be taken in recruiting

teachers fox uork,in literacy programmes. Whilee.haye suggested

earlier tha't thequestion-flf what the village and thevilrageZ
expect from the literacy teacher needs,inveStigation,.We can/ 1
Say with certainty that he must pOssess trE ability to adapt

j himself toaand" identify himself with,: the community in' which he

le 'to serve,. .He must be a person of tact, conscious of the -very
real desiKp for self-improvement that, prompts the adult learner
to improve himself and of the part which he can play in "building

up the confidence, not only pf the individual, but of the -Whole

community.
.

We' must take steps to train the untrained, and refresh
the.knouledge'of these Who have been trained. we-urge upon all
concerned the necessity of providing ldnimum pre-service

.traibihg for those about to take up literacy, teaching,' and: also

'cf.providing continuous in-service courses 'for those already

ehgagpd in it.

THE NEED OR CONTINUING SUPERVISION,
EVALUATION AND INPROVEMENT i

°Continuing 'supervision and evaluation is essential

the literacy training prpgrammej.s to be fully effective; all

programmes can be ,improved and made, more effective In =the light.

of a continuous process of evaluation. Although record keeping

is important, the emphasis, in superViSion and evaluation must

mebe placed On the improVent of the pt.pgramme. .
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d 6 R illn kl et.h ' . Conblusions n eco en a ions, :- .109 .:.
.:--- :'1"k-la ' ., .,-;-',._. . ., In the foregoing, remark's- -vieehatte identified some of the '

problems In). h 1. ch tie know tti- affect ad tat .. lite ricy. prcg rammes in ,

the region: lie. would, like to feel th,Eit the ,absence. of any formal
r ecommerdation on 'many of the opict co,vereddoes not-detract ,

from their; urgent: : We have derived much Btut ual benefit . front
the discussions which we 14Ve held in Tehran) andwe ,acknowledge
the need for a continuing exchange of information and experience.
'Mich has already been achiev4'by the dedicated worker in the
field; we would 'like to think that we have, perfcred some Service
sin identifying a number of problems which 'still remain' and .
suggesting various measures which might. contribute to their
Sell.ttion. ,.

s

, 4

'CM_ PROPOSALS.
.9

3

,
, .

. , V.-
i.,..

. ,At the end of our discussions we wish to put forward the
followipg proposals; which have been agreed by as' unanimously.: '

, - ..
(a) Believing that literacy'programmes inone:country

Can be greatly stimulated by information on the
progress Made /by literacy programmes in other *,

regional, countries, we RECOMplasiD that provision
made for' the e)cchangeof information, documents and

materias on continuing basis.
- .

(h) In' :view of the -largely unexplored. potential: of tyle
mass-red:14a of instruction in literacy campaigns() ,
we RECO14,S111) that a further- seminar be held to .disducs ',,

the_ possible Use efttlese 'media) ,particularly radio
and tei evision, in.. the eff ort to stamp, out 4.11-iteracy. .,

(c) Conscious, of the fsimilarity' of problems Of, co.untriei, ,in the regiOn, we REC040.11) an exchange .of .visits -be .
....._undertaken on* a -regional basis between those actively

. engaged in adiat literacy,psogramnies. . . ..' 4
. -:,,

(d) 1,516- ftgQ0,[01.D.11/ that, in: view Cf its importanCe for the '4,. k.
'''',nations concerned) It, is essential that a study be . . .-

c made of the role of addlt e-dtxcation, in'cluding
lite racY training., in social and e co nomi c d eve loPme 4;
we RTC014:END.,ttiat it be made' the subject of a. later
seminar., whiclis` shOuld be pre ceded by' prelimi:nary ;
research -in -the countries of the region.

- ,
dONCLUDING REARMS

There can be little doubt of the value_ of the seminar. to
.

all who /have attended it, whether as Official delegates or
observers. We are grateful to -CEP) for having Made it possible for

..
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o

representatives from the four countries-of Iran, Turkey, the
United Kingdom and the United State6 of America to meet in.4hiS
,way aid contribute, no matter how-niodeptly, to the. indentification
of the problems of adult literacy programmes. We reiterate our
regret that it was not-possible forjekstan to be represented
at the meetings. -

- We are particularly grateful to our tibst country for hav4mg
made ue'so welcome; the friendliness of this gathering and"the
,optimism it hasiangendered, augur well for future cooperation.
and progress. Through the-person of His. Excellencyithe Minister

, of Education; we would like to express our gratitude to all
those Iranian Colleagues, particularly those from the Department
of Adult Education, who-contributed ill ahrwav to'the success
of the Seminar. We are also grateful to the'jnited States
Agency for Inte0gtional Development,-the gric4sh Council,, and
the United States Information Seivice for the assistance they ,

have giveh.

I

ti
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APP2Z,DIX

.AGEBIU OF THE SiLIMIAR

ctaiosgmloa ON ADULT LITERACY

"IDENTIFYING PROBLEMS AFFECTING ADULT LITERACY TRAINING

.IN-THE CENTO REGION"

. THE NATIONAL MUSEUM
TEHRAN, IRAN

November 16=21, 1963

- Tentative Agenda

Saturday, November 16, 1963

-FIRST SESSION 10:00-12:30

-4t Inauguration of the Seminar by H. E: The Minister
of Education Pr. Parviz Natal Khanlari

tr

Remarks by officials of the participatin_ countries.:

* Introduction Of Seminar ap1e6tes:

Exhibit on Litaravy Traini94 in the CENT') Region

Oefreshments)

SECOND SESSION 14:00-19:00 (chairman, Iran Delegate)

14:00 Putpose of the Seminar, Mr. H. A. Naghibzadeh, Dil

rector of Adult Education, Ministry of Education

Methods of Working at the Seminar, Mrs. Ploheimani,

. Supervisor of Fundamental Education

Self-Introduction of Seminar Delegates and Partici-

pants

14:30 Papers: "Definition,of Literacy"--Dr.OPaul T. Luebke

"Thc Purposes Of Litrac;74Tilaining"--

Dr. Donald Burns
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.15:30 Visits to three urban literacy classes.:

(Plans include visits to a compulsory Army tlass
,

to a women's class conducted by volunteers., and
to a class conducted by the Adult. ducatiOn Depart-
ment).

Sunday, NoVember 17, 1963

THIRD SESbIOU 8:00-13:30 (Chairman, Pakistan Delegate)

8:00

: 8:45

9:45

10:30

10:45

.4
iLiteracy Programs in Iran--Hr. Naghibzadeh

Discussion of Iran Program

Literacy.Programs in Turkey - -Mr. H. Seri ken

(Refreshments)

Discussion of Turkey Program

11:45 Literacy Programs in Pakista --Mr. Rizvi

12:30, Discussion Pakistan Program

13:30 Dismissal fot lunch

AFTERNOON-- Beginning at 15:30,

Visits are planned to two villages to observe an
adult literacy clast conducted by the "Education
Corps" (Sepah Danesh) and.another conducted by
theregular Adult Education Department.

Monday,_ November 18;1963

. FOURTH SESSION 8:00-13:00 (Chairman, Turkey Delegate)

8:00 Identifyinc, Problems Concerning Organization and
Administration

10:30 -(Refreshments)

10:45 Identifying Problems Concerning Research and
t Statistics

13:00 Dismissal for Lunch

AFTERNOON--Beginning at 15:30: films on literacy
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Tuesday hey-ember 19, 1963

FIFTH SESSION 8:00-13:00 (Chairman, U.K. Delegate)

8:00 _Identifying Protlems Conc,Jrninz; Curriculum anir

Teaching-Materials

10:30 (RefreshMents)
-

10:45 Identifyiag Problems Concerning. La i_;uage

13:60 Dismissal for Lunch

AFTERNOONBeginning at 15:00

Visit to the Tomb of Reza Shah the Great, Golesttan

`Palace, and"the Crown Jewels

Wednesday; November 20,1.963

SIXTH SESSION 8:00-13:00 (Chairman; U.S. Delegate)

8:00 Identifying Problems Concerning Teacher Selection

and Teacher Training

10:30 -(Refreshments)

10:45 Identifying Problems Concerning Supervision and

Evaluation
.,,, s 6

0

13:00. Dismissal for Lunch

AFTWOONBeinning-at 15:00: Tehran Sightseeing

. -
EVENING-20:00 Dinner in honor of the Seminar Participants. .

Thursday, November X21, 1963.

SEN,MITH SESSION 8:00-13:00 (ChairMan to bo. elected)

Report-on the work done aad formulation of recon,

mendations.

Concluding state ants, votes of thanks, and closing

remarks by R.E. the Undersecretary, Dr: A. Birjandi

13:00 Dismissal
. _

TTERNOONShoppim%, Sightseeing.
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DISOUSSION GUILTS FOR TIZ.1., SaaiLtUl 82SSIO::8

t the be,s-innit; of th.-4 &minor each participart re-
ccivc sct of'd.ocussiOn guic:er, which cOntaine.l. questions
related. to each of the topic::: to he diocuor,30.., Each diccuo-
don guide contain ze. the following note: "The questions
which follow are in no way ..'.ntene.o 57. to be an arenda, or Pict
of topics to be cliscuooed. tido odssion. They are intended,
rather, to otin.ulate thought and to ougGect thc.i p000ible scope
of diocuociono ca-.7-;.on of prob-
leo-0 which mist bc ,o:.v2d if en attneic oi 15.11.tc.,racy -15 to be:
oucce ooful.

b. Fourth Seocionlloverther i, 3.c;63=-In.'entify1nr- grOble*.ar,

Concerning prPI.niz.atior and itfir.liiotration

I. Should there b.. lowc forcing iiliLrate ndulta,to
attend 1-'_tcrac- ciao C?

2. I s it th- -c on of 4.,',13 Ninirr of ut±o
alone to prov.',..c 1:? for literacy trnininit?

3. :Pint advantacco or incentive:, om,be ottered to /
'illiterat2s to induce them to attcnd litpraesr

vollintar:.3.y?

4. to it f2coibl.,., to becin ri 11.6cracy, training procrai
on a nationwide ocniel or iv, it better to 'begin in
a'slected areas? If th e. intter, wilz.t arc the criteria
for r.," 1ct.i1C rf.Q1 arc?

5. If the total bthlget ir, inadequate, ir, it l',etter
to pro da W.1177_tiCroally i:n the
interest of .faicoo to all, or it bett;:r te-
ptovie. 3 en opt pro:jran on a,rc strcited CctIle?
What are the advanta ge o and cIL Me:A:Into go c each
courr,C of act:'on?

6.
-

Shoule. +r-!.`" :;----".7 '7. cct d
the central govern:lent:, bi provincial or local goir-,
ernnents, or by paivota concior;?

7. Cm onc prograa servo all geographical regiono of
the country? For rural no viell no urban progrmel
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8. Is' it'desirable for all interested ags,nc
ernmental and private, to coordinate th
ities into a single program? Is such .aq,,:

sible?

9. Should private organizations be permitted to carry
on their on programs?

, .

4

10. Can literacy training be a worthwhile end in itself?
A

,
. .4

11. Is it posible that literacy training might actdarT.
be harmtui if not followed up?'.

12. What shoUld be the relationshipbetween,literacy
programs and national programs for economic and
social development?

13. Who is responsible for providing a continuous 4coo
of easy reading materials for new literates?

1,

114. Is it desirable to have local councils which are
concerned with literacy training programs? Can

1 such councils be given responsibility for actually
conducting local programs?

t.?

15. Who is responsible'for'the formation of local
councils?

16. Should there tfe separate courses for various gro4par-..a
such rural men, rural.women, rural youth,,drban .

grodps, factory-workerS, soldiers, etc.?

.17. What administrative structure is required for an
effective literack training program? What must be
its-relationship to various governmental and pri-
vate agencies?

'<* 18. Arc thc thrLe countrics of the CENTO region similar--
enough that anilideaIn structure ml.ght be _drawn up

vl
.0

for adaptation within each country?

19. Do the existing administrative organizations of
-the kiniStrie-s---of Edunation-lend-themdel4es-to- the- --

conduct 61 effective literacy training programs?

. 20. Do existing administrative structures permit-ade-
quate:budget and an Adequate system of fiscal ad-
ministration?

\
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21. Can the central government provide sufficient titian-
,

cial means to carry on a nati,nwide program?

22. To .WIlat extent- can and should the local community

bear the expense of literacy training programs?

23. Should the illiterate himself be expected to con

tribute toward the cost of instruction?

-21.1. What is the most effective and efficient means or

providing adequate teaching materials for literacy

classes?

Other questions:,

Before Conclusion of This Session

(a) Develop definitive listing of the most important

problems concerning organization and a4ministra-

tion which aftect litercyl training program's in

the LENTO region.

(b) Determine what recommendations, if any, should t

made to LENTO on this topic for transmittalto the

-member countries.

-B. Fourth Session -- November 181 1963Ide'ntifying Problems
Concerning, Research and Statistics

1. What do we meanloy research? 'i4ust rescareh, be

highly technical, carried ononlk_by highly skilled

specialists, or' can thelordinary teacher carry on

research?
. ,!"

2.. Who should decide what-research is necessary and'

desirable? Who should be responsible for plan

ning and designing researer activities?

3. Who should carry on, research concerning.literitcy?

Who should pay for rese'ich?

1.1. In the absence of adequate budact, can research

be dispensed with as desirable but actually unnec'--

essary?

5. Is there a danger in developing prograMs which

have not been based upon careful research? Is

there danger in putting too much emphasis on re-

search?
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6. Can research carried.on in one country b

the basis for' action in another?

ees 117

e used as

7. Is it feasible to develop research _facilities on

a CENTO region basis'? Can a coordinating group =

be set up to facilitcdisseminatiOn of research

finding within the u11130 region?

8.. Would it be desirablu to have-one or two experts

-from each LENTO country tour the yregion to carry.

on more detailed study of problems?
1

9. Are we familiar with the basic attitudes of viI-

lagerS_toward change and modernization?.to we

have;., any idea of the aspArations ofilliterate

villagers?
1).
10. How can we obtain reliable information concerning

'the attitudes and.the,aspiration of villagers?
'f

il. Do we know the langnge- -the vocabulary, the idi

oms, regional differences-.actNIlly spoken by il-

literatcs? how can wc get infOrmation on, the lan
guagc

12. Who is qualified to carry on linguistic research?

Is such research necessary?

13. Do adults learn.in thc same w:,.y as children? 'Do

we know and un&rstand the psychology of learning?

'114. Arc there problems of coordination bctwton the

Ministry of Education-and other agencies, such as.

national planning groups, which carry on develop,-

mental research?
- .

15. How can we determine thc optimum length of course

foil adult lcarncrs?,

16. How can wc determine whether our primers and read-
ers arc doing the job they are intended tp do?

17. Of what value are` statistics concerning thc 'extent ".

,of illiteracy?

18.-How. reliable are census data concerning-literacy?,

Ministry statistics?

19. What dJ we mean when we say that a given per cent

if the nation is illiferate? What is - functional

4..
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definition of 'illiteracy"? Can a definition be gni.

versally applicable?

204 Is dt ppssible to obtain reliable statistics? If

soy haw?

21..Should detailed statistics be in hand before ini7

tinting a literacy program?,

22. Should actual statistics be kept secret?

23; Can statistics show a decrease in the percentage of

illiteracy when thcrc is in fact ha actual amprovo-

merit?

2h. ,Should there be a central clearing house for sta-
tistics\for an entire country?

25. WoUld it be feasible to establish a central-clearing
house f)r statistic/ for the CENTO region?

Other questions:

3

\

C. Fifth SessionNovember 19, 1963 -- Identifying ProbI6mS

Concerning Curricaumand Teaching Materials

1. Should a literacy course include-more than instruc-

tion in reading and writing?

2. Who should determine the content of the curriculum?,

, Should agencies othcr than the Ministry of Educa-

tion be involved in curriculum planningl

3;. What should be the relationship between the curric-

ulum and national development plans? '

,4. Can aneffective curriculum be developed-if the

national development plhns axe not concerned with

literacy training or with the role of a literate

public?-

5. Should the curriculum devote itself exclusively to
the task of reading and writing or.cah reading ma-
terials also bc'used tP teach "content"? If the

latter, at what point.in the course can it be as
sumed th4t reading, skill is sufficiently (lei/eloped

so that the readers can include "content"?
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.

1 ... .'

6, Aid, part shouL4 . toutila atrilvitiSO tiS ntory *Ailing .
dnd diddliffidfilli pldy?

1
'

7. Who is qualified to prepare primeri.and readers and
other teaching' materialb? 'How can- golalified

ers be found? .How can they be trained?

8. Howshould writers be paid for their work,

9. Who should publish teaching materis197=the national
gOverntent, localgovernment, private interests, or
°theft?

10. ShoUld there be a national center for the prepara-
tionor teaching materials?

11. Would it be feadible to have a CENTO'regienAl cen-
ter where baiic materials could- be prepared for
adaptionby each country?

12. What role should foreign advisers play in the
preparation of teaching materials?

13. CapriMary school materials be used in adult pro-
grams?

14. What is the best way to insure that the new lit-
erates have a continuing supply of,reading 'material
available which is at their reading level?

15. How dan an effective library service for villages!,
be set up?

16 What kinds of materials are useful ant in

village libraries?

17. How can blackboards, Viiiletin boards, and other
audio -v ual aidS be made available to village
literacy asses?

18. In view of t high cost of equipment and,of-pro-
duction of man ials, is it feasible to have mov-
ies, slides, and ilmstrips in a literacy training

progra?,
I '

19. is it feasible to Use ilms produced in one country

in another if sound tra ks and captions are changed?

20. How can radio be used in 1"teracy training? What

is involved in preparing use ul radio programs?
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24 What qualifications are necessary for radio script

writing/and program producing?

6

22. Is it feasible to think of television for literacy
instruction?' ow cdn cetote regions be reached by

Tv? !

23. Would it be possible to carry on research' in the
UNTO region concerning the feasibility of using

radio and' elevision for adult literacy training

. programs?

2b. Could the basic format and content of radio and TV '

programs be prepared in a CENTO regional center

and theh adapted for use in each country?

'Other questions:

D. Fifth Session--November 19, 1963Identifying Problems
Concerning Language - `

1. Should all literacy training programs be conducted

in the official languige of the country?

2. If people of an area do,not Speak the official
language, should they be instructed in both the
othar tongue and-the official language?

3. To what extent should people who do not speak 'the

official language be instructed in speaking the
language. before instruction in literacy beans?

L. Is- it necessary for the teacher to know the learners'.
mother .tongue in order to teach reading and writ-

ing?

5. How'important-are frustrations whiCh speakers of

minority languages experience in learning to read

and write the official language?

6. What incentives .can be offered to become literate

id the official language?

take cog-7. Is it desirable for teaching materials to
.nizance of dialects?

8. Should the teacher speak the same dialect dsthe

learners? Should the teacher speak the "pure ?,
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Who should train literacy teachers in Trograrie'conl-
ducted bydewtments other than the Miaistry'of
Education?

9. What duties btsides teachlng adult classes dOes,thc
toaeher have? What traininp should he have.for such

'duties?

10. Is it true that an untrained teacher is'better
than no teacher. N

till. "what iMplications are there for teacher training
if a program of literacy training by means of radio
and/or TV. is adoptee. , -

12. Who'is Qualified "to be a teacher trainer?

13. What program of inservice education should there
be for adult literacy teachers? Who should con-

duct'inservice training?

14;-What is,the relation of insurvice teacher educa-
tion-to supervision?

.

15. it be f,:asible to consider a CEN'TO region'

teacher training facility?

'Other questions:

F. Sixth Sossion-4evember 20, 1963--Identifying Problems
Concerning Supervision a dEvaluation

1. What is the relation botween'inser ice teacher
education and supervision ofthe)rograut

2. Who is qualified to be 'a supervisor of adUlt lit-,

()racy programs? What must be his training?' His'.

experience background?

3. What is the purpo'se of supervision? (Record-keep-

ing, or improvement of the overall prograe)

4. Is it necessaryor the supervisor to visit every
class on a definite schedule? What should the

,visit accomplish?

5. What records and reports should the suporvigor

keep?
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6. !low should the supervisor tie transported to the .

. various villa,es?. Is transportation of urban
suporvisorS a problem?'

.

7, How is a program 'of superv. Ision to b5- -orgiazed

and administorod?

8. What do we Mean by."evaluationo of adult literady
programs'?

.

9. Who carries on an evaluation program? The teacher
alone, the supervisor alone, the retoarch depart-
:lent, or :me combination of one or more of thete?

10. What is the relationship between evaluation and .

tupbilvision? What is the purpose ofeVnluation?'
IF

11. Is it correct to say t1 -at a measurement of the bx-
tent to which n6w literates .use their newskilas
in,day-to-day life is the best evaluation? If so,

-how can such evaluation be done? /

12. Would it be feasible to cbnsider the setting 4 of
a CENTO region center for training teachers and

. .

4 supervisors? ....,

Other quieStions:

I
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APPENDIX C-=LIST OF DELEGATES AND PARTICIPANTS
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I. Seminar Officers

Seminar Director:

Assistant Ditrector:

0

Rabporteur:

Coordinator:

II. Ceficial Delegates:

Iran:

Pakistani

A

Turkey:

United Kingdom:

United States:

'Mr. Mohammad All Noghibzadad14'Directo
General Department-of Adult Educaticin
Ministry: of Ebucatiop
Tehran, Iran

Esmat Moheimani
Supervisor of Fundamental Education
General Department of'Adult Education
Ministry of Education
Tehran,. Iran

W. E. Moss.

British Council

Karachii Pakistan
. %

Qutb, Cultural Officer
Public *lations D'i'vision
.Central Treaty Organization (CENTO)
Ankara, Turkey

Mr. Esmail Valizadeh, General Director
Department of .Planning and Studies%
Ministry of.Education
Tehran, Irarr
Mk. M. Ai Kliddds

Pakistan Academy for Rural Developme4
poklila, East Pakistan

Mr. llasan Serinken

Depawtment of:Adalt Education
Ministry of.Education,
Ankara, Turkey

Dr., Donald G. Burns

Supervisor of'Commonwdalth Teacherst Coultas
The University of feeds
Ikeds,.England

Dr. Paul T.: Luebke

Deputy Chief Education Adviser
U.S. A.I.D. Mission to Iran,
Tehran, fran
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III. Additional Pa..r.ticipants
..

United Kingdom:

lir. rd. E.. Moss

British Council
Karachi,- Pakistan

.

at United States:
.

r-

Dr. Herbert Hunsaker
Adult, Education Ac#ser
USA3D Mission to Turkey
Ankara,,TUrkey

AJohn Clarke'
SecondVy Curriculum Avifser

"-USkID Mission' to Ir6

Tehran, Iran

U----NFSCO:.

Mr. Nicholas Gillet
Act.,..ne4irector ,

UNLX0Mission to Iran

Iran: (All from Ainistry Of
Education, Tehran)

H. E., Dr. Amir Birjandi
Undersecretary ofqEducation

I

.

Mr. ilehdi Aghili, Lirector.

Department of Elementary
Education

Mr, Stephen Bach, Chief
British Council
iitAran, Iran

Dr. David McAllister
Teacher Training Adviser
USAID Hission to. Iran

Tehrin.,, Iran

Mr. S. V. S. Rao
Adult Education Adviser
UNESCO Aisson to Iran

is

Dr. Kambiz mahmoudi
EducatiOn. Adviser

.

. Hr. 145.0. Mashayekhi, Elrector
ment of Teacher Education

Miss Z. Dideban, Deputy Director
Departmem, of- Teaciler

Training

- Miss Thuran 141teshami,Adviser
Tlacher *ain ng Department
Tehran Proinclal Oface

Mr: Mehai Ohavie ,

DepSrt,aent of Publications

Mr. Abbas Houri
Edudhtion-AdViser

Mr. Iraj Jahanshahi Ohajar
Deputy Director
Department of Adult i.ducAt.jon
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is

Dr Khosrow Aohandessi
Dkartment of Planning and
Studies

r. Abbas lamini6harif
/Education Adviser

Dr. gohammad. All Toussil Chief
Department.i.of Research

Mrs. Ghodrat Sheibani
Libratia6, Fsculty, of Law
qUniversity of Tehran

H. E. Dr. S. Mossaheb
Methber the Senate,
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Seminar participants after the final Seminar session.

Seminar. delegates . and officialer,s L. to R.: Dr: Paul T. Luebke (USA),
De., Donald A : .Burns. (UK), 'Mrs. E. Moheimatii, Assistant Seminar Dirac-

, for (Iran),, kr Hasan Serinken (Turkey), Mr. W. E. Moss, Rapporteur
(UK), Mr. A.. Qutlx, (CENTO), H. E. Dr. Astir Birjandi,.Undersecretary of
Education' (Iran), Mr. E. Valizadeh (Iran), Mr. A. Naghibsadeh (Iran).
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